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Maxims

for

Farmers.

These maxims are the concentration of
w isdom fin
in* farm, aim we hope our readers will out them out and
preserve them.
! hey should be posted up in a
conspicuous
and
read
place
Success and inevery day.
dependence are sure to come to him who
loliows them :
1
Only good farming pavs. lie who
sow> or plains without reasonable assurance oi good
crops annually, might better
eirn wag. s ol some
capable neighbor than
w ok for so poor a
paymaster as he is certain to »»r.tve himself.
2.
The good farmer is proved such by
tin- stead} appieciation of his crops.
Any
one may reap an ample harvest from a fertile virgin soil, and a good farmer alone
grows good crops at first, and better and
better ev« r aft* rwatd.
3
It is tar easi -r to maintain the
productive capacity of a farm than to restore
ii.
I’o exhaust i s fecundity, and then attempt its rest,ora ion by buy ing costly commercial fertilizers is wasteful and irrational.
+
The good farmer sells mainly such
products as are least, exhaustive. Necessity
constrain
him for the first year or
may
w
to seii grain, or even hay ; but he will
s*•• m«sei 1 off his surplus, mainly in cotton,
»»r wool, or meat, or butter and cheese, or
sotiji Ming else tha> returns to the soil nearly all that is taken from it. A bank account
daily drawn upon while nothing is depositd to its credit, must soon respond “no
funds.” So with h firm similarly treated.
5.
Rotation is at least negative fertilization.
It may not positively enrich a farm;
it will at least retard and
postpone its impoverishment. He who grows wheat af.er
wheat, com after corn, for 20 years, will
>
n
i
.-migrate before that terra is fulfilled.
Tin* same firm cannot support (or endure) him longer than that. All our great |
w neat-growing section of 50
years ago are j
wheat-growing no longer; while England
grows larger crops thereof on the very
tli Id- that t< 1 t he armies of Saxon Harold
and William the Conqueror.
R Nation has
preserved these as fhe lack of it has ruined
those.
0.
Wisdom is never dear, provided
the,
article be genuine.
I have known farmers, j
a ho
toiled constantly from daybreak to
j
•lark, vet died poor, because, through igno- |
ranee they
wrought to disadvantage. If
rv
farmer would devote two hours of
each day to reading and reflection, there
would tie fewer failures In farming than !
there are at present.
~.
The best investment a farmer can
make f.»r Ins children is that which sur•unds their youth with the rational delights of a beauteous, attractive home. The
'welling may be small and rude, vet a few
fliweiri will enrich and gladden it, while
grass and shade are within reach of the
humblest. Hardly any labor done on a farm
Is so pr rp .fee as that which makes the
wife ami children fond and proud of liieir
cbildn n.
f>.
A good toacticn education, including
»■>.:
a
ade, i< n better outfit for a youth
oi l estate, with the drawback of
than a
hi;
iii,» v ini'id
Many parents have slaved
and pineh-.l to have their children rich,
wh.*n ha f the sum thus lavished would
have pro fitted them far in »re had it been
devoted to the education of their minds,
trie enlargement of their capacity to think,
observe and work.
The one structure that
no
neighborhood can afford to do withou1
is the school house.
it
A small library of well-selected books
in his hem* has »Hved manyavouth from
wanderlug into the baneful ways of the
Where parental strictness
prodigal son.
and severity would have bred nothing bur
di-ike and a fixed resolution to abscond
a' the tir<* opportunity, good books and
pleasant <u-rounding- h.-av** weaned many a
youth fom his wild impulse to go to sea or
cr i-s trie continent, and made rjim a
docile,
contented. ■»bedient, happv lingerer by the
flr
*sid
in
a
parental
family, however rich
or poor, n > other good is so cheap or so
watchful love.
Thoughtful,
pre.-iouId.
Most in u are b »ru poor, but, no
man, who iias avarage capacities and tolerable luck liei-d re ncn so. And the farmer's
calling, h >ugh proffering n > sudden leaps,
no
ready -h >rt cu s to opulence, is the
surest of all w »ys from poverty and w.in>
to com! >i t, aud iudpendence. 0 her men
mu-t climb; the lemperable, frugal.diligent,
provident fanner may grow into competency ami every accessory to eternal happiness.
Each year of his devotion to lniiomestead in tv find it m >re valuable, more
attractive than the, last, and leave it butter
mill.
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The

Value

of

Snow

to

the

Soil.

The following beauiifnl remark upon the
value of snow will doubtless be read \\ ith
interest by the reader.
It is from the pen
of the editor of the Ww England Farmer:
When the snow comes early and remains
through the winter the roots of the grain
nnd grass remain green and succulent and
are ready for an early start in ttie* spring.
The snow also protects the surface from
the sweeping winds, which dry it and remove the soil from the roots of the grain
When the si.ow lies in a deep body on the
ground, if w< have occasion to dig into the
earth, we rind there a little or no frost..
People say the snow has taken the frost out
of the ground. This is not exactly true.
The snow has protected the ground from
tlie cold air, and ihe heat radiating from the
earth has melted what frost there was under the snow.
The white color of the snow prevents
the absorption of the sun's rays and their
transmission to the ground, so that the alternate thawing and freezing does not take
place in a snow-covered surface, which it
does in one on which the snow does not lie
It is open said that. the snow is the poor
man’s manure.
Hut. it is the rich man’s as
well, tor it brings down the elements of
fertility from tin- atmosphere, and retains
them, and when it melts conveys them into
tin* -oil.
When tiie snow Is con verted into water
by the g'-nial influences of tiie sun’s rays,
it penetrates the soil so quietly that it does
not displace tiie seeds, or disturb tile rootlets of the plants, but soltens and swells
them, and at Tie* same time dis-o!ves the
elements of nutrition around them, which
they are thus enabled to absorb into their
circulating vessels and convey to their
tender shoots arid buds.
Thus a good Providence supplies us with
the means of lile and comfort. It sends
’he snow to retain tiie warmth of the earth
and protect all vegetable life.
W.ithout. it,
in the higher latitudes, the earth could not
be inhabited by man. The ground would
freeze to such a depth that it would not be
thawed till mid-utr>mer.
We could raise no
winter grain, and the short seasons would
limit our cultivation to a few of the hardier

plants.
The snow, then, is not only “a beauty
and a joy,” hut it is a sateguard and pro.
tectlon to all vegetable life.
Ii adds largely To tile fertility and productiveness of insoil, and enables it to produce a much
greater variety and abundance of crops for
the supply of man, and the cherished animals which contribute so largely to his
necessities and comforts, than it would
otherwise do.

Drilling vs. Broadcast Sowing.
A
bushel of wheat, contains (100,000
grains. If
this quantity could be spread
equally over
an acre of ground, it would
give nearly ten
square inches of space for each plant; each
plant would be a little more than three
inches from the next, and there would be
fifteen p ants to each square foot. If the
j-eed were sown in diills uine inches apart,
there would be a plant to each inch in the
drill. It is well known that in broadcast
sowing much of the seeds is covered too
deeply, and some not sufficiently, and thus
possibly a half of the seed is wasted. Ill
drill-sowing a much greater proportion of
the seed produces returns, because of its
even covering and more
regular germination.
If each seed should produce but one
Jterfect ear, the yield would be over thir vtold, but it Is safe to sav that every healthy
wheat-plant, will produce at least three
stalks, so that, should the whole of the
seed sown mature, a crop of ninety bushels
would be the result. There is no doubt but
drill-sowing will produce a better yield than
broadcast, sowing, as much more of the
seed will successfully germinate.
Georgia Corn in Egypt. Gen. Charles
P. Stone, formerly of tile United States
Army, now attached to the Egyptian W ir
Office at Cairo, reports a very satisfactory
cultivation of Georgia corn, the seed of
which was received from the United States
Department of Agriculture. It was not
planted till the 20.b of Au ust last, thus
losing eight di.ys of the hot summer
weather.
It, came up in four days, and, befog irrigated with Nile water, grew rapidly,
reaching the height of eight feet, throwing

three or four shoots from every stalk.
ears were gathered at Chrl-tmas, full
and ripe, but not so long as he expected to
•ee them.
out
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I VOLUME

Only

a

Violet.

W. L Bradlky,—
D :ir Sir:
I send you a statement of mv
experiments with your Phosphate, of which
I purchased one barrel'containing 256

pounds.
Six pounds of if I put on a row of corn
of sc venty live hills, that was manured in
the lull with a fair shovelful of composted
manure.
The row gave 91 pounds.

can never

MAINE, THURSDAY. MAY 2, 1872.

know

Illustrated Rebus.

especially vain of the ripple of yellow hair, of the ripe red lips and smiling
Belgrade, Me., Dec. 14, 1P71.
eyes, hut because—because it was Philip
W. L. Bradley.—
rngersoll coming across the lawn. He
Dear Sir: Five years ago 1 ploughed up ! came in like a west wind.
two acres ot laud and sowed with
“You’ll spoil your eyes yet over that
barley ;
and sni-s seed. On one-third ol the piece
worsted-work,” he said, taking Violet’s
1 put on barn-vard manure at the rate of
embroidery out of her hands, and filling
twenty-live fair loads to the acre. On the in
wrong stitches with the wrong color.
remaining two-thirds 1 sowed two casks of
“Dear me!” she cried, “you’re just
vonr P iosphat.e.
I could see no difference
spoiling my cushion cover ! I shall have
in tile barley.
I have since taken off four crops of hay, to pull it all out, unless you make someand have no hesitation in saying that each thing pretty.”
“I shall make something beautiful, devear the grass lias been fully as good whore
only the Phosphate was applied and tile pend upon it. This cushion is to lie ol
presen! season it the was best, thus showing j random or mosaic work, I have underthe lasting effects of your bone Phosphate. 1 stood, and you design anything that fanWm. B. Dunlap.
Truly yours,
cy or feeling dictates! Now. I intend to
I add a lew stitches, and you will pull them
From Hod. George B. Loring.
i out at your
peril. I want an interest in
I this cushion ; and when mv part is comSalem. Mass., Jan. 3.
was

plete. if it doesn’t please
For

halt

a

■

|
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heavy weather,

and
what Capt.
snags,” which could
for by the extreme

while lying to, ran
Hall termed
icy
only be accounted
shallowness of the
water, or high icebergs emheded in sand
or mud.
By repeated collisions with
these breakers of ice, the Polaris sprung
aleak, on the morning succeeding the gale.
Capt. Hall gave orders to bear up for
now on the other side of the
screen, where in a sort of blank amazement, and wrote
Disco, where he always had intended to
the two sat, withdrawn from observation to
Philip Ingersoll that she released him make his place of shelter, in case ot
in a world of their own.
any
The family call- from the engagement—oil the receipt of
accident that would leave him time to
ed the space behind the screen “Violet’s which he
dropped brush and pallette, and reach it. During the return to Disco, the
reception room,” but no other person was replied :
men, and even the officers and proles■
admitted there. It made a sort of barrier
“If you are in earnest, dear Violet, which I
sional attaches of the expedition, sustainbetween the other persons in the room can hardly credit—if. after all
my protestations
ed att unremitting working of the
pumps
and the lovers, in whose shadow they of love, you belie e that 1 never would have
could pass and take glances full of sig- asked you 10 marry me had I not telt myself to until the harbor was reached, and then
blame for your accident—I refer you to the il- the hold was so water-logged and the men
nificance, words lull of tenderness; there lus'rutrd
rebus which I finished in your cushion so exhausted that
Capt. Flail announced
he hel l her silks and wound her worsteds, ot
random-work the a terno >n of our unfortuand drew grotesque pictures in her pock- nate ride, ami when a proposal of love could that another day at sea would have seen
them abandon the Polaris. It was necesnot be suspect ‘d to savor ol dutv or con-cience.
et d ary, and made absurd records ot
Even worsted-woi k has its uses', I find.”
sary to throw overboard a large quantity
events that had never occurred, and wrote
ot provisions, and an equally great amount
Violet
took
her
love
and
talked
as
sofa-cushion
and
verses,
up
impromptu
lovers will, of anything or nothing. He looked at it curiously ; all the figures ran was so damaged by hilgewater as to he
unfit for use, except in a time of extreme
into
each
other
her
and
blurred
their designs.
brought
great flowering plants to
hang in her window, dropping a hundred “It I could only be sure that he loved me emergency.
The log of the Polaris contained many
sprays of bloom, and breathing out per- before!” she murmured; ‘but what can
fume with every current of air; he brought this random-work prove ?—Maud.” s'.,, strange discoveries, which led to the conviction that to the extreme and undisher the quarterlies, and read to her while asked, with assumed carelessness, “Did
covered North there is, at times, a genial
she worked oil her cushion; he lowered you ever translate this rebus that
Philip
die shade to suit her eyes, arranged her says he worked in my cushion ? Di I atmosphere and open seas. Plants were
detected in the ice which are indigenous
hassock, shitted the screen, and was in vou ?”
to southern climates, and the examination
all
[
hers
to
command.
“Mercy!
so.-’
answered
tilings
Every
Maud, of a
hope
floating stick of wood, found on Saturaction, every look expressed devotion, coming to look over her shoulder at the
declared that no chance nor change could cushion ; “It’s as plain as a man's nose day, January 13. proved it to be a limb
alienate his regard. Bv degrees he drew on his face. I guessed it that afternoon of some huge bireh. On the night of SunI t. Capt. Hall sat on the
her out into places of public resort—some- you were riding,
f wondered afterward hay, February
deck all night, readii g, writing and
'imes they went together to sit under the it \our disfigurement would annul it, but
making lunar and a-tral observations.
inspired teachings of a modern prophet ; he stood tite test, you see.”
the whole month ol Januar
sometimes ail eloquent lecturer enticed
“Well,” impatiently, “and what is it, Throughout
very little ice wa- seen, and, each night,
them out ol their happy seclusion; often- pray ?”
the sky on all sides glittered witli meteors
er the full-throated melodies of some re“Don’t von know ?”
ot the most gorgeous
description, which
nowned soprano entranced them : the iin“Xo. 1 never dreamed it had a meanfl islted so brightly and wildly across
ini
of
the
old
masters
passittned
aginations
ing.”
he h.!'!!]fl!nP!!t
o
t1}
t};*-* utv.wi.
of harmony lent ihem the “open sesame’’
“Oh, what a stupid ! why—there’s an
eyesight. On iIn; first ol F-bruarv the
into fairy land, and enriched their exist- eve, symbolic ot the fir r person singular,
Polaiis encountered a, field ol ice, which
ence with the lavish embroideries of fanadao. Piti 1 ip Ingersoll; then there’s the
obstructed her headway fm* several hours,
cy ; or riie vivid creations ot Shakespeare little blind god of love—you know him. I
and Capt. Hall proposed to run back into
walked before them, lived and breathed hope; and there’s a soir in violet tloss.
clear water until tin* middle ot Februar\,
in their presence, translating the lovers literal translation, ‘I love Violet Starre’”
when he expected a breaking up and
into their own time and place, and surAnd so when Philip Ingersoll followed
ot the ti- Ids ot ice and icebergs
rounding them with an atmosphere of his letter, he found one person convinced drifting
which infested the quarter he had abanlove and romance.
In those happy days that he loved Violet Starre in truth as
doned. To this determination Capt. Hall
Violet almost forgot that she had ever well as in worsted work.
now owes the safety ot his ship’s comb en beautiful, or had ever desired to be.
“I know now,” said he, “that worsted
She dressed herself at the mirror daily, wotk was invented to prove tite fidelity ot pany, for. had he not put back over 1000
miles tlie Polaris would h ive been to<» far
without ever relating the scarred image lovers.
from Greenland to reach it before the
reflected there to herself, whose being
water
had gained too rapid headway
was a
Since it made no difference
p lent.
Damages for Liquor-Selling.
through the leak made by the ice.
to I’nilip, had rather cemented his trieridChristmas Day was a gala hay on hoard
The Wood-field Spirit ot
sliip. it became a tiling of no importance
Democracy of the Polaris. The good ship was hemto her that the classic
of
her
nose
the
profile
gives
following account of the fir-t med in by heavy field iee, but 'he weather
was defaced, that her wounds had
puck- trial in Monroe County under the Ohio was as
pleasant as an Italian spring d iv.
ered the skin upon her cheek and drawn Law. Tue
synopsis ot the evidence and The E-quim itl\ and the dugs winch Cipt.
tile eve-lids out of place, and had given a ot the
Judge's charge are of general in- Hall proeitred at St .) dill’s were brought
totally new and strange expression to the terest :
into requisition, and a seal-hunt was prowhole* countenance, that she no longer
Tite parties to the suit were Susannah
as tile
ohj et of tile day. Tile lings
beheld h'-rselt reflected in the admiring E. Lowe, wile ot Charles W. Love, ot posed
were lowered to the iee in a boat from
gaze ol pissers in the street.
However Iteaii-ville, this county, against 1, ntitlie davits, and
were
tackled to lo v
great the blow might have continued to \\ olieuWeber, ot the same
place.
sledges hv the Esquimaux. Cipt. Had
be, it bad been skillfully treated by the
THE

you, why. say
dozen afternoons or
to
more, Philip stooped
conquer worstedwork. and finish his random design upon
the cushion.
“There,” said he, “it's given me a
headache! What’s good lor headaches,
Mi=s Violet ?”
“Ptulinia powders, peace, and a pilEnglish Agriculture.
i low.”
“Put your hand on my head, and fee!
At one of a recent series of “farmers’ how hot it is.”
meetings,” held at. Concord, N. H Col J. !
“That comes of such close application.
-J. Walker, of Claremont, wh«i has recently
1 declare!
Where did \ou learn to do
returned from a trip through Kngland and
worsted-work? This eye you have fashScotland, gave an interesting talk concernioned here is enough to startle the stronging Eaglish Agriculture.
From the Concord Statesman we extract the following minded.”
“Natural talent; that eye speaks
report of his remarks :
“C »l. Walker said he was struck, on j Come, who’s tor a gallop through the ;
woods to-day, to the tune of the wind? j
emerging from Liverpool into the country,
I’ll have the horses round in no time.”
with ’he marvellous order he saw in tillage,
j
wlrcli was the result of capital and cheap
“I can’t go," saiil Maud; “don’t tempt
lab >r;
No farm-houses were visible, the me.”
’landlord and tenant system prevailing
“But you will, Violet ?!’
Some farmers p iv $25 rent a vear per acre,
“Yes, I will. I was just thinking that
anil the problem to him was how they man- these Indian
summer days were too few
aged to live and become well off with such
and fair to waste in-doors
Their implements were better than
rents.
“Come then; we will off across the
our>, and steam was largely used.
English
river, and into Folly-Mill Woods.”
people had implements for every ohj ct
Violet ran to put on her hat and habit,
aimed at. They plowed deeper and harrowwhile he ordered the horses, and th>*v *et
ed deeper Hi n Americans, and their lain!
"ff in the best of spirits,'the wind ruffling
was
underdrained thoroughly. They minnred their land verv heavily, u-ing special h r yellow hair and tossing the pnrole
f^rtiliz rs largely, and even importing large
plumes of her bat. the bloom deepening
quantifies of boms, oi! cak*-, etc., from upon her cheeks until she looked like j
America.
All their implements were made some brilliant flower.
Cr issi g the
m the most thorough manner.
They sow- bridge, they saw the fishing boats putting
ed m drills, and rarelv ever broadcast. out across the bir, the
pleasure-seekers' ten ler band of Philip Iiigersoll.
They raised 60 bushels of wheat to an acre, idling the afternoon away in golden leis
They were returning o e winter after*
lod co n side ed 40 bushels an acre a failure.
Violet’s hand
ure; then they pushed on, leaving the riv- : noon, from a matinee.
They rotate their crops with five or six er with its shifting shad >ws. and changing slipp'd into his arm and held there; the
courses such for instance as one-seventh of
scenes, behind them, and plunged into gas-lights flickered against the steel-blue
potatoes, one of turnips, one of seeds, one
the heart of the woods.
What echoes f sky, where a handful of stars were
one
of
one
of
beans. A favorite
wheat,
oats,
their words and laughter, haunted the sprinkled; everybody was
•uovle <»f manuring land Was Py funding th«
hurrying and
land with sheep.
He spoke of the value of stillness there long at’iei they had passe.t nagging biois. lt' against the cold; but
these
two
on!
Hid
loitered
along the way, happy
the turnip crop to the English fanner, who
you met them in anv of the
thought he must h ive f »rty-flve tons at forest paths, you would have been re- and warm enough in each other’s neighleast. They also rawed large quantities of minded of some Obi World romance, borhood.
I have an insatiable curiosity,” said
some
cat rots, and a kind <»f a bean which was fed
page ol the.poets, to which the fanto horses in place of corn.
tastic shapes and blended colors of the Violet, “to know where all these people
Tin* E igl s
hive re bleed feeding stock
wood lent a marginal illumination.
Un- at e going—into what sort ol homes, along
to a system. Animals were kept growing der/ path them the
If one
pine needles spread a what rough highways of life.
all the time, and perfected at the age of two
carpet; everywhere the pines themselves could get behind these ma-ks which they
years. Tlmir sheep were marvellous, and shed an odor of frankincense, their holes all
wear, and know what was taking
u'terlv different from anything ever seen
wreathed with wild vine’s drooping leaves place in their experience, what plans and
and
the same was true of cattle and
here,
like heart’s blood: all the lavish tints of | hopes and disappointments they conceal,
horses.
Horses were bred for special use,
beckoned into more enchanting | wouldn’t it be finer than any novel?”
autumn,
-uch as the farm or the race.
Allusion was
"Let us begin with each other, then,”
made to the Derby races, which were an distances, wove gay garlands along the j
said Philip;
‘'Tell me, first, what hopes
netted
while
overthrough
way,
boughs
witnessed
a
exciting affair,
by hundred thousand spectators, and betting was universal. head the blue sky laughed down indul- and plans you hide away from the common gaze ?”
Aberdeen countv sells annually 42,000 cat- gently, and sunbeams touched even dead
“I ?” she laughed.
“Yes ; I hope some
tle, of which 34 500 are exported to London twigs into beauty.
“If one could only write all the poems time to go to all symphony concerts and
and realize $5,266,035 in our money.”
that the autumn woods inspire !” said In- to wear a camel’s hair shawl.”
j gersoll. “It’s like a tune, you know, ! "Mv hope is more presumptuous than
Ground Bones.
which sings itself in your brain, but that, Violet.
I hope to take you to ail
eludes the voice.” He idly I shed a spruce the symphony concerts with a wedding
A correspondent at. Coleraine, asks: tree that
grew close to the path as he ring on your finger. May I ?” and Violet
“VVliat kind of crops are ground bones
the action startled Violet’s horse, must have given consent, for the next day
spoke;
most valuable for, and what are they
and he threw her before she had time to there was a diamond like a dew-droo
worth per ton when compared with stable
cry out.
Philip Ingersoll was oft' his flashing upon her hand, and, in spite of
manure or with the commercial fertilizers
horse in a trice—his heart beating hotly scars, a look of happiness that dazzled the
of the day?”
There is scarcely any crop that, is not in his bosom, seeing that she neither mov- beholder.
The diamond had reposed on Violet’s
betiefltted by phosphate of lime, the chief ed nor spoke; and lifting her, he found
constituent of bone.
When dried, bones that site had fallen against a projecting , finger hardly a month, when Mr. Ingerconsist of about a third part of organic
point of stone, and her face was a mass ! soil was called out of town to paint the
material and two-thirds inorganic.
He got her home portrait of a beautiful heiress, the ward of
The of cuts and bruises.
first is in the form of gelatine,
chiefly, and with the assistance of some men who his uncle, who had occasionally visited at
that you know, is highly nitrogenous. The
were felling
timber in the wood, and his mother’s.
inorganic part, is mostly phosphate of lime, called the doctor, who declared that the
The idea of jealousy in connection with
so that you have in bones both
organic and Grecian nose of Violet Starre was broken, his
absence never occurred to Violet,
mineral manures, the one class furnishing and her
lovely cheek would always carry while lie wrote letters full of the extravathe soil with ammonia and the other phosthe scars of ragged wounds.
gance of lovers, that read so much like
phoric acid.
In a. tew weeks, however, \ lolet was pure poetry; but having several other orPerhaps they are most valuable tor thp
and about as usual, but she saw no- j ders in the neighborhood, lie was obliged
grain crops, Indian corn, etc., and the up
at home, and declined invitations | to postpone his return almost daily. “Mr.
roots, as mangolds and swedes, but, they body
abroad. When she walked out, she was Clayton wishes me to paint his child,” he
are valuable for top dressing for
grass and
behind thick veils.
“Though would write; “Mrs. Vermillion wishes to
pastures, especially old pastures long fed disguised
;
by dairy stock and from which the phos- nobody would ever guess 1 was Violet sit for Mary Stuart; thus I shall be obligphate has been removed in the milk, the Starre—I am sufficiently disguised al- | ed to stay away from you still longer,
hone and the flesh ot the animal.
ready,” she said to herself. She seldom which disappoints me sorely,”—till Maud
Ground hones are worth about thirty dol- walked in the thoroughfares, but in un- sain :
lars a ton, if they are pure and ground fine.
“I suspect lie’s having too fine a time
ttvquented lanes and by-ways. 0 le day
They can he picked up at about twenty dol- she was met by Philip Ingersoll in her out there; you had better have him home
lars a ton raw, and the grinding ought, to
solitary stroll, whom no amount of thick without delay. I wouldn’t trust a lover
he done, and done well, for ten dollars a
of mine within eye shot of Miss Heather’s
veils could deceive
ton.
As compared with most other ma“Violet,” said he, “you neverallow me fascinations. Violet slays her thousands
stable
nures,
manure, for example, a farmer to see
you now. I see Maud and your but Misk Heather her ten thousands.”
could afford trt pav forty dollars a ton for
and any one but yourself.
[
mother,
"I'm sure I shall riot ask him to return,”
bone
pore, finely ground,
meal, but that Is
haunt your door like a shadow.
Do you answered Vi det. who lor the first time
about the limit and ought to exact, a
mean to get you to a nunnery ?”
experienced an unfortunate sensation.
guaranty of purity, and then get, it, examin“I never thought of it; hilt it wouldn't
“It lie wishes to do So he will need no
ed by a competent chemist, and if it. is
so had now; I shouldn't
he
found to be adulterated with oyster shell
frighten any urging; it lie prefers to stay, I would not
lime, a very common practice, or with one there.”
have him come at any solicitation ot
“Violet, you will always lie lovely to mine.
plaster, or any similar substance, hold the
Besides he has finished Miss
me.”
seller to the letter of hts guaranty.
Heather’s siuings, and he said she had
The market price, that is what the dealers
“Wait till you see me without my veil, begun to fade.”
ask, is about sixty dollars per ton. You sir; no compliments till then.”
But somehow the suggestion rankled
can’t, afford to pay that, even if it is pure,
“Well, do you remember the veiled ] and refused to he exercised, till she
forgo’
and if you can’t get it pure and genuine at.
it for a while; but every now and then it
lady in Hawthorne's ‘Blithedale ?’ ”
forty dollars or less, you had better look
“Whom Teeodore was not brave enough i returned to her, like a
pain that one
around and buy something else, or make a
to trust? Ves.”
vaguely remembers at waking, groping
bigger compost heap at home.
[Mass.
I
am
braver
than Theodore; about
“Well,
in
one’s conscience for
the
Ploughman.
say that I may see you when I come wound that caused it.
What if he
should succumb to Miss Heather’s beauty ?
again.”
Fruit Grafting.
“If it will be any pleasure, yes; I sup- It would not he wonderful.
The only
it looks vain to hide away.
But w. uder was that he should ever hail
The following recipe for making grafting pose
somehow—it may be silly—but I would care! for herselt—with her uglv
wax is taken from the
scars;
Germantown Telerather look vain than ugly.”
and they began to burn and throb forth
grnnh :
“I cannot inugine you in such a with."
We wish to remind those
preparing grafting wax that we have found four parts ot p'ight.”
She had been out shopping one day,
“Then you had better not come.”
rosin, one part of beeswax, and one part, of
and getting into a crowded car to return,
beef tallow, to be the best,
“1 never surrender ground uuee ced
was obliged to stand j immed so closely
proportions.
Melt them in a skillet, (which is the
ed.”
against two ladies who were seated that
best.)
or a tin cup, and mix well,
it should reW' en he acted upon this permiss on he she could overbear their remarks without
main in the vessel and used as needed. found Violet
busy over her random-work an effort.
Twenty or thirty scions can be waxed wuli eu-hion, with an old-lashioned screen ol
“It would never have happened, I susone heating up.
When such grafting is to white silk
embroidered in palms anil pect, but tor that accident,” the elder
be done a little Are for healing the wax
pansies standing in a carved rosewood lady was siting “It was a dreadful misshould be made orj the spot, between two Irk me
before her.
fortune, truly. I h ive only seen her once
bricks or stones.
The light troubles ray eyes,” she said, since, and I should never have
We have seeu various preparations for
guessed
*n
apology; “they are not quite strong that she was beautiful. You see a broken
making grafting wax and we believe we I
but he observed that as
|
yet;”
sat
tothe
nose
outlines
and the expres
changes
have tried them all.
they
Applyiug it warm or
sion essentially.”
hot does no injury to the graft. The ohj ct gether with their accustomed familiarity
she
shifted
it
to attain in the
between
them.
constantly
Violet shivered behind her thick veil,
proportion is that the wax
“Come,” said he, “it is the light of mv and lent an eager attention.
will not, crack in cool, dry weather, or run
in warm weather. If, however upon trial, eyes that dazzles yours?
Wherever I
“Well,” said the other, “why should
different proportions lie required, the fore- move, the screen follows.”
he marry an ugly woman because she is
said
going can be altered, though after using
“No,”
Violet, laughing constrain- unfortunate ?”
them in several ways we have come back to
“The fact is, he felt himself to blame;
edly ; “it is the light of other days I
these.
he invited her to ride, and it was the
guess.”
“The light of other days Violet, was not flirting of his
whip thatstartled her horse;
At a social party, where humorous one whit more
dazzling to me than that of there you have it in a nut-shell. It was
definitions was one of the games ot the the
present,” he said, going to her side, simply a matter of
His mother
evening the question was put, “What is and dropping his voice to an undertone. told me herself that itduty.
never would have
religion?” "Keligion,” replied one of the
“Thanks, but do not feel it necessary to happened but that Philip's conscience r n
party, more famous as a man of business make polite speeches to me. See how away with his judgment. There, I must
then of wit, “is an insurance
against fire famously I am getting along with my tear mvselt away. Don’t mention anyin the next world, for which honesty is mosaic cushion. Won't it be a
splendid thing I’ve told you; I would’t like it to
the best policy.”
‘muddle ?’ What a queer color you made I reach the ears of the parties concerned,

so!”
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|

a'11 aid to?*-* <1
vide him Id 1,
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|

anything, I thought were discoursing jute, butts, linseed and
speak for him.” duties; the sunbeams were glinting in at
“Oh, the little blind god, to be sure !” the car-windows; everything and every“Yes; none so blind as those who body were just where they had been half
won't see.”
an hour ago; she
only, of ali that assemHaving broken the ice of Violet’s re- bly, had epitomized the sufferings of a
serve, Mr. Ingersoll never gave it time to life-time in one sharp pang—had lost “the
skim over again, but presented himself al- light that never was on sea or shore.”
most daily.
He always took his position
She made no more ado, hut wen: home

Violet Starre put down her work and
looked out at the window ; somebody was
coming across the lawn. She turned to
the glass involuntarily to put a stray lock
aside,to settle her bows and fallals, “to see
how she looked.” in short; not that she

Sir : The Super-Phosphate of Lime used
bv me, of your manufacture, proved to be
all I could expect or desire.
I have used
every variety, and have foynd none which
operated more effectually and permanently
than yours.
Truly vours.
Geo. B Loiung.
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his how and arrow would

death.
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into I
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I

wings

dear,

And the love in my heart, like the violet’s

breath.
Though crushed and forgotton,

i

face of th** driver.
....
a ,s thinking "f
l- ;t *o s t'• if lie ha !

vn

|

But that was so very long ago,
And time works changes, as we all know;
Ir may he he has forgotten q lite
The loving words they used to write,
But this poor little fl >wer is pleading here.
For the dust, and the things that once were

A row immediately be-ide the first one,
manured exactly the sam», but with no
Phospha'e, gave fifty-four pounds, a difference of thirty-seven
pounds, one pound of
Phosphate giving six and one-sixth pounds
of corn. The remaining 250 pounds, I
put
on one-half care of corn with
equal success,
so far as I can
judge.
This corn was the Sanford corn and so
far as I can judge is the most prolific and
the best for table use of any grown In New
England. The only trouble is that it is
later than other varieties. Hut with Bradley's Phosphate to give it an early start, I
can raise
twenty per cent, more than of any
other variety.
Yours truly,
L. A Marion.
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It's only a violet faded and old
That has quiet I slipped from the letter I hold.
But it whimper* something 1 used to know,
When soin* h dy placed it there long ago—
When the letter was sent with its freight of love
While an earnest le aver went up above,
And f. in a strange land far awav.
Was loving him always night and day.

East Winthrop, Me., Dec. 5, 1871.

«*•

>01;. luivv,
lo
!:
angles vho go
al» -i»t
ii
Divine « ii ■'•!■» o| bearing lip
< k bann hilling and Ironi
i an I scute! ing
s; •.
tie -mini i4g
at ill'- I ho gh
of
j
angelhood lor no like himsei!. “Mean
angel! Me! Within t iie-e blown, roughi we ther clothe-?
X"! No* I am only an
i in_ ineer on a raih ad. li ving to do my
duty Irom a variety ol motives, but, chit fly
f Ho believe—y es, I do, from love tot! e
this s'ar of yours!
It’s the violet star you know. Will you pull the strap for j
Cruise of the Polaris.
An Enqino Driver.
Only
M iser.
Idle little boy I saved to-.'ay may
that poets rave about, isn’t it? I’m go
me, please?” she said to Violet; “it is so
New
York, April 25. The correspondii.»ve a work to do in fin* world that 1 can
nv s. J. PKICHAKD.
ing to match it with flame-colored sun.” crowded here. Thanks!” working her ent ot the
Times, writing front St. Pierre,
never do,” ami he -mil* *1 once more ai d
‘‘I hope yon recognize my other effort passage out, while Violet sank like a
N. F., untier date of April 15, says:
The house of the engii driver was fir look, d sie: oily oui, ?liink'ng ot hi> com
The
of art as an old acquaintance of yours ?” ! crushed fl over into the vacant seat.
It Danish
(trig Meerbek. which arrived here i away from the railroad station, win-re his rad**, i>* ;i Due. ben -ing ov»*r I* s dying
“Which? This little imp? What is he seemed strange to her that she should be
brings intelligence from the daily work beg in. This hail to le p irtb
baby. *‘P or H u” In sighed, “at least
doing? Shooting angels to make a pot- yet alive alter listening to such tidings. \esterday,
United States Arctic expedition tinder helm use t lie officers ot the road v. a
*,l ;
pie, as Mrs. Hurd thought she had a con- Two school-girls beside her were laughyon .•« iil know «our uty wa> well done,
Capt Hall. When the Meerbek left Disco, make huge dividers, and to that en
wire* you \ itched/’
firmed hat>it of doing when she went to I ing over the unknown
quantities in their Greenland, on Friday, March l.tlic Polaris him too little money to enabl" him to paid
iv,
How ilie hi.
the asylum ?
i.tng and rattled ! how tl *3
I mistook him for a comet algebra lesson; a
lovers
of
were
pair
had been two days at Disco, undergoing nearer his work, and
bec-m-e
tin*s
e hi
eln-hed Immij lips ot -tone -ol’lv
at first, or a heavenly body.”
partly
smiling into each other’s eyes, stand- repairs and procuring a fresh supply of engine driver and his wife
from
thecen-.tr, d:i#ed in snow, as the keg, bown line of
"He is a heavenly body; and though ing in the aisle with each a hand in the
provisions. On tlic afternoon of February wanted there home to be in a house they cars trailed it-h i*, oh behir.u me
he resembles an interrogation
fiery eye
point with same strap; some Calcutta merchants 8, the Polaris encountered
that toid to ?i 1: he hills along the riser
his
extremely could have all to themselves.
as much as
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Bridley's Super-Phosphate.
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PETITION

forth, among other tilings, that “the
plaintiff is the mother of four children;
that plaintiff and said children are wholly
dependent upon said Charles W. Lowe
tor support anti maintenance, and that

set

within the year last past the defendant has
sold and given to the said Charles W.
Lowe, at Hi vers times, intoxicating
liquors
in violation ot law;
whereby said Charles
\\ Lowe became and wa- intoxicated anti

rendered unfit

to attend to Ins usual Intsine-s, whereby the plaintiff was greatly
and materially injured in her means ot
support, and in the means of support of

her said children.
THE

TESTIMONY.

The evidence was entirely circumstantial. Miss Emma L nve testified th it in
the spring ot 1871 she went to the defendant s saloon for hither to come to
dinner;
he was standing by the counter, a glass
was before him that contained
something
:ed ; did not see him drink ; went out and

Our engine driver’s name was Frank that a freight train v a-on its way to the
Dee. H" had been on the road >wentv -e-i. Kv« 1 night the hilis hear the same
years, and was one of the tried and trust’, sounds, and
.v t *»«? -mi*.
si h: but th; *
men that somehow cannot get
promoted n gh? there vs» .there n. u-t hoe been,
because they are so useful; and yet he an under*one of irn art ing in the thud of
was always hoping to get up higher and
th»* win I- along the rail-.
Many a
have a bigger salary. One night not l u g
.sleeper turned to listen a moment, and*
Thee,-Id hud be-ti then forgo- that ihere vs a ;-..iything paago, it was very cold.
getting stronger every hour for two dr.
ng fringe in the sound—forgot it, until
and the wind was bitter and cutting. All att'-rw a rd.
day Frank Dee h id been exposed to it—A flaw ;n the *r*»n !
Who knew it was
tuit now it was time for him u> come h .me
there J
Hidden iWlY !n ih** heart o! it, a
I wish you could have seen how briifht flaw. Did he workman who east the
the little room was made for him. To tie win is km»w it
Did the g eat m tnufaesure, it was always bright with orili r and
U*mw know, v !e ii
ir vv hoe’s were made
cleanliness, but this nigl t w, are wriiing out of ?ha' ire. that it ought not lobe
ati ut, it shone with wonderful xveloomc.
ti>* •' bn*
a
!i a purpose
1 bd he t.o mi id
Christinas greens still hung upon the up hi own l.-rmue, thus i-k lie* life ot
walls. The engineer ha! jumped trim his leilovvs:> S-mubodv was in lauh.
his machine one day. whet waiting near a
Possibly it was tin- no n whose duty n
wild glen, and gathered a ivrwith of
prin- was to examine e rv h>* 1 of that fi t a
cess
and
mountain Innrel
Ho had
He. ni-e the night wa- col }, -uid th»
pine
a
carried them home to lu.-.iutitv rin- ohr-- man
m i his e-ir.- w*
mofiled ami t
J
at Christmas time; and, -is 1 wrote, they
was tired, did he
Popa- that one by
were still on the walls this night.
st biy
it wa- the •< inline: »r. <>i 1 la* ire I“0 mamma! aii’t you gla-1 papa dosen’t •!• *nf. or tie*
p«.me-t employ.*»* on he j-o.-.d.
have to lie out all night. this winter!"’
..
'lam*1, an- ol *ii.it man,
"dy v.
asked M iry Dee, as she stood looking and whoever lie 111T,
t h** Vojee < •! t 111* Dor'•!
watching for her lather to get down from He**! was --king, **W ..-re i> thy bi.ee.
each ear that passed the corner on die
M‘" D* »* turned
klow end
g
avenue.
cd out upon the rigid
Something ..* it

among

-•*

1

'■

>
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“Very glad

M

iry,”

s-,jd ,\[

m

,,

from

the kitchen close bv. Sin* was gi\ ing tinlast baste to a chicken that, was roasting
for their coming -upper.
“fieie he is!” shouted Mary, “and
Frank is with him. Now we shall have
them both ali the evening,” and nw-.y -h
Before it u-.asprang for the table cloth
tairly -oread the engine driver and bis son
in.
“.Vie you frozen ?” asked his wife, lit'
ing up in-1- warm face to hi- cold cln-.-k
tor a kiss; “aid did y on get through alright to •! i\ ?”
“All light, Molly, but I had a rj• i>
»,i
ilii-s to-day and it it had happen,
1
should ii iv.• left off railroading for the
-I

came

%.

ot

mi

life.

“You didn’t come near getting killed, did
\ nit ?”
“No, but,” and the man's eves filled
with a sudden moisture, “a home somewhere came near having a dead child in i,
V little chap, in dre--es, ,-ante
to-night.
hill iv
sliding on a sled down
u
the
Van Winkle was close by. The boy yyaold

enough

to

know

anything

a1

mi

sled, and it ran right on the 'rack .-ni l gocaught on the second rail, leaving tin
child right in trout.
what did vou do
,*rii*d
her hands together.
“Do ! wha1: could I do hut spiiugioth'
front and *eize the peOn-oaf!
Id
dV into the snow.
,Ju-t t' *u I Ic-ard
shriek and, looking up tin- iub, *rw
cm
“<)

papa,

Mary, clasping

woman,

0*

mother,

litfng

nnv

Inw

trms over her In*,id
i\v me ;ir-»w
Site
the child, and then >he emu* d>\. tinhill, but sin* didn’t get to hi n beton* I g -r
>< i
out of *ii»ht, but the bov ju Itped
i:
swung his little ha! in die air, and ! I- tit*a
he Was all right; lair a Inn he e
e
t->
look for hi* * * e d, I reckon the ii t o t* now
.was puzzl'd to find it.”
“Bless vou lor that goodness to some
mother, Frink; it' anything hapo*n* to
Mr*.
vou, I shall be glad vou did it.” .* n
Dee
flier, Dn't anything going to h op-n
ro father, he
too good for th ud’ spoke
“lie i* going to live until 1
up Frank,
grow up ao.-'i know enough to drive an
engine, aren't you, faiher?”
•‘I hope so, bov, 1 »ut you musti'r Talk
ike that, ! don’t like to hear you.
U -i i \
I am a hungry man to-night.”
And your supper is ju*t ready.
Wuih* they were at the laid-*, a !»-touched the bell knob at tin* door. ;md
Miry, going to answer lie ail, ! uml a

saxsthat tile sagaeily and tradablem-s-, oi
these animals was remarkable.
After
half an limit's stretch gall >p over the

heavy iee, the panting dogs suddenly
drew up and yeiled and pawed the surface. One ot the E-qui laux—the oldest
id

the lot—at once interpreted the, warnthe dogs, and quick as lightning lie
bounded from Ids seat and turned the
in half the
dogs’ heads toward tin- ship
time it took to reach the distance the\ li id
travelled from the P dal is. the eager dogs
pulled up beside the hull. Around tinhorizon tiien there were murky clouds assembling, and the atmosphere felt mi-ay
and bleak.
Within an hour after the
warning of the sagacious animals, the iee
had been broken up and ilie Polaris was
si
painted from it bv a stormy channel
m
arly’ half a mile in width. Had the
seal-liimtiiig party fulfilled their intention of urging mi the dogs and keeping
up the sport ui.til mooid glit, few ot them
would have survived the excursion. Upon
another occasion these valuable dogs acted as setters in scenting out a large number ot seal which would probably have
passed tlie notice of Indians themselves.
On that day they shot over forty seals and
brought back to the ship the “flippers” or
paws of several old harps which were
given to the cook’s charge, and proved to
lie a rare and palatable relish.
The most important clue to the existence of a Polar
passage is the fact of the

ing of

.*

••

“Papa!” exclaimed Mary the daughter.

not

mad. h«-r very -me Oliver. ,,..j ,;•
*m ».• I
it from warmth toward Iie.iv* n. risking,
what **l bh*-sing I*M* iier husband, -h*
kne.v not. She savv through the *lim ligh».
when she arose. the sweet .. of Mat
asleep on In r hu-band's pip.-.*■■. Jt ma*:her tli in is of th
other lift D* ! tee. a-V. e
somewhere, under thel.gid *f a thanklul
mot In i’s |o\ **. uni -h«* w i*nf f.,
>f.p with
h* r he.ut lor her noble bublessings
bal ni.
The broken wheel, the treacherous i\*d,
whau-ver it w a-. .• \, i• ir. j its t- il bli
1
•ere
Flu r« i- -i iiiii'ding Hind, corner ol the ear touch1
the< md- ; il br*-aks
io and h i- ih**
wa\ ; others, fmeed -long
dl |»i ed on if. until a! I -t b >th t rare are
'•uinb.ii il ai’h * he wr*-.*k.
is
F; mk D
all aleit.
Ir
where tceideuts
| ] o
have i*« en in limes p »st, u I he look- carefill *v o it for tIn* -inalle.-f signal of danger,
nut all i- 'veil, white ii Ills s*rea»n
through
'he moonlit air. and mi he goes.
Sudd**uiv, like a red hot ball shot from
a <• om< n*s morph in time of
peace, comes
■a blood
rd gi.-.ic ujjou tie* track.
Thu
engineer's haul flew to the lever, the
whistle sounded for the brakes, ami a
'mice cried out from the rear, “dump,
f rank, jump'”
Hut something held tl)**
■•iigme driver to his post, -(ml no m tn
v'
w.-th, or dre-i’iieth, or im iginelh. how
be p*t—•**! in » I hat angelhood of w! i h he
fimnghf *M a -pan of ti .* ag >.
D »w»i
bt
mV
til** eo'd i.i tek *' -:f.
We kl.oW
11 d angi•! Ini el- Ueni-lci
I
rave F. auk
•
D •*. a i
!:r I■.
\pi• ing tiiotiglits
t
U the Wl-eck of
l. I
as he, Wlffi
idIl ill
h II *!-.
Might til. lair
mi
! child iV-.m flu* ecu
of death that
i. v.
Im he 'itfh* holism up town there i- such
s*»»-r mV
(1 *d alone van -ti I.
We dare
not go near it
with word or thought,
f) iiv tiii- one thing \v^ know, tor sorrow 's
-* 11
taught the truth, ih it as the days go
•a aic! tic* wife and chi' Iren liv<«»ut their
rime, sw.*et and -*-v♦ «• *,«-r will grow the
fho.,ght that iheetigim driver went into
the Future ihr<»ugh th** gateway of duty.-

1

<

telegraphic message then*.
“Papa, it’s for you. M ivbe th« man
whose boy you saved, has sent V--U a
present,” she said, as she gave it to him.
“i would, il 1 were him.”

»
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How Fame Vanishes in Washington.
Mr
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(•'Mirt rti

it

'A t'- .v
■>t t'e* i I. I!: t
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1
1' ipiml. wh.-re thi'M
-eng.-r
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Admii
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tee*

following

Wilkes
1 bn |>i■ it*'i in
ll

111!

m
nr
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ulS

a: one

of the

clerks, ,i me.
!oafer>, and

two

*[' 5 i. I‘• i* (...' ngr',sSI||**ll, Wel-e
{>■ fii |>S W
whiling t'w a Ini? h-mr or '•«». Tfie\
w
.smoking, laughing and ston -telling.
While
p al ot laughter which 1 'fevd
=

joke v:ls •! \ i 11 g .,;11. tile (|o »r opened
old m in entered the room.
His
form w a< shrunk and hent, bis e\es withleft him there.
out
Mr. MeDivitt testified that he had frebrightness, hjs f jec withered and
and h:s nub* gnv.
His utnierquently been in Lowe’s shop; Lowe would
The engine driver held the bit of paper pinched,
:. >s were unclosed
vv hung down
id
start lor liquor and say he was
j
to
going
in
!iis
beaten
a
weather
mil
fingers
!
ilis (ires-, nmnlv
'•!!•::« ty, mcliueii tv *
defendant’s for it; when he came back he
minute, it seemed to his wife, ere ho ha
slnihbiness.
Hi- .■ ni w o rov. ml with a
would say he got it at defendant’s; hut did
courage to say, “Molly ! Ben Funds >aby
not see him go into defendant’s house.
fatigue cap, ii iv\ n UP “a. witli an unusuis going to die before morning and he
The Court ruled that statements by Lowe
ally wide visor or f«. e-piecc. No atwants me to take his place on the Ameritention was paid to tiie «»ld gentleman.
to witnesses would not be admitted as
for the up trip to night.
He says he shan't
He approach *d one .»t the voting men.
evidence.
rest content to risk his train with aiioth**:
and removing his hat a.-ked tor certain
Mrs. Williams had seen Lowe go into
crew of tlie Polaris having seen, followed
man on the road.
YVdial snail I do inout
A polite answer was given
information.
defendant’s place often ; as many as four and killed a
whale, having in one ot its it ?”
(ml no luiu-ual attention wu> paid t" tie
or five times in a
forenoon; was intoxi- fins a li irpoon similar to those used in the
The little wife lauglied. “You know.
old gentleman, and lie tottered out of tin
; cated at times when she saw him there, : South Pacific; and this
happened in a re- Frank, you wouldn't stay at home, ii I room. His
aid his going \< ite
: but did not know that lie obtained
liquor gion where, as Capt. Hall says, “tlie sail said “no” a thousand times. Ot course! no remark : coming
it was
usual < ircums'aa
there.
of an American or European vessel had
you’ll go,” and a shadow stole ,, u* iier !
lor peopl-* of all grades ,nd ages to make
Mr. Armstrong (and the other witness- never been
Kailroad
men's
wives
hasto
face.
such
the wind before.” In
given
m»l such as g.»
es) testified that they had seen Lowe at May, Capt. Hall hopes to make a clear nerveaching hours, and it i* such t relief inquiries in that -oon
there ai e answei .l .•oiirfeou- y. but brief] v
defendant’s, but had not seen defendant
passage to the undiscovered pole, and to have one’s cares within tour sva I now Thc’V was nothing misiiaS in tf.is east*,
sell or give him liquor; Lowe was a drunk* learn all
necessary information concerning and then, that it is no wonder that tlii*
only i happeiieil ♦.» know tilt* old man.
ard, and his family were in destitute cir- that region, about which so much has been wife could not smile long that nigh
So
His is on 1 \ anotii* r of the eases tfiat cverv
cumstances, owing to his drunkenness.
conjectured, and for which so many noble they wrapped him up, mutlling every inch d iv occur to r»*mind u> of tin*
Mr. Wisener testified that he went into lives have been sacrificed. He also as- ot skin that could be
mutability
spared from the cur- of human atftil's. See what a
defendant’s place oie day and saw 1, iwe sured the
change is
M
cold.
took
slices
of
of
Meerbek
tlie
that
it
i
ting
slyly
iry
Captain
here.
Ten years ago the world was ringin tie act ot taking a tumbler from his tlie role ol the
sandwiched
into
chicken
and
them
bread
then
conceived
expedition,
If was shouted
ing wi h thi- !11 in's name
mouth ; did not know what it had containby him and strongly believed lo be easily and tucked the bundle it made into a big from th-* \'. "st I’idians. it thrilled the West
ed ; saw him about there often.
so to be taken
ink
Fr
side
would
not
be
begged
pocket.
practicable,
interrupted by
aid the E H ; it w e oorne across the
Mr. Wollenweber was the only witness unforseen
accidents, the Polaris would be along, that it was hard to refuse tin* lad. Atlantic, taken
up in (beat Britain and
placed upon the stand lor the defendant, at home in next September, after having “The cold will m ike you sleepy, papa, echoed
across the channel
into France.
and he testified, positively that Lowe had achieved tlie renowned
me
to
and
want
prick you awake, Returning, it resounded t un the Potomac
you’ll
object of her adnot been in his place more than four or venturous
voyage. Apart from the leak now and then.”
to
the
<b f of Mexico, and was cheered
five times, and that he had not sold or occasioned
“Shall I take him, Molly?” the brownby a sharp berg of ice beneath
hundreds of thousinds of soldiers who
given to him any liquors within the time tlie surface of the water, the Polaris look- faced father a>ked, but did not wait for an by
were camped about this cry.
Songs were
charged in the petition.
ed trim and sound.
Since her departure answer, saying quickly ; “No, Frank, stay
for him; addresses were made to
THE CHARGE.
from New York -he lias not lost a rope, a at home and take care of your mother. sung his
him;
picture was tor sale at every
The Judjjfe charged the jury, among spar nor an inch of can’ass. The health I’ll give some poor soul a ride wirh me newspaper stand ; tlie
press teemed with
a dozen
There’s
of
ali
on
board
has
been
considerable
imto-night
always
begging
other things, that a wile has an interest in
his praise; ilie government honored him,
1
I
feel
Matured.
and
to
betaken,
tlie
and
those
who
were
good
trip,
her husband's capacity to perform labor proved by
the whole country was p!*"iid of him;
1
of meagre build have grown as shapely expect its that, baby l s ived to-day
as a means of supp >rt, and she m iy prosewherever he went lx* was honored, the
like
to
>ee that worn in’* face
-hould
II
as
desire.
C
ill
asserts
that
il
just
they
ipt.
cute an action lor damages resulting (roui
hovs m tlx* streets took olF their hats to
bed
>«»il
G
to
she
him
when
lie
to-night,
habitable
land
in
the
vieinitx
there
put
any
the deprivation ot such means of support
him.—he w is ?he lion every where, in the
Good-bye, strct.s, ,-ir the hotel, in
in consequence of the intoxication of her of ilie North P de it will lie the ne plus nijht and bless you Molly.
society, at church;
>wn
see
and
may
god
wherever lie went, everybody did homage
husband; ami in considering the question ultra of saluhiious climates, and tils only Mai.v. Frank, you
do
and
so
it
it
will
you any good,”
of injury to her means ot support it is not tear is that lie and his m m may hive to me off.
to him.
Xow s.-e tin* change ! there are
encounter before landing a new and for- he Went.
now “none so poor to do him reverence.”
necessary for a wife to show that she has
t runk was at homo again nerore eight j
been, at any time, in whole or in part, midable r ice ot human beings.
Capt. IItil and parly were hospitably o’eloek, having waited to see the engine
Water in the House.
without present means of support. It is
its long, lonely way through the
enough that her means of fu'ure support entertained byJ. W. Smith who is the rep- start on
I
Let nobody be deterred from bringing
have been cut off or diminished below resentative in Greenland o the Danish gloom of the mountains an the shadows
water into his bouse
a
by any fears of
what is reasonable and competent in her Government. Tne Captain did not evince of the night. "Papa sent up newspaper.
be ioneiy with- failure and perplt xity.
You might just
station in life, and below what they would any desire that the authorities of the Unit- Me thought maybe you’d
"and mamma, lie told as well stop the circulation ot blood in
otherwise have been; and the rule of dam- ed States or any other outside of Green- out him,” be said ;
of his return to that me t" tell you that lie took up a man for the body because it is subject to derangeage in such case should be, not the amount land should learn
feel ment, as to refuse the circulation ot
of loss occasioned to tile husband’s estate, country and the accidents that befel the the whole trip; he thought you’d
li» won’t he home water in the house because, now and
but the diminution thereby resulting to Polaris, for when Mr. Van Anderson, safer if you knew, and
he don't think ; but lie then, a pipe overflows, ami your frescoes
her means of present and future support; Captain of the .Meerbek, offered to take a again in two days,
down to-morrow when ; are ruined.
Good workmen will prevent
and liability of the defendant is not con- cop. of the notes of the expedition, let- said I might run
and give him the i any such accident, but if they cannot,
fined to cases resulting from drunkeness, ters front himself, or a statement concern- the train comes back,
wive up your frescoes; do not give up
his voyage generally, and the cause news.”
immediately, and during i>s continuance, ing
"I will go down, myself, Frank,” said your life-blood. When 1 see tile farmhut extends, as well, to cases where the of his delay at Disco, Capt. Hall prompt- I
declined, upon grounds which he did j Mrs Dee. opening the new-paper her j houses, the dairies, tile kitchtlis, whine
injury results from sickness or inability lv
only source id supply is the well in the
not feel disposed to explain.
It is Capt. | th>-ughrttil husband had sent tu her.
induced by intoxication.
train was. meanwhile,
yard, or the li gsbead at the backdoor,
Tlie
Van
a publication
Anderson’s
that
passenger
opinion
And, it the jury are satisfied that the
of the log of the Polaris uptothatdite ! speeding along its iron way, with it- ! ami think how hte would tie lengthened
plaintiff shows a right to recover lor damwould stimulate international competition i scores uf men and women, every soul ol and sweetened it a i this heavy, and hard
ages actually su-tained, they may go still
them busy will] this earth-life of ours, i iml slew vvater-hrineing could be supot the mi rilfurther, and assess exemplary damages, which might make piecemeal
were men on that train going to
planted by tin-turn ol a screw, 1 wonder
without proof of special ciicuuistauees of ed laurels of America in this cause. After There
the Polaris had been thoroughly caulked
homes, that, in the eyes of ihe world, < that we do not manage to introduce it
aggravation.
and prepared tor sea (which Capt. Hall were more than the home of the engine I somewhere, into our marriaire contracts.
THE VERDICT.
vital force would
was hound to
j What an increase ot
thought would be about Wednesday, the driver, but not one of them
“We, the Jury in this case, being duly 6th of March last,) she was to start upon a place more full of true and tender love ensue; what a diminished demand of
divorce; what a strengthening atul upimpaneled, sworn amf affirmed, do find the original course, and the captain pro- than his own little home up town.
the defendant, Louis Wollenweber, guilty
Under the shadows of Ihe mountains; building ot the family bond, it a girl
posed to carry an abundance of coal, so
of the wrongs in the petition charged, and that he
lined bridges; into the should refuse to marry until there was an
may make all possible headway over the darkly
of water, at least in
we assess the plaintiff’s damages at six
plains of moonlight; past the low, brown inexhaustible supply
during this available season.
hundred dollars.”
When the Polaris arrived at Disco she station houses along the lit e; through the the kitchen. A house without waterbeautiful villages, hurried the express works ought to be considered as ineomwas run into the sand at Bitsketi Beach, as
A man who was told by a clergyman to she was so heavily water-logged that the train and all was well. Within the com- plete as a bouse without doors, ami as
in the country as in the city.
remem rer Lot’s wife, replied that he had
Captain feared that she might go down at fortable ears the passengers rested, asleep, incomplete
trouble enough with his own without any moment, whereupon the present ex- or dreamed at wide-awake fancies, as all ^G.ail Hamilton.
pedition would be abandoned, as there the, out-of-doors swept by. had taken
remembering other men’s wives.
Mr. Taylor, the late sailor preacher,
upThe man that Frank Dee
are no means in Greenland ot raising
An English writer advises young ladies sunken ships of the dimensions ot the on his engine, began now and then to talk of Boston astonished a divine who had
to enter his pulpit because a Unito look favorably upon those engaged in Polaris. On the following day the Polaris to tlie engine driver, and, in reply reoeiv- j refused
and crisp as | tarian minister had been in it, by falling
agricultural pursuits, giving as a reason was freely pumped and temporarily caulk- ed words that were sharp
on the pulpit stairs and
crying
that their mother Eve married a gardener. ed, so that she might be removed with words could be, for he wanted all ol him- j on his knees
1 deliver us in Boston from
He iorgot to add, however, that the gard- hawsers and run into a floating cradle, self to guide that train to its destination. 1 out: “0 Lord
I
rum
and
tyvo
the
bigotry; Thou
things—bud
The moonlight saw, despite
crisp
ener lost bis situation in consequence of
the only structure in Disseuherein to reknowest which is worst, lor I don’t 1”
come and go, again and
a smile
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words,
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d»*s. sherrr.an’s Trial. She is Found Guilty
of M-urder in the Second Degree
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(’iXGiNxvrr O:no. April *j;C
The polit
inni?
lontitmei*
anu who an*
iiicy gffug to nominate, ithe <111 ere
if!.- s;iv.-, a! the hotels.
nml
,i:! p ices «» public resort.
Tin
Harriet II »u-■ han the r»rin<•?.»;il seen*'
talk :i-»ii emisubmPm. and its hall and
lobbies 11:i\»• N on eor;s,:,n?U crowded
with delegates engaged in interesting discus-Pms
itiid
a.'i;. V:■. •!
conversation

I his

exciting trial ended on Friday.
Fh«* prosecution had a strong
and
n tde the most, ol it.
The unhappy veinions and fi\-qaent quarrels between tin*
parties were proved; the purchase of Fie
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the expiration of the
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For one square, (one
ii-ngih in cointun,) $1.25 for three weeks,
ot' f• -1* a-h s*»*'.-•« qiti nt insertion.
A fracsqu ;i c charged ns a lull one.

oi

i in vi
di--*f)\ e:
MMiiovr.uie par?y ii'v holding aloof, and j scene in the Court u nun up. t theren-’i
n
n .us. Executors and Guardians
oo lio’ t ifv"
vai ions deliberapart !11
do- ring their vdv crtiscmeutr published in the
ilering cl the verdict
tion-. out sra id one ?nle, 'mi! assume tin*
J ournal will please so state to the Court.
\
Till
ERDIl r.
position *-i lookers on in the political
The jury withdrew. and the spectator*. pro- !
\ ienna.
desiring to have the address of
Gee.rally .‘peaking, matters are pared for a tedious time of waiting. Tin* pi i | SUBSCRIBERSmust
*tate the Post Office to which
chaugeu.
mixed, and that such i- the case is not oner herselt conversed in an auimated manner I
tlu- oaper has been sent as well as to which it is
and seemed in exeel:, m to go.
sarpri-mg. inasmuch as the delegates i with her attendant** and
She chatted
who are here are
laughed a- o m**re:; a
nearly nil sei.r-elected, j spirits.
ihere is prevalent among hem all, how- ; hance spectator who was making the <>e-t of a
tf
S. M. I*eI’tengill & Co., 6 State St., Boston
Vi 11 10 A. M the door .sud- and
tiresome delay.
!
Park Row, New York, are our authorized
ever, a sentiment which
•needed the buzz A-g*- for
par- denly opened, a great hu-h
apparently
procuring subscriptions and forwarding
takes ol patriotism raiher man
and the jury i ued t on the.r advertisements.
personal i of conver-aMon.
The
arose with a firm lace
-lumber.
prisoner
R.
and
Mlks, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court
would seem to indicate
preference,
St.. Poston, is authorized to receive advertisements
and manner and fronted her destiny.
that they ore
willing to out the right man
tor
this
v
smd
of
the
••What sa vou, gentlemen
paper.
jury.*’
m the
V. (.
Evan*!, UF* Washington Street, is a n
right place; in other words, a dis- j the clerk, “is the prisoner guilty or n**: gui ty?”
position is everywhere shown to harmonThe foreman re-ponded m a low. -fernh voice authorized agent lor this paper.
Geo. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New
ize tor the good ot all
a
disposition —“Guilty of MuiiDK.it in mil Second De- York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
which the enemies ot the present move- gree.*’
the iowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
attention.
THE PRISONER AMAZED A! TUE VERDI* I
ment are
making light ot. and whh li its
121 Washington St., Boston,
c-£r Horace
There was a
rrihh* -iirnce for an in**’ mt is au authorized Dodd,
friends applaud
Agent for the Journal.
the Court, and then a murmur of rethrough
the

o'*rat

—

principal dependency
nation

an*! with

iittle deft;;G'gri
u ; esau? a- w;.s iho case yes•
i
in? Uamc *c
terday
irct.ley has gained
ground to-d iv, and j:- is civv holding the
le bug candidate, in conposition mi
junction Wjiii Ae.tuj- and l5i\»vvn. llie
delegation \)i Nr.v York are by no
,r
means iu'e. and Si n
Fenton, G -neral
Lochrane, Hon. \\ W Goodri hamlS.i;
mtenes:?

:.s

a-

>

'•air
effort

lief, and. it must be said. -.lii-I.u lion. The verdict had been a iiT.-itity ing -urpi i'e. -'In- ireTier, doomed by rho-e fated words to a Mfe b“lnnd
pm-on bars, stood ngidiy .-fill, not a mu-- !,
moving, no teature changing for a moment p:
-i-eiiicd an ;*.ge), when the wretched woman
-:ink suddenly back into hirchaii md covered
:ier -t» earning face with h* rfan, wh ;e ti *-*;• >i-f
i
k
and brother, who watclwd tin- trial by her
oin
M**orc
•: id who evidently lowd her awould, nave had ihem, in spite <*f iier iiUiU and
-iuum bur-f a!-o into symp itlu-f ic to-* :**-. t -:
for the pn -em a set: *nee, the dudge
j i-oiiing
•dim:i nod the < >urt, and the priv.*ner am- iriod ba:K ni the jail.

lousey
wording wiili zcaiou?
to shi are. if possdbe. the tir?t
place
die ikv-iht u:i ii ticket lor tiie
gentleman Iro.,; X. \ York.
They will also
eou.-eiH that
Gt'-'Pev's name be used;
:c>r the second
in case he should
]h a
not scree* i
tne lirst. uooiirmf ion.
The
cause of tii'.- rumoi \e?i.crdav
concerning
the vv:;nd awai o. Mi iiumbnli, was due
f" he iact tii;.! Mi
White, ol the Chicago
are

had

ret*

IN' Till: Jl’RT Ro«»M.

'Dio iurv were out a :iflle over an hour, but
arrived at a verdict alne»*t immediately alter
< heir consultation b*
The tir*» ballot s’-ud
gau.
nine for conviction <>! murder in tin* second b<
I
lie next baiiot, dak* n
gre* .three mr acquittal.
direct!.' atferwards. *tuod unanimously -.* anThe three who v«-i.-d fot acquittal
nounced.
afterward* explained that they voted to acquit
m.
a* to torn; a bu*«* of compromise \\ Ith those
'\h<.' might Note for a verdict of murder m t!i«
!ir*t degree.

la U Iter from t hat
11
was
tod
v

■

pcsAiv jiroi*. i:.ion !:• allow iiis name to
he iscd in tin/ Convention.
Although
ic»i a p> sa
.j withdrawal, if is coef'e.-sedas
it
I-a
communication inju ncty such,
of Iffurnbuli how the mating the
ter snail be man iged in case his chances
for the nomination do not appear to be
tiie mo?; -aiignine character.
At present these chances arc not assuming tiie
most encouraging aspect.
The tab* ol
the c ujV.-.ss, as Jar a- an be* ascertained
in tiie pi '■.-*'i:■ eonfused condition of affairs
is ne:u iy a follows ;
Fo! Ad ims.— M i--aciin-cif<, Connccticu
New Jer.-cv. Ohio. Loui.-ia.na, Texas
and Alabama.
Foi Blown.—Missouri. Kentucky, Arkansas i» !!':• s.see and .Mississippi.
For * >i( c 1 y—Xew Y ork. Virginia,
Iowa, Penns; ivania and Georgia
1 or Davi?.—Indiana and Ihmoi-.
F< >r Tj iimbn 1 i —K an -as.
Ol course t iie auo «• represents fa** first
choice or ;he-e >•:,.
What bargains,
trades and exchange? ol votes mav b>agreed upon a ;wc.-n the delegate.-, to g »
into effect alter the first ballot. h is imTopossible to determine thus ear!',
morrow
the various representatives v. id
i
ho
sepaiat*' ^»ate Coe\cations and elect
their respective delegate? to voic lathe
General Convention.
THE 1*LA1 FORM

MR*. S11 )•; R M A X

S

C(H

N*r.I..

Mr. AV at rolls was e.xce>*i\ely dio a*cd with
oudgt I’ ll k‘s eharge. and iell tiie Court and hi*
client immediately after i.* delivery. t< ding -i
gentleman on the street, while the iurv c> n
delioeralmg. th a! they would lniduubte.ily
Tl. -nubia, gen. ralreturn a verdict of guilty.
ly
are profoundly -ad-iied wit!) He- r»-*ud<d
File i-ou.i-el will probably taktiie trial.
further action m the matter of her reU a**-.

Mount

Vesuvius

Telegraphic
eruption ot .Mr. Vesuvius
account*
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Eruption.

state

that

a

terrible

with
of life, and the threatened, destruction of iown*

1

i in the path
1

are as

ot
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going

is

the flowing la'

a.

on.

1

be a-vounts
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Naples, April 27. There i* no abatement ,»•'
n of Mount Vesuvius.
the ioieeo* <*: »tv>i
leva
* out in ues to flow down t lie side* ot the
mo.
destroying everything in ii> pad). Tin exheard mini- city.
\
plosions are
panic prevails among til-* inhabitaui* »; tie
country around tin* mountain.
The eruption of V *uviu*
orPinim* with
h I
dreadful violence. The lava has already
'*:h-i*nano and threatens other o wn*.
I.v'\
plosjon* are constantly heard in jlu* e
>r the
j consternation among the inhabi'anr*
vii age* and town* which are
atoned wi:h
reasserted :hat m.my
j danger increases. P
tourist* were surrounded by l.-.va ini pc-ri*hrd.
sen*
aid !•* the p< isoM>
Victor
Kmanuci
lias
King
w’tio were compelled
flee from tln ir hotm *
and encamped in rtie field*.
\! th«* < ’hambe** of P pune*
Koine. April 27.
to-day. Signor Sella, Minister ot 1-in: n-• read
who
iisjiatchcs Ifom Prime Minister ).u:g
went to Viplp* a*t nigie. reetify mg ihe ■. *tii<-1*
nudes
ot
the
killed
in
tie>f
gram
given
;
y.
■

distinctly
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of the Convention has also been a subject
of much comment during the day.
The
'' estern men taver the
admis-inn of a ire
Minister L-tn/.a s
trade plank, while those Lv.in.Ni-n York terday
w-re killed, and 12 in hired by running
especially desire that the question ol tiie ! persons
tariff shall not lie touched, at. all. hut that iava.
The villages of San Saba*tiati> uni M
tthe fight oil tfii~ issue shall be left entirely li*omina
are almost entirely destroyed. l.mr. all
to
the various Congressional District? ihe inhabitants succeeded in getpne iwai m
throughout the country. The Massachu- *afetv. 'Fhe lava is now advancing to war d* the
setts and 01 iv York delegations, the for- villages of Pontieeno, CVr.-ola, S dnt George,
and l’ortici. which have been abandoned by tiie
mer favoring the views <>:' ihe Western
j inhabitants. The people living in the town* of
men, have conterred upon this ionic, but ; Terre it! Greco, Resina and Pc-.-.!- -r-. ha■’
as vet have n ; succeeded in a
‘hieving al*o fled, a* 1 hose place* an- threatened with
any satisfactory results
The delegations !.**trm-i am. Homele** person- aa'e been pi*>vided witli
shelter. V<, v i,\
at«lurge arc at variance upon the tariff a 1 vancet1 attemporary
the rale oi one kihme tr*- -,n hour,
question, and h !• ik improbable that it but to-day Us pace .slackened U'mie th. iv has
will be entirely h-q out ol the platform. b*-»-n a number of heavy *-\p!o*i'>i;- in ;ne inOn all other subjects the agreement is
ferior "t the volcano t ,-dav, there lias been no
perfect, and the platform will be sub- trembling of the earth.
l-TIITHICR I’ARTIC I L\R*.
stantially the saute as that adopted in
Missouri.
N'aple*. April 2b. T!ie view «.f Vesuvius
! from
this city now is the grandest to r witCHAIRMAN-SHIP *!" THE CONTENTION'.
nessed. Many persons have taken adv.-udage
It is reported that Gov. Wanuoth, of j of the panic among tin* people ot town* tiu-eaten-'d with
'*truction, io t-d.e whate' r goods
Louisiana,
working to obtain, it possi- 1i
could tind.-rini government i*
:nj>»• •.* i
ble. the chairmanship of the f .invention, they-r
>rd
out troops to prevent the stealing o'
but hi- action in tl i- respect is not re
abandoned property.
In his city t in* i» mist* i* lose
ceived with favor I v the majority of deleand I. in*
!*
almost suspended.
The peipc Use umgates here
brella* to jirotect them from falling a*ii.
II mi
FULL RETOKSl NTATIOV
i .uc
»•«,,*- wi.i
.!< *i <
wanted,
The worst i* now believed to be over, and
Delegati n'? imtu a good portion of the the!. anxiety
of the ;
i* considerably inStates in the Lotion ire dr
ed.
and those which have not
in
an
A *ound like thunder accompanies tin* di*put
ap•-barge* from Mount Ves-jcm*. The wind i*
pearance will arrive to-morrou
in tins dm. tion to-dav. carrying
'bowing
j
MASS MLl TINi.s.
’• ij*e clouds o| *mok-.* an
i*i.r* over th- itv.
Senator t-Gbur/ :;d lia large tier- The ashes are falling in tiie street* di.e sii.iw
and
re
have
t-bet]
i.lj.g
Ji ••! 2 or
already
man .neettug? in this city to uicht and
Gen. Cochrane speaks at a mass meeting three inche-,. The nimh!i* ;r inside the volcano
continue*, but no fre-h '-rati r* have opened and
across the river at Covington.
? t!n- lava has eea*ed flowing.
2 P. M.
Miower* of sand have succeeded
Later.
'he cun d a*lies which wa* falling th:- mornCum insati, O A p» 1 3(
The at i
1
he
ing.
eruption is now a. -ompanied by
to-day .re --caddy incr asmg and from ; fearful electric phenomena. Lightning dan's
some dire,.lions have been immense.
The ; mcr-s 1 illy tiom the summit of the Volcano,
the .pinking of the mountains is nior. viocity is lull .I strangers and the interest is and
b-iif anil tmjuent.
I he thunder i* contimiou*.
increasing every hour.
Kurning ei»,ders. stones and scorae are failing
It lias been
tiled that Judge Stanley fast and tiiick in tiie town of Ma**di Somrna,
Mathews will be temporary chairman of ; which is entireiv deserted.
-•
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Convention. Farther than this nothing is settled in reference toothei officers,
though there is much speculation relative
to permanent officers.
tne

CANDIDATES.

An

Interview With the Pi evident

A Committee

Bostonians was last
week sent to the White House to pcrvail
upon the President to lend the serene light
ot his countenance to the Great Jubilee,
as he did to the lesser one of a
previous
occasion. The Boston Post thus photoot

Starvation.

tenance.

we

Letter Freer Boston,

Boston, April 30,

'This is the one
local event of the week
Before it all else Ins paled into insignificance.
And great was the sound ot the
fall thereot. It shook tho “Hub” from

overshadowing

circumference. Although two
set upon the
shapeless mass of
material, the accident is still the all-absorbing topic of conversation with Bostonians.
Regret over it is almost universal. This feeling is tempered somew hat,
though, in the minds of many, by the reflection that the plan of construction was

centre to

:

borrow

That

was

the first and last

suc-

cessful attempt to make the western passage by civilized men.
But re.w that Capt Hall has set out on
a

voyage

to

penetrate the great

sea

the ice belt that surrounds the

wn

where

sea, with

;

ascendancy

he-

!

pole,

ot the

have

a vast

s

a

ight
expect some results. The
voyagers have all the experience and
ri' ords "! those who have
gone before on
the same path. They are supplied with
to

a

j

all that

can

ti’cl

render their

expedition

the

safe

and with themselves must
The Captain, or his

-sfc

chronicler,

m

to

accounts that have come

hack from lireenland. makes this curious
assertion

lute- to be

tidings

from

human beings” is
must ft

found, they will be

Esquimau x, who,

on

the

more

abundant b ed
tain

a

oi the teeming ocean, atpb'ihorie and indolent content, and

will have much more reason to be alarm'd at the coming of the pale-faces, than
the voyagers will at

ihe

meeting them. Let
Captain go right ahead, and tell us

what he shall
fears to meet.

actually

see, not what he
&

necessary

at

Gloucester, April

23d.

think,

is

chiefly

whether Grant

can save

his bacon.
—The

Belf.ist Journal

f:tvo-« the “liberal
movement.” So loes everv other democratic
paper in .Maine? Why shouldn’t they ? {Portland Press.

Certainly. We favor everything liberal, but chiefly a “liberal movement” of

not

the

present
next March.

officials from

Washington

—The North Carolina Senatorial muddle has been settled by the admission ui
Hon. M. W. Ransom, democrat, to the

why the Liberal movement has
developed more openiy here is due to

anxious tor the time to come when
can

place.
on

He took

hand in the rebellion,
and ranked as GenMr. Ransom is a man of ability.

the rebellious

eral.

a

side,

Co). Hawkins, of the Now York Legislature, has resigned and gone home, for
the reason that the body is so utterly cor—

rupt that he cannot stay in it.
would he do if he should chance
member of

Congress

t

i

?

eve-

they

—The gratitude of patients to their physicians sometimes takes very substantial
form.
We see by the August:' pipers
that a lady recently deceased in that city
left to Dr. Brickett thirty thousand dollars
in government bonds.

Boutwell

to

—The Boston Globe calls the Cincinnati movement “g'sing to sea in a bowl.”
It isn’t “the flowing bowl.”
That belongs exclusively t.o the White House.

Boston, April 18 1872.
:

it

i

|

cumstances under which it might possihlv he
made. If the call upon me were an
unequivocal one, based upon confidence in nit character i
earned in public life, and a belief that I would
!
carry oul in practice the

professed, then, indeed, would come a test of
my courage in the emergency.
But il [ am to
he negotiated for and have
assurances given
lliat f am honest, vou will fie so kind as to
draw out of that crowd. With
regal d to what
I understand to be the declaration of
principles

Which has been made, it would be ridiculous in
me to stand haggling over them.
With the single exception of ambiguity, t see nothing which
—The Odd Fellow’s are numerous and any honest Republican or Democrat would not
indeed. I wonder at anv one who
accept.
flourishing enough in Bangor to have a denied
them. The difficulty is not in
profesnew and elegant hall, and a celebration
sion-. Il lies everywhere only in the manner
in which they are carried into
practice.
therein.
II I have succeeded in making myself under—Rockland is to have 850,000 with stood, you will perceive that Icangive no authority o any one to act or speak for me in the
which to build a custom house, and
I never had a moment’s belief that
ought premises.
when it came to the point, anv one so
to make a very respectable
pile of build- isolated from any political associationsentirely
of any
kind could he made acceptable as a candidate
ing material with that sum.
for public office. But I am so
unlucky as to
value that independence more highly than the
elevation tyhich is bought bv a sacrifice of it.
Great Fire at South China.
Tins t- not inconsistent with a sense of grateful
recognition of the very flattering estimates
During the high wind on Saturday made
ot my services in many Hnd high
quarters;
morning, a fire caught in the house of hut I cannot consent to peddle with them for
It
the
good
power.
who
meet
at Cinpeople
John Wyman, and swept the whole vilcinnati really believe that they need such an
destruction.
to
three
anomalous
or four j
lage
Only
being as I am, (which 1 do not.)
The following are the they must express it in a manner tu convince
houses remain.
me of it, or all their labor will lie throw n
away.
I am, with great respect, yours, <fce.,
losses:
Charles
Francis
Adams.
George Kaler, house and shop.
David A. Wells, Norwich, Conn.
John F. Wyman, house, store and stable: insured 81000.
Samuel Stewart, store.
Wednesday afternoon about one o’clock,
Win. G. Kingsbury, house, large barn, and three
men names unknown, were
seen
shed.
T. M. Jackson, carriage, paint and black- struggling in the Niagara rapids between
smith shops; partially insured; stock in shops the American shore and Goat island.
No
saved.
help could he giv;en them and all went
Masonic building and stable; loss, 82.600; over the Falls.
It is supposed they were
insured 81000
from Chippewa, Ontario, and were on a
Elvira Clark, house and shed; not insured.
fishing excursion, and, being carried
Nelson Russell, stable.
down by the current, attempted to land
South China Library; Loss 81000.
A. H. Abbott, house, store and stable; saved at the head ot Goat Island, and the boat
part of furniture; loss 88000; insured 83000.
a rock was dashed to
pieces.
Some of the parties saved part of their lurni- striking
ture. There was only about 870QO insurance Nothing definite regarding their identity
is
on the property burned.
known at present.
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they deposited on the piazza.
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The turf men are preparing for a busy
season.
The stables of Hiram Woodntif,
John E. Stewart, -M. Carroll and others
contain some of the fastest trotting nags
of the country, and gav times are anti-, i
pated at our various suburban trotting

was

lot 10 bushels at 80 cents, 68 in all and to

save

Nominations. The Governor has nomi- the refuse potatoes for you. You agreed to
nated lor Trustees of the State Agricul- I this: I paid you the $8; you took your Pag ot
tural College, John A. Peters, of Bangor, refugees and went home, as I t bought, satisfied ;
barrel and more ot had ones
and Abner Coourn of Skew began.
For 1 1 saved another
for vou, which you never cam d for, and 1 gav.
Trustees of the Soldiers Orphans’ Home,
well snd John B. Morrison.

J. P. Q

!

J. P.

Q.

ed at
Trial Jus.
Trial Jus.

PENOBSCOT.

Jonathan White, Greenfield.
John M. Pierce,
Fred. H. Appleton, Bangor,
Win, E. Brown,
Wm. A. Doliver,
Fred. M. Laughton,
W. H. Taylor, Burlington.
John Roger*, Stetson,
J. D. Warren, Bangor,

J.

P.

'*

Q.

*»
»•
«<

1,1

Trial Jus.

Henry Hudson, Guilford,
SOMERSET.

James

Fellows, Skovvhegan,
WALDO.

Levi Trundy, Searsport,
J. G. Lambert, Stockton,
WASHINGTON.

E. A. Davis, Lubec,
F. Clark, Pembroke,
F. B. Bailey, Vanctboro',
Geo. K. Hatch, Pembroke,
A. H. Harmon, E. M&chi&s,

to

After dinner I looked in and saw
shoveling my potatoes ou to the pile
bodily, picking out one now and then, not one in
twenty, and I did not mean to submit. Besides,
gentlemen of the jury, I am a hard working,
honest country tanner,and he Is a Beltast speculator, and now Is your time. Verdict for plff.
noon.

I

$3 04 McLeilan. Fogler.
Monday, 29th. Nancy J. Reynolds and husband Elijah, vs. Rufus J. Farrington. Trespass for taking wl.e’s wagon, to pay husband’s
school-house tax iu Burnham, In 1871. Plf.

we married 20 years ago.
Nancy had
laid up her earnings, $100, which Elijah borafter marriage, and invested for
J. P. Q. rowed soon
riding wagons successively. This w as Nancy’s
Not. Pub. j third wagon, which the collector took for taxes.
Defense. Bosh! Elijah has a good property,
J P. Q. hut uo babies, don't like to school other people’s children, don’t like to pay taxes any way.
This is an after thought to get clear of the lax.
J. P. Q. The jury returned their verdict according to

Not. Pub.

PISCATAQUIS.

worthless;

y our man

LINCOLN.

Horatio G. Allen, Dresden,

or

After you finished sorting, ami I called for my
castaways, 1 expected more money, if more was
due. But you were sharp wifh me. We part-

Tria* Jus.

KNOX.

John C. Cleveland, Rock laud,
G. M. Hicks,
Merrill Turner, Washington.
E. G. Webber,

ns

count

!

HANCOCK.

Warren King, Lamoine,
Silas B. Warren, Bueksport,
Win. L>. Swazey,
A. F. Higgins, Eden,

vou never a-kcd me to acpsy until you sent a summons.
Reply. Ves my potatoes did need sorting, and
I inad t no objection to your sorting them to
( took $8 because it was all vou
your liking.
chose to pay til! the rest were sorted aod the
account made up.
It was not atiiia; settlement.

away

FarAlso the
A

following:—

Trial Jus.
Ded. Jus.
Fifth Warden.

pur- haseis are larg-v bib-res
V*,
Maine. [Bang*
g

says,

the testimony, if not according to the probabilities, and gave the wagon to Nancy, and the verdict for plf. $£5.82. Abbott. McLeilan.
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Fifle.'U years ago President Buchanan sa:..i
a
( »tu less
Eve
e
VleHbag^
,-.,
origin of ".ir Gov* ronteur we a-.ve
ployed in negotiating treaties witn G.e-.
Britain, ami atlcrwa:., in di>, u- ing ti-c
uu-r
intent and uieauing.tf
in

I he Whig learns that a noy who w
rrv;r*g
get a mule acro-s tie* track *1 tim i A X v
train
we- appr
K. It., just hs the
-u
g
k himserfhn.i
i*
ceeded. hur fell acro-s lh» tr
He died ill h lew hours
run over t*v the tram.
to

<

delegate

f
tim rad;.•convention at
siv ic* t idne itir.br-s Mmo straig.’i' sa stack-pole, i* ack
a nnnk. aud wears ■ two
on the streets
story beaver hat. Hi- an; ".i an
creates u -ensation.

A negro

goad quality

fit for my pile, small potatoes, scabby, dry rot,
frozen, did not want them. You insisted. To
accommodate, look hold and assorted three
bag.- of your nine; threw out one t di d as refuse.
You took part in the sorting and did nor object.
1 agreed lo average the matter, call the whole

sun.

»t

and

a

eiw-v

>
wn.--It is rumored th t ne <*’ the be
In the -t>*<-k ot the Maine Centra; Ruboa.i
d is posed of his -nit ndcie-t i. be o.

a

fur

ne\ei

privilege.

Raleigh,

such varieties as yours, and you brought to
my store the quantity charged* On turning out
your goods on to the floor, they were found not

Base ball matters are also looking up.
The Boston nine expect to receive tint
championship this season.

Bath, J. L. Chamberlain, N.

been rej
that other cities in she >tate

of

parks.

at

v

hich has

w

agree.

paying about that price

...

rt»e Stare litp.ioc aw ■‘spentIv n;i*-e
n W
*- iai
i- ihs
cousin, has r>e*-n »te* !-*re,i v<.
'iy
of Milwaukee is
-n
.*■•(..on
<n »
'om-erned,
license granted that *•» y un-i-o d. ev.
^

all possible chance of the p!ff. ou Uie merits,
and the jury found (or the d- ft. F <glet Abbot.
James Walla*« y-. Albert N Garter. Account
annexed. Dr. to 16 bus dels of potatoes at 97
cents a bushel, $15 52.
Credit by cash, $b;
balance due. $7 5*2.
i ne pdf.,
farmer in Montvilie, hauled these potatoes to left., a trader in
Belfast, in the spring of 1871. Defense. True,

make it "hot" for the Secretary.

«

file Supreme *.ourr ha* >*?iciei, mm Ch***
aw is ur. m tr. t/.
Justice dissenting, that
South before the war, i«u payment ot staveare valid and biuding. ...-though slavery mo
have been abolished tw :m- new constitubonof these States, winch
asiitutioris
rogam
ail such contracts

> inborn from which f have no
1 plead the statute r frauds on
you as a legal bar. with a clear conscience.
Surrejoinder Y»»u had security from Sanborn,
I do not think ilie statute oi fraud
as 1 believe.
appik- ?o -ucn case as I .-Tate. The ..harge of
ihe judge on the statute of fraud- tn.»k away

in good spo its

iHilll

;«
,f
p
fond husband in Norw m.
alw ays supposed hi- lair you tig witthing good, and pure, si-d true. d&mc'.ed :i«
the *)ther night u« :f« act oi vve wing -i L»•.,.
Vardeu suit. The stricken bus ban* lie J ft on.
his home, and is iow wmJerin* in tile .*
i- of
New JeiseV—a broke!.-Jo-art* .i man

A

the worthless

security

he sici

incut* .»f

I would n«>t have
lilt i.y something, and
e
>ugh to pay him fo hi- i.ihor, bur u is *.ut of
reasmi fme to pay so large a bill for

MISCELLANEOUS.

authority

principles which I

a

Cambridge when

so ven
kind us to turn to our credit, a
part of it was to pay for the $105 note signed
by Sanborn, and which l agreed with Sanborn
to [ v
but to the balance of your lull 1 plead the

Reiornd*
ciet}

The only novelty at the theatres the past
week has been the presence of Mrs. John
Wood, a burlesque actress who has seen
her best days.

to

answer

A schooner poked her jr. boom
window of

•»

j ate. Butler, however, has an eyt.his
for
j straight one—on that, and will be likely

I have received vour letter and will

warantee

v

statute

to

i In that event, it

frankly. [ do not want I he nomination, and
could only be induced to consider it
by the cir-

me

and delivered to Sanborn, and do not -how any
We dewtitten promise ou my part
Reply
livered Stub a goods ail winter and tuok d(
iivery oi stave stuff hauled from the place hwas occupying
wo also paid ‘•mail sums In his
presence and by hi- verbal order to his teamsters, vvhi.k was the same asdeiHeiy to him.
After his .vjnter's work wa- done, you came
and e-'Hiroed that the >tave stuff '.v.c vours, bermse you had a tide to the !ami; but y -i. agreed
.v•
if w.
d. credit you with the --nvv stuff to
pay the store bili of goods delivered Sanborn.

found, and will d-- so
only as a last resort, and many of 'hem
will do so only when they como to
>u
Senator Wilson and Secretary Botrvcp.
have both been in the State within a few

j adelphki,

was about to sai!
last week, Hon, David A Wells
wrote to him, suggesting that as his name
would come before the Convention at
Cincinnati, it was desirable to know his
views of the movement,and that some one

My Dear Mr. Wells

Generalities

no

were

!

the Vice-Presidential nomination at I hii-

was

Letter from Charles Francis Adams.

a

Atwood had

and $20.60 paid to Myers for hauling, thai
reduces your balance to $40.35. But we go for
•i whole defense.
The -rave stuff which you

I days, looking after their interests. Th.
j former feels quite confident of receiving

*

be

dated

levy of date of

stei.

not

ty they helped

speak tor him. To this Mr. Adams
What replied as follows—

to

Eva A Kimball from Emery a Kimbail
Lucy A Brad-.reei lrum layioi ^ Bic.
street.

annexed for note given at $105. For a
bid of goods mostly delivered to John
Sanborn, in 1869. $281.46; total $386.46. Cr. by
-rave stuff hauled •> Sanborn, $299.41: balain e.
Strike off from vout r ill
$87.05. Defense.
22 10, debvered not to Sanborn but to hi- team-

desire longer to act with an
organization controlled by mere adventurers and eleventh hour converts
Thev
are, of course, averse to '.caving the par-

return.

at the Convention should have

a

-•

_

ore

these
safely make the leap over
old Republicans who have been crowd-

who do

The pledge was then carried about the Hall,
and names solicited.
When the meeting broke
up. twentv-six names bad been obtained. It
was announced that the pledge would be left
with M. P Woodcock, whet. those
.lesinng to
sign could find it.
During the speech of Mr. Osgood, an alarm
o! tire thinned the audience,
many of whom did

Europe,

Vilentia Bickford fr.-m /trues L. Bckford
An nett O. Collins from Johi.u. W. Co m*
>f
Libellant to have caj e amt
child.

count

who is best adapted of ail to the leadership, is under personal obligations to remain neutral. Meantime there are any
number on the fence, read'- and even

notrfespond.

As Mr. Adams

attic timent.

Martha A Rowell from Charles H Rowe.
Libel lee to pay ubt SiOO and co*la in »ifeu
■ilirnouv.

Your law 1- good, but not j our fact.
When I put on this attachment 1 did not know
whst real estate Atwood had, uor any thing

“equality” doctrines with respect to the
Prank Bird, who might hold the
negro
reins, is out of health, and Judge Hoar,

put his name down. He called by name several
members of the bar to come forward, who did

Before adjournment, another meeting
appointed for the same pi ice on Friday
ning and a general attendance invited

|

mg.

joinder.

lack of leadership. Sumner is not a leader, and he subordinates everything to his

drink, and

not

v.

to

newly sailed ad- : The
machinery takes a hemlock or spruce favoring [he reform movement, and signed the are
ventiitvr, of the unknown dangers that lie
chaws it into pulp, and turns out the pledge. Gen. Nickerson followed, as did also ed out ot favor and influence in the
log.
|
party
fours he shall meet. The probability is,
in a surprisingly short time.
..Joseph Williamson, Esq. Hon. A. G. Jewett by new men like Butler and
Loring, red
that if any “new and formidable race of paper
announced that he had taken his last
l

;

title lui you to attach.

reason

the

a

—The Kennebec Journal, which is in
a daily flutter about the Cincinnati Convention. says:
“Wo presume some go
there this week for pork and some for
politics.*' The anxiety of the Journal, we

present term:
Ella F. Thompson from James Thompson
Sarah F. Smith from John Smith
Ellen M. Worthing from Elinor W Woi

-.

e

s'-

assault and battery on Martin T Greer s* Wal
do, March 2. lw72. A quairei b tween ooua.n*
who did not ok* each other
On trial. Fogle:
Co. Atty
McLeilan
1 be following divorces have been granted the

».

reclaimed. There are no politic*, no hobbies,
< !o
ii ..I asserts .hat if there be any habno scheme
in tlu*. Ft says that the oniy safety is
■of1
.a the vicinity of the
north-pole.it j The Supreme Court of the United States
oie
wid
; ii ns ultra of salubrious climates,
has decided that the proceedings against to abstain. The effect of drinking is destructive
o:x
fear is that iie and his men may
of body, mind and morals
He had been a
I..
before landing a new and him were irregular and illegal, am! thatdrinker for *Ji years, *od (.he habit grew
.■
ie daui
r ;.. oHiiiman beings.
upon
! he can inly be held under a new indicthim. The Doctor here related some or his exBids sounds too much like Sir John
The “twin relic” that still subsists
tnem.
with
drinkers who had been his paperiences
M.tiiilevini the chronicler of ihe marvels
in Utah is found to be pretty tough
tients, There is no safety in anything
except
of ii ive 1 in the olden time.
The general
:
-Mr. D S. Moody, of Yarmouth, sends total abstinence. In conclusion the speaker rewould like much better to hear the
pu u
cited some poetry entitled
The
wine
is
red.”
! to this office specimens of wrapping paThe pledge was here read, and
voyager relate, on his return, the dangers
signatures inmade by the new Forest Mills in that
i
per
vited.
that he actually encountered, than to read
i town, which is handsome and strong
linn. Nebemiah Abbott made brief remarks
n, th
1

takes up criminal docket tins morning
State vs. A*an*OQ W. Greer,
indictment;

\

■

Wives
over

for \■ r
M* L«-. m
Williamson. Heed.
ivil
This closes
busiue*- •<.. ,,4 terfJ,
Every party has had a chamv for trial .mien*
sufficient reason for continuance.
Thu :i.U
trial ii.*t is disposed or’, and Co. Atty. Fokifc.

>•

evening sixty old drinkers came forward
It spread through the oty.and
Augusta is not what it was eight weeks ago.
There is not an open rum shop in its limits, and
there are 1175 signer* of the
pledge.
and mother* are shedding tears of joy

ue*day morning, verdict

«

and signed.

say?
—Brigham Young is in a condition to
crow
over his Washington
assailants,

N

an

16, 1869, perfected i.y
8, follow ing. Defense.

Aug.

that the deft. u>ed good *kill and judgaccident ws.» unavoidable. Wed

ment. and the

■

one

to

the possible advenencountered—
I

regarding

possession by virtue of

U

the

was

in every
parti ular, having ! about the idt lot. 1 went for security on any
The CarroMTon In:. Democrat ih-* a rn«>s*
been managed with remarkable skill. Its real property he might have, and have no remarkable s|.»rv aboui >h»- tor* in-ui-»l it*
It serins me young man ha-Mr. Ingles.
precise earnings have not been made pub- knowledge outside of the record. Court gave nurried M
th«- D. m
..
lic yet, ami probably will not be.
The the law L’liai it is incumbent upon the ddr. to wedding in a gu-bing
Itntne linte y aft
“raffle”feature was made very prominent. prove that the plif. had actual notice of the say
i.
t<*r
to
left
Missonr..
ingles
enjoy bis
be. 1 from At wood to him, when he made the
moon, w hile Mrs. Ingles remained at m
In fact, every article of value, not voted
attachment. While, in order to establish such m C urrollton.
Dio ingles rake an\ body »;
for as presents ro the most popular phynotice, 't 1- not absolutely necessary that the I to help him enjoy that honeymoon''
was disposed of plaintiff’ should have seen defendant’sician. clergyman. Ac
deed,
a
In Manchester, N H.. the othei day
in this manner, showing how thorough or that Wvvood should have told him the heard a sudden cra-h of the window
a nlow on the shot.' iei
received
ll-tantlv
iT
is
necessary that the plft'.’s
is the gambling instinct in the heart of conveyance,
first impression v\ u- that she had -e.-rj sh| information in regard to the conveyance bu r turning
the genus homo.
about she found u dir d-*-e
should be so express and satisfactory :the iridge jst gasping it- last
a'n, a.
POLITICAL
; o
that it would be a fraud upon him to attach ered Ih it a light d g!a«» ha t neThe culmination of the Cincinnati move- j plff.
b
1 :.e po-.iu^e »>..» ;«
rd.
the force of the
I or levy upon the land to the prejudice of the
a
Laws.
bv
ably frightened
ment has set the politicians hereabouts all
The posse sion of the ( remises would
; deft.
he Srra".
It is proposed m tunnel unde;
There is much trembling in Ad- not be actual notice, nor was the
agog.
phi'. bouud to Can sett u, bei Ween Nova >c< ‘r,.a nil-! t. aj*e Bi'etoi.
ministration boots; and as prominent men ; inquire. The evidence from all the cin urn- where the
mil is unit 2 1-2 inne- w-ie
order to onnect theiailwiy- o' •' a ,> ? B
sntiices must be such as to satisfy vou or give
not heretofere suspected of disaffection
The e vpense is estimate.’
the
mainland.
with
vou reasonable satisfaction that the plif.
hud
are coming out continually on the Liberal
riie plan imt,-.
Hr £>‘2 iSOO.GVi.
of
the
existence
of
the
deed,
t
he
knowledge
'Urj 'he .a-,
steamers Iron Glasgow o L
side, the office-holders suppress their lI
e
of
h
w
f
as
ue
was
contradicting,
verdict
Cape
easterly open port
testimony
breath and gasp out "who next0” It iHubbard. Rose.
! for the p'ff.
A voung l.Hilv, v*-rv pieity, wak,*! Mwun:
no use for the administration press to
State vs. Robert Morrow. The respondent the new road i. miles'i m "it* iioi: »n i ioit*
We r. mcmhei escort u*. on.
minutes.
deny it, a majority of the Republicans ot was Indicted two
five
years ago foi shooting A. Y.
fune
around that real once ;.#v aioun'.igh.
Massachusetts would prefer Charles SumPeabody with a charge of bird shot. They are four hours and forty m inures
Bur then -r,.
ner tor President to the present incumi'.«•
neighbors in Searxport. and a quarrel arose said she wasn’t in any burr}
» EtgL.
op to camp-rim m mg, an : -tic
bent; and although this majority may not about the hens scratching in the gardens. Mor- had go Norwich
Adv
key.
row claimed that the shooting was accidental.
to
be
the
Cincinnati
brought
support
j
om♦
•>aim
b>
An tti-ire faml.v
Several citizens or Searspor. Testified to Mornominees, very many Republicans will
ei
m-nd-er
Bro »ki> is
health <dimer
:«*
row ':- good reputation and peaceable character,
v
They
,i«»d in
down who -in J -)'•
vote for Adams or Trumbull in proi\ care
> *ud
the Court ordered that hr pay a hue m
nU;er
unts Ot
ment hfiii-e, and til*.the platform at Cincinnati is
to Grant, d
v we
v
ei,p."i th*
re
building
be discharged.
it w i, •w
and out ot tin- house tni -„r*
Ge<;. G. Patterson vs. Jacob M. Paul. Ao
up to the full measure of the hour. The

pledge at the flr-t pub!: opportunity, and
when die reform club started in
Augusta he
>iid *ign. His friend * aid tv him that he was
classing him*'If with drunkard*. He replied
that all who drank were on the *ame road
In

musket erect, and from the eastern watchtower cries'‘all's well.’Xo'.v what have
the western reflectors of public sentiment

tlie remainder.

postponement, it

was a success

a

of peace in Congressional matIn short the Sentinel carries its

a

This grand fair closed on Saturday evenIt
ing, having continued two weeks.

little bov was -i member, and one day
brought
home a pledge and asked hi* father to
sign it.
That set him t-> thinking. lie resolved to
sign

gospel

ters.

-wore

■

While the reform that had been described was
Gardiner, the only temperance
meetings in Augusta were those of the Cold
Water Temps <rs. an organization of children
bv Joshua Vye. a gentleman whom he had
learned greatly to respect and esteem. Hi* own

-The Eastport Sentinel says that Mr.
Hale is to be re-nominated without a contest, and that the Fifth District is tu'i oi

but

1

Lo’mg on in

anything that has happened in the past ten
It look- as though the country is

company

our

He conveyed the Ide lot
deed. July *22. nearly a
month prior to vo..i* attachment. K-piy Well,
My attachment v.a- on n-.-.rd
ed in removing the debris of the ftllen what of it.
timbers. Calcium lights are to be used August ; s, and your dee l nut recorded til!
three days later. Rejoinder. True, but when
at night, and two sets of bands put on, so I
you made the attachment you K: evv that l had
that there may be no cessation of labor a deed, and it was a fraud in vou to
try to slip
night or day, except on the Sabbath, un- our attachment under my deed. The object of
til the edifice is ready tor occupation.
recording is to give notice ; nd if you had actual
notice that is sufficient for n.y purpose. Surrethe homeopathic f.up

Club, had come to organize one here, and to
give some history of the movement elsewhere.

years.

specified, and

conceded, would be fatal to tlie success—
pecuniary success, at least—of the great
undertaking. Workmen are now engag-

In Gardiner there are now 510 reWe have 15,000 on pledges in the
State, and by July will have 50,000.
Dr. Briekett, of Augusta whs next introduced.
H- said he was President ot the Augusta Reform

mild temI getting ready to welcome the coming
perature. upon which the eyes of but two
mat), and that his name is not Grant.
white men have ever looked, the public
o

bond of fate.”

time

nTiner*.

republican party than

channel, kept it a* long a> 1
carried ashore by the tee which
fastened on my \ s*el. Experts were alle*!
ou both side*, bur the captain had the best of 11
here. Shipmasters -food bv their craft, and

lull Court. Vu*t. Hubbard.
ported
Nathaniel Averill vs. IVieg Koony
In a plea
of land. To recover thevl ie pasture in Fraukfort, u deli, in 1209. was The property of one
dames M. Atwood, worth $140. Pill, demands

from the shoulder, and so “takes

There are some people,
however, who are inclined to doubt his
ability to complete the Coliseum in the

suasion.

mistakes,
them cool, wary and circumspect. Errors
are possible, hut we do not look for them.
The movement is more threatening to the

did that amount of work for

and

prize ring parlance, instantly

straight
a

a^ri

Sir.:it.

best, knew
coulu, and

1

to

___

through Behring's straits, abandoning his
often make mistakes. The exigencies of
ship, passed over sixty miles of ice, and the situation, the fact that the
eyes of the
w as olosed
up by a co-operating explorcountry are on them, the ridicule and dising ship trom the Atlantic, in Barrow
aster that must follow
will make

Company ot Frankfort. Account annexed for
dmr sharpening tools, and for cutting stone, in
the spring of Dsi, 379.27. Defense. Yes, you

and had it been per- not by our
employment, nor on our credit. We
severed in, might have occasioned a never promis'd to pay you; but we have paid
calamity unprecedented m the history of Seldon Morton, one >t our company whom you
a calamitous age.
Still, there is keen dis- owed, to the unouiit r*f this bill and more, and
whom you agreed ;o pay by this very work.
over
the
fact, that this acciappointment
Be ply. Well, it I owed him, it was for liquor,
dent has rendered imperative a modificaand that is no legal debt. True, T had talk with
tion of the proportions of the structure
Morion about working for the Grauce Comand a return to the principles on which pany, but dill nor conclude to commence work
the Jubilee building of 1869 was erected. tor them till Thomas Clark, another member.
I do not
This conclusion was at once comprehend- came and hired me for the Company
choose to turn my work in this way. Rejoinder.
ed by the managers of the scheme, who
Suppose it was tor liquor, it is nut our duty to
were in session at the St.
Jame- at the
inquire into the merits of your transactions with
time the winds blew down the partially Morton. We mean to
keep faith with M non.
built edifice; and scarce had the sound of if you do Lot
Besides, Morton denies that he
its tall ceased to reverberate, when they sold you liquor. He whs a truckman and hauled
voted to commence its re-construction, the liquor for you from the freight house, two
and to push forward the work to a prompt and one-half miles, advanced the freight, and in
consideration of five dollars, agreed to haul it
completion. Gilmore has been likened. to your store, and become responsible lor its
not inappropriately, to the first Napoleon
value to tne owner, and did, an 1 finally paid for
He plans massively, and he executes with it in full. Verdict for deft. Vun-. Hubbard.
AcJoseph G. Mudsrer v*. S ddon Mono;
corresponding vigor and rapidity. An
unforseen misfortune stimulates rather tion to recover back partial pay m* its mad*- on
die barrel of iiquor in the preeeeding ca**e. li<
than casts him down
He •■counters,” to

■

■

PRESIDING.

intrinsically faulty,

considered to be organized.
Hon.
G. Richborn remarked that there 1
seemed to be too much time taken up with I
needless formalities—that he and others were
ten miles from home, and wanted to
get at the
pith of the occasion without needless detention.
The President then Introduced J. K. Osgood,
E>q.. of Gardiner, a* one oi the speaker* of the

refer is as

have

suns

m. ’KEh*>ON

Tuesday, 30th. Joseph If. Ksler v*. Joseph
H. Thorndike.
Pit.
Trespass on the ca**».
says, you contracted In writing to carry tor me,
in ihe schooner / *si*»w, No\. 30, 1H71, s00

•'iiit to
Eikanah Moulton \
ira Trafton.
define tin; true moaning of a right of way on j barrels of plaster from in' mill n Belfn f, t >
pla ntin'* farm, whirl* appear* m a deed, and purchaser in Portland, and ieliver tt in good
order and condition, peril* «.f the sea only ex
the right to a mill privilege in Unity. By agreement reported to full Court.
Boyle and Mc- cepted, and by v mr negligence, iin*kil!fulne**t
Lellan. Jewett.
and carelessness, you run your schooner .ishor**
"ate vs. James Sullivan and Charles Brown.
before you get down to the tirst bridge, and vn ^1
Two young men from '*t. Alban**, who last and spoiled all mv philter.
! >• fen-*e.
Peril* f
winter stole a sleigh robe, and alleged that it sea, ice; am an experienced shipmaster, wh.i
whs done to save themselves from
-oarving. careful. Reply. You agreed to take a ppm,
They have lain in jail ever since. The C ourt and did not do s<
Rejoinder. I engage t s
sentenced them to ten davs more.
pilot, and he did not conn*. Time wa* precious,
Joseph G. Mudgett vs. the Eastern Granite river freezing, must act *tt once, did my lev* l

THE GRAND PEACE JUBILEE.

that the movement should succeed, he would
aid in any manner possible. Cassius C. Roberts
was made Secretary.
Mr. Jewett moved that
twenty-five Vice Presidents be appointed by the
Chair, and a list of that number of gentlemen
was read.
Mr. Jewett then moved that the

follows—

JI'Ih i;

Court.

Judicial

1872.

The Coliseum has 1 illen !

on •, hut considering the great public inin the subject and the universal desire

twentv-four jurymen serving at the present
term of the Court be added to the roil of Vice
Presidents. So with one President, one Secretary, and 49 Vice Presidents, the meeting was

Supreme

Corre.-pon fence of the Journal.

Be it Resolved, That in the judgment of this
House the said J dm Emilio Housrd was and is
occasion. He said it gave him great pleasure
a citizen of the United States by birth and continued and uninterrupted choice, and as such is to be present, and to speak" on rhe subject of reentitled to all and ever;, protection from this form.
Those w ho had come expecting flow ery
Government, and in the opinion of this Hou*e declamation would oe
disappointed. He had
the President should promptly demand his unconditional release and the restoration of nis come to tell the simple truth about the evil* of
property, which has been confiscated ffl the use drinking, and the blessings of abstinence. He
of the Spanish Government, unless it shali he
had ju*t awoke Iron* a ten years’ drunk. But
Arctic Tidings.
made to appear, upon investigation,to the satisa short time ago he had
gone nume nightly infaction of the Executive Department. That -hM
Tlv account from Capt. Hall's Arctic j Houard had been held for and duly convicted toxicated. In ten year* he had seen a nice
I of an offence committed by him within the I
expedition, which we publish on the out- jurisdiction of Spain, and has been prosecuted property melt away, and h.s wile grow min,
and prematurely old. When he began,
side of this paper, indicate that the latest therefor under ‘he authority of law, and accord- dejected
lie did not expect to get drunk, and drank only
ing to the regular course of proceeding- wsu.il
explorer has not succeeded in running in like cases: and that tlv privileges «»ecuied to I cider, aie and wine. Last
August found him
citizens of the United States by the seventh
'!.
a,, of liis craft against the north
article of the treaty of the United States with poor—in poverty, distress and want. But he
W e had not supposed, from the ta- Spain, dated the twentv-seventh of October, could always command
poll
enough to buv whiskey.
rot1' :g circumstances
under which the ! l79o, were neith r denied nor disregarded in ; He often went without needed eiothes that he
! hi* trial.
c
.edition sailed, and the perfect outfit
might buv whiskey, and for ten years never
This is a declaration in the right spirit.
saw a sober dav.
How and by w hat degrees
given it. that it would so soon put back and we trust will be carried out to its
|
he got to such a condition, God only knows.
in
a
disabled condition.
II the ship
contemplated result. We are sorry to But he wished to raise a warning voice to the
couidn't be kept trom damaging contact
notice that Messrs. Frye, Hale and Peters, young to ne\cr touch intoxicating drink. If a
with ice at the first encou: ter. how can of
the M aine delegation, voted against glass of eider i* taken m hand, b iLei drop it
;
and flee. On the 7th of August last he \v a* disthey exp< a to combat the dangerous nip the
passage of the resolution.
couraged. disheartened, .iegraded. He went
of the heavy bergs and floes when driven !
home tiiat night intoxicated, t<> his miserable
This stale ot
bv winds and currents?
The Convention at Cincinnati, from its home, and found his w ire
waiting md in tears.
does
not
look
for
the
things
encouraging
small beginning, has grown to be an im- The spectacle moved his heart, and he then and
'UCCf-ss ot the voyage.
there resolved never again to drink, and to this
mense gathering, made up of enthusiastic
I'iiis expedition, it mav he presumed, is
members, representing all localities, bent day he had kept the pledge. He had been often
• me in
the interest ot science, and for the
sorelv tempted, but had been able to resist.
upon the common purpose of reforming
his family
For almost
Brighter days had conn- for him
gratllieation «d curiosity.
the administration of the government.
—hi* aged’mother, his wife and two daughters.
three hundred years the English assaulton
all
is
And that reform, it
hands, They had forgotten his
agreed
degradation and their
d the ,ev haniers ot the northwest, in
can only be accomplished by means that
sorrow.
Soon lie began to labor among hi*
the hope of finding a praeticalde passage
shall prevent the present administration friends and boon companion*. They combined
for Ka«t Iiulian commerce, and in that
from perpetuating itself. Those who tire to spread tin- good w* rk. Meetings were held,
\ a in —.1 *. {•:> yorished some of the choicest
to which were invited reformed drinkers, modassembled there to-day have east their
spirits of England's navy. At length, in fortunes with the movement, and stand or erate drinkers and hard drinkers. He told hi*
simple story, and one of hi* friends followed.
s.'vj, \b ( lure, wito had entered the Arci fall
politically with its success or failure. From that small beginning the reform spread.
lie -e-i from the west coast of America,
Under such circumstances men do not They discarded every method except moral

The Reform Meeting.
interest relative to candidates was
never so great a? to-day.
Great pressure
The meeting of Monday evening, which
is made tor Judge Davis, and his friends
talk confidently.
A train ot 17 ears came
by i'* purposes commended itself to every
in at 11 o'clock from Paris, Decatur and
| good citizen, evidently did not in its reother cities iti Illinois, bearing delegations graphs the incidents of the occasion—
-ults conn- up [o ihe expectation of those
'We
six
have
Mr.
hundred.
It
is
claimed
President."
said
come,
aggregating
who inaugurated it. The enthusiasm in
the
are
in
a
inlavoro!
Davis
calm
The
clear
they
|
worthy Mayor,
voice.
largely
friends ot Charles Francis Adams hardly ; not so loud but sufficiently audible, “to the audience was not great, and the
signseem confident, though there is so much
invite you to be present at the Jubilee in
ing of the pledge was meagre. This prochaos oi opinion that it is not safe to make Boston. We assure you of a cordial welI
needs from the tact that the class to be
predictions. The Kansas delegation held I come, and the gratification you will re- |
a
reive
this
will
be
shared
meeting
morning and decided in- |
by tens of thousands reached by the plan and the occasion, is
formally for Trumbull; but showed no | of citizens of the United States, who like not large in our city. With very few exdisposition to make a light for any candi- ^ yourself are passionately fond of music.” ! eeptions the business and professional
“Eli! goin’ to have another Jubilee?”
date. Horace Greeley appears to be their
j was
men of Belfast are
temperate to a remarkchoice lor Vice Presides!.
the somewhat curt
|
inquiry trom the aide degree. The class who have swelled
j President.
ILLINOIS.
"We are, Mr. President.”
j the lists of reformers in Gardiner, AugusThe delegates lrom Illinois are badly ,
i
“Well, to tell you the truth, Mr. Mayor, ta and elsewhere, and
divided, and efforts are making towards I’m
given eclat to the
about sick ol music. When 1 went to
reconciiiati n.
The. Indiana, Illinois. | Boston to the last
I movement, does not really exist largely
a band ot music
Jubilee,
Missouri and other delegations held meet; escorted me to the
hotel, a band of music among us. A quiet, self-imposed restraint,
ings this atternoon. The Tennesseeans
before the hotel, and a band of induced by a knowledge of the
held a meeting this morning and were ad- played
great evil
serenaded me in the evening. The next of
dressed by Col. Collins and Col Byrd,
intemperance, has weeded out the habit
I
had
a
band
of
music at break
morning
the latter from East Tennessee.
ot drinking.
At a l
The club rooms and fishing
last, a band ol music marched with me to
meeting of friends of Davis, Palmer and the Coliseum, there I heard
that eight or ten years ago were
nothing but camps
Tiumbull lrom Illinois an agreement was
and a band of music went home
plentifully supplied with liquor, have banreached by which in the Convention Davis music,
with me, played outside, played in the
ished it. There are no attractive places
is to be entitled to half the delegates from
Illinois and the remainder to be divided evening, serenaded me in the night of
meeting for social drinking, such as
and played for me all the way to the
between Palmer and Trumbull.
station. And then 1 went to Groton to lead men of that kind into the habit.
NEW ENGLAND.
see Boutwell, and a band ot' music
More than three fourths of the drinking
played
The New England delegation held a at me there, although he told me there
in this city is by the class that take it on
general meeting to-night, though there is had'nt been a band of music in the town the
not as many delegates in all the States of for ten years!
stairway of offices, or in any nook
Beats ail, don’t it, what a
New England as votes to he east lrom lot of music I had ? So, as 1 tell you, where they can step in with a bottle—the
New Hampshire.
Mr. Mayor, I am getting sick o’ music.”
young men who follow laborious callings,
Maine has Hamlin of Portland,L. Lyford
Ihe Mayor and the Committee listened
and look forward to the
enjoyment of an
and D. T. Wright of Lewiston, Manson
as
the
General
related his sufattentively
of Bangor, and Perkins of Ellsworth. ferings. They hardly knew whether to occasional spree.
Drinking visitors from
Massachusetts a few more delegates than smile
or. reply, or what to do, but con- towns where liquor cannot be had, and
votes. New England it is said, will give cluded, finally, to make no observation,
who indulge freely when here, make
up a
first a complimentary vote for Sumner, in order to give the President an
oppor- considerable portion of the consumers of
then for Adams first and Trumbull, and tunity to accept or decline the formal mwould, it is said, he willing to take both tation tendered by the Mayor. Instead, liquor. These classes, who have most
Adams and Trumbull with regard so per- however, of any respectful' notice of the need of the influences of reform, the
son or place.
Mayor’s proffer of hospitality, the Presi meeting of
Monday entirely failed to
Edward Atkinson is chairman of the dent suddenly exclaimed in a loud, sh
trp
Massachusetts delegation, David A. Wells voice, “I say. Mister Gaston, what do reach. There is small practical good in
of the Connecticut and E l ward Harris of Boston folks say of my quarrel with Sum- having men. temperate all their lives,
the Rhode Island delegation. In the event ner ?”
gei together and go through the form of
ot Trumbull’s nomination there is some
I he worthy Mayor and the Committee
signing a pledge. The men who do
talk that llenry R. Seldon will be urged were astounded at such an
abrupt inquiry drink, and are being ruined
for the second place by at least
and
by it, in
lor
some time were embarrassed for
of
the
part
New York delegation.
a reply.
But the Mayor at last dexter- body and soul, are the ones to be plucked
a^The revenue plank in the platform is as ously relieved the scene of its awkward- as brands from the burning. The beginyet a disturbing question, and a saflslac- ness, and succeeded in eliding from the ners, the young men, are wanted—those
tory conclusion had not been arrived at to dignitary a mumbling assent that lie
j
a late hour to-night, at a conference held
"would see about it,” and soon After the I whose feet are just going down the
between the New York and Missouri dele- Committee withdrew.
treacherous and slippery paths.
Until
some means can be devised for
gates who are the most iutereeted in this
reaching
A
Kentucky entomologist him kept two vigquestion.
them, the reform movement will not
orous mosquitoes under an inverted tumbler
for six mouths without food, and
they remain have a large development in this locality.
The dead bodies of a woman and infant were in a
healthy condition. This clearly proves
found In a hovel on Morgan street in Jersey that their
annoyance of mankind is entirely unCity, on Tuesday morning. J'bey diea from called for and uot at all
Geo. T. Sanford of Deer Isle, was drowned
to their sus-

The

pected
terest

under the domi-

that this was changed.
The resolution to which

Meeting.

towns. Shortly before s o’clock,
Hon. A. G. Jewett called the meeting to order,
and nominated to the chair. Hon. Axel Hayford. Mr. Hay ford said the call was an unex-

haughty, arrogant, overbearing spirit of the Spaniard. It is time
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are

Reform

neighboring

the

ot

Temperance

have been prominent in the movement on the
Kennebec were present. The hall was well
fill' d with ;* 11 audience of ladies and gentlemen,
a considerable portion uf
whom were from

work the
most outrageous wrongs to them.
In our
late rebellion the attitude of Spain was
one of undisguised
hostility. And, in
brief, all our relations with Spain and her

—

making of candidates

a sense

of Dr. Howard,

mitted to trade with the island

—

in

outrages of Spain

on the
highways with a chain and
ball attached to his leg. It is but one of
a long series of unatoned
outrages upon
the persons and property of the citizens of
the United States. The commercial regulations under which Americans are per-

—

still

has taken action in. the

work

<

:s

The

Acordimr to the announcement of handbills
for several days previously, meeting was held
ut Hay ford Hall, on Monday evening, in the interest of the new temperance reform movement, ami with the view of initiating a movement of the kind in this locality.
Mr. Osgood,
nt Gardiner, and J>r. Briokett, of
Augusta, who

of indignation at the treator Houard as the
Spaniards write it. Dr. Howard is a
native of the United Slates who resided in
Cuba lor many years. He is charged on
frivolous grounds with having aided the
rebellion in that island, and is now at
ment

Terms.

li-iNt.

•'

inch

body is

SIMPSON.

rBOl'UlKToH.

>

i’KKM.s,
■..

’ins

x

AN

Spain.

The
upon the citizens of this country.
immediate cause ot the recent vote in that

—

H.

to

to nolice that the House ot

matter of the continued
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ivseiiic: the symptoms <»r her !:■
cn•
liter lie had taken tea and medicine i»•»:i
»er hands.
The chemists wh > ana y.-' <1
he stomach and liver testified tlia: '« •>
were saturated with arsenic.
The Following is an account * i‘ ihe

,*.

A

RFJTRUCAN JOURNAL.

i-

►*

The experiment rmd r.f L v.»r»..
.of publish
a list *»f per-ons h. re^;. ,i p
no,m
ha- had the effect of <rg t bi.i■ nt-r
*
number ol arrests.
I'm* t.-rmr- -■! piibi'.v.tare greater than those ot in- !a

ing

The Dock Commission, s
N
X
writ
it y
a Imrei' through
;hi,,s
days -ince, when a
root water
u
inches in diameter rushed up through
e nor.
Ir was perfectly fresh.

-inking

!j

a

tew

A young sou f.i .Mr. Jesse t-. \V
injjnte oi Sac,
altacked and liitten liy a dog on lhursdav
<lii« being the fourth child thai lias tieeu bitten
hv the -ante dug during the la-t week.
I'n»
dog was killed.
was

A man having announced ihai he wanted s
marry a girl, "with plenp. of snap in lin " a
patter adv ises him to "go tor the \Vi-constn a t
who -wallowed forty oercussiun-eaps.the oihe

day.”

It is thought that the Boston and Maine ia’
road will spend In Portland toi depot, land
damages. Pudding a runnel, mason work, re
tnoval of dirt, stuue, Ac., over a million of Joi
lars.
Wiscasset has voted

o

exempt from taxation

a period of ten rears,
manufacturing and
refining and purifying establishments when
the atnouut of capital exceeds $'1,000.

for

A

correspondent of the Boston Herald, offer*

$300 lo

who can prove the doctrine Of the
the soul, from lire Scriptures
before the end of the present j eat.
anv

immortality of

Miss Rhuda T. Ellis, of Exeter. Sew Hampcommenced her forty-first year ■<
She began in 1832, ou a salary oi
week.

shire, has
teaching.
a

A Gate City lawyer Included in his bill against
bis client. "To waking up in the night and
about your case, five dollars."

thinking

It is suggested thar the live pirate lately cap'
tnred in the West Indies is one ot Captain
Kidd’s men warmed over
The Webster place in Marshfield is advertised to be sold at aucliou lor non payment of
taxes.

There are over 300,000 affiliated Masons in
the United States.
Col. Paran

Stevens,

of hotel fame. Is dead.

If the State were to lie canvassed, nothing
prettier could be found than some of the elegant
oil cloths displayed in the new carpeting d«partment of Jordan, Marsh A Co., Boeton.

Items, Ac.

oral

!
Is

Palmer's

of the County and

'Yr-i

Stave

Jointer.

From Cincinnati.

City.

The Si'ionlitie Anierican. of April 6th,
V V. w \»
!i>'-\
\t i.Y Killed.
During has an article descriptive ot the stave
•vn.‘
iiunl 'y Iti't, as several vvorkjointing machine invented by Lemuel 11.
w. ;• engaged upon a large woodshed ad■t.
Palmer, of this city. The description is
*
■nil;
hiiiise of David Patterson, on the
aecompaned by engravings illustrative of
»'d« of the river, it blow down with n
machine and its working. The Amerithe
■*n iou* foreThe men
o

all upon the

were

building, and had

;he

to

jump

11:s
rescue.
After fifteen minutes of
haid la!•«t they extricated his body from the
oiiis. Mcdu-ul aid was summoned, but too
die .’n .u was dead.
Mr. Flagg was about
*
vea
of -igc, hl 1 resided ai Mason’s Mills,
th
city.

scbn.mcr

in

iujc

H-utic,

1

I.

‘-d

(

?'r->trt -Savannah to Prov-

passage

the ti.Mh, after being at sea
*v
apt. McCIiutock writes that the
ws lJic hardest he ever experienced
e ’.-issagr.
i bey had gale alter gale, for
s
5|. ; were driven as far as NewfoundI he supply of water and provisions ran
■

r
v

u

‘•o

*

on

nij were

’iat

uu an

allowance.

Luck-

ky rain they caught a quantity of
ftud >ii in with '.he bark Janies Welch,
w.nai. supplied them with flour

-1*.

huv-ng

o

1

sc ho* .> net’s

die

s

get out her

to

suffered in sail.-, aud

..,er

*.

was stove

d

that tfie

-o

ri.gi;', but
nj shape,

*

u, g

at once to

demand.

by the sea.
rigging, and

is

ir.

'■

1

«l-

n

desir

-'

r<
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A )■

.<

Uian

more

-0

[

portion of the fur-

a

week,

Origin

of

i*-l

fect

n
m

inning, of iiie handsome Swanville
Teel; T-ajied 10 the spot,
i’he winoi.i sashes are all finished, ami the

'“i'i

air--e. f)’>'

.-

staves

to

improvement

■' *

New

othei that

each

:i'-

will be

out on

.piioiis are

and die

The
tuie

inti

for drinks of

ket

an

exhilarating

Phase

of the

all machines

Alabama Case

The

only danger ot the Don success of
j these new negotiations, is from violent
in the English Parliament to| opposition
It is understood that Schenok has
night

oa-

com iiues

very airingent here, and the city
'ud-.i b\ the dryest *«r“t ol countenances
"ur >veh
The only mitigation ol the drought
'*
Fu r-'fV who having ft cider
press on his
emi»e>
allowed tu dispense that
dangerous

been instructed to say that the U States
is ready to make a supplemental treaty in
which it will he settled as a principle that

■>

neither can recovei consequential damages
when one or the other i.s at war.
the wav, who is devoid
xjI uli Hi i'-*
London, April 29. It i.s probable that
-queezci isn’t allowed to go higher
Lord Russell’s address calling upon the
-i\ me
L
i.icnmu- fluids than
unpop Peer,
to instruct the British Arbi•n-i
pn;,vt\ ._■! tii. countv Jail.
If this rate of Government
trators at Geneva to withdraw from the
-i in if-, wc shall
ogress
get to be a com- Board of Arbitration until the claims tor
njumty ! -»t iij'-ti made perfect.
consequential damages are abandoned by
imp i .i BE Built Captain
Henry MeGil- the American Government, will not be
vei> has c.osod u cunti act to build a ship of presented in the House ot Lords to-night,
12».0 tons at his yard in this
city the present as Secretary Fish’s answer to Earl Gran>cu-jb t-. be owned r.v
Capt. Baker McXear of ville’s second note has just been receive !.
B
i', and others
The frame which w ag cut In the House of Lords to-night notice was
given of further postponement of Earl
an
taken to Boston some tune ago, with tne
Russell's motion until the sixth of May.
purpose of using It there, is being shipped to
Earl Granville, in reply to an inquiry
Lis port.
Tne ship will be ready to launch the
from the Marquis of Saulsbury, said that
fii't or December. The schooner now in
(Japt.
a recent visit at the residence
ot
McG: vtiV- Yard will be finished the last ot during
the American Minister he was informed
«Lis month.
by Mr. Sehenck that the reply of the GovH. a. I hornas B. Reed, of Portland,
Attorney ernment to the British note of the 20th of
iG
vv
^
•, his city on
Tuesday, engaged March with regard to consequential d imo; u.e detfuce oi the suit ot
J. II. Kaler against ages had not yet been received, but was
Th1’'
Tne plaintiff sues for the loss of a momentarily expected to arrive.
-: .* rc-u:.-‘
THE LONDON TIMES COMPLIMENTARY
plaster, through the alleged
v&re<k?«hD6*« n navigating the
schooner, which
London,
April 80. J tie Tunes, in an
belonged m part to defendant.
editorial upon the present phase of the
docc .HI
vVf understand that on the evenAmerican claims question, congratulates
iny
VLuy 221. * grand concert will be given in the United States Government lor proHay lord iTu], by Mrs. Staples, the favorite posing that the liability of the "esiilts
Soprano, who has recently returned from shall never extend beyond direct conseEurope, Mr. Fessenden, of Boston, the accom- quences of tbe breaches of neutrality ;
plished tenor, and Mr. Howard M. Dow. the thus paving the wav for a satisfactory settlement ot the differences now existing
well known pianist.
between England and America
The steamer City of Richmond will take
pas*
eengers to the meeting of the Masonic Grand ENGLAND CONSIDERS THAT UNCLE SAM
Lodge at Portland, next week, at half fare. !
HAS BACKED DOWN.
Vvri

lire
..

original manufacturer.

an

as

c.

k.

His

i'./oss

■

>

1

Those

paying

their fare to Portland will
return ticket tree.

a

receive

;

[N. Y. World’s special.] 1 am authorized to say that the British Government
considers the claim for indirect damages
withdrawn. Gladstone and Earl Granconducting ville will compliment President Grant in
of
Parliament for yielding to their demands.
opening

Mr. C. E. Johnson has been admitted a partner n, the firm or H
H. Johnson & Co., and will
henceforth take an active part
the business
They advertise
*pnng goods.

new

in
an

Mr. A Mr*. Chase, at the Ladies’ Exchange,
adreiBse a fine slock of Ores- goods, of ali the

|
j

The

Coliseum

i

-teaoier

City of Richmond connects with
'•
-> d Irom Boston on both
the
y -;-1 Bo-?oii ,v. Main** Railroads,
giving
i as-engcr- a choke <>i routes.
r.e

B?.’.
super phosphate, of which we pub‘id> I'.iiie recommendation* in our agricultural
vo:umn, .* vod in this city by Edwin Beaman.
..

foe Revenue utter Dobbin, Captain Dean,
in o .r harbor on Friday.
Lh*utenanls
**milh tiii-l Muiiger are attached to hrr.
M
Richard.- and Miss Southworth advertise
ch'C.v millinery goods*.
Shoki CaKF. Lobsters are scarce this spring,
>
i* tight, to the severe weather In
which killed the vines.And now the
p'-aiir. ve note of the frog 1-heard at evening.A
i., which stone is hauled
through the street*
v.

jri

in.’. :i

o.

li

complaining voice that grease is scarce
•The Meadow King was in town or. Mon*
d: >
Mr. B .ck\j hat and bonnet bleaeherv is
jeiuoved to the east -i ie of the river; see advertisement.1 he maple buds are
swelling
with h< promise of coming
foliage.If you
"“i*t a nice bit for breakfast or
dinner, go to
McFarland’s, ask William for a haulibutS nape,
i-n
\*
lie same broiled.The makers of
.iis

up

a

’■‘••r

of

:

mu,

iijwi.r;

•:*

it

over the

creates

MDpie.The ground

present suppression
demand for their mild

a

is

remarkably dry

tor

the

aud rain much needed.We saw at
McFarland’s more, on Tuesday, a large lot of
" me Its
fioni Goose Pond, that must have been
aptuied while "pawning in the brook*, which

•^■a-on.

la

rather destructive

fishing,.Are the

streets

be -j.rlukied thia
summer?.Capt. Loring
Small, who wa- unable to go out in his ship,
me Winged Hunter, remains
very ill at Boston.
..Our sti -it" are exceedingly dry, and the
u>

nigh wind*
storms

create

whirls of dust like the sand

of Sahara.
fra:

.u

jrt.

Dr. Fellows, a young man and physician of
considerable promise from Bristol, >. H., has
recently come into town with a view to remain,
provided, as always in such cases, that the inhabitant* are not provokingly healthy.
Ou Wednesday of last week, in the saw mill

Carries

too

much

Sal!

The wind, that bloweth where it listeth,
on Friday proved too much for the unprotected home of the great Jubilee, and it
went down with a crash.
The telegraph
gives the

following

account—

About quarter before 8 o'clock Friday j
evening, people in the various parts of j
Boston were startled by hearing what |
sounded like a peal of thunder, coming
from the southwest.
People living in the j
vicinity of the coliseum, for the coming
jubilee, were quickly made aware of the 1
solution, as the gigantic trusses and tow- 1
ers

of the

amorous

building

were

prostrated

in

a

of ruins. The report of the terrible
was heard for miles.
One ot the
end towers had reached the height of 110
leet, and the truss destroyed was 140 feet
high, and had a clear span ot 800 feet,
nearly 50,000 feet ot lumber having been
used in its construction. The wind had
been blowing through the afternoon, and
about 4 o'clock 150 feet of the eastern
wall was blown down.
The accident will cause only a temporaA large
ry delay in building operations.
force of men will be set at work in clearing away the debris, and an Increase of
workmen will commence at once to put
the structure in proper shape again.
Nearly a dozen of the large trusses are
already finished and ready to be placed in
mass

crash

position.
At a meeting

Potions

and

That

boys

couple,

not

their Infant
aoout eighteen
at it now.

was
are

of the executive oommit-

tee of the World’s Peace Jubilee and International Music Festival, who were in
session at the time of the fall of the Coliseum, it was unanimously voted that we
will commence at once the reconstruction
ol the coliseum of the same dimensions
as heretofore
contemplated, and that to
this end there he employed such a uuinber of workmen as shall insure
completion
of the building by the 10th of June.

Oct West, a correspondent ot the
Concord Patriot, writing from Roscoe.
Minnesota, makes the following mention
of some of the discomforts of that

region_

The winter has been a bitter cold one. Xew
».f Franklin Treat, quite a serious accident oc- Hampshire people do not know the meaning of
cold” as I use it. What do you
the word
curred. Mr. Philo York while edging staves, l
think of freezing your nn«e in going to draw a
accidentally drew the palm of his r ght hand pail of water from a well only two rods from
the house! What of seeing cats with ears and
across a ki.ife or sharp tusti uinent attached to
with ears, tails and backs frozen,
the edger inflicting a bad wound. l)r. Fellows tails, and hogs
Ac., Ac.! The air t“ so very dry here that
and
called
was immediately
very rapidly and
when it Is still one does not feel the cold with
understanding^* dressed the wound, and from mercury running down to fllteen below zero
But when the
more than at zero at Concord.
appearances now Mr. York will be able soon to
wind blows and the thermometer ranges anyresume labor.
where from zero to China, as w ith the excepFREEDOM.
tion of part ot February it has been all winter,
it
don’t take long to chill things up solid.
a
this
resuleut
of
near
Montville,
Ivory Lord,
“Up West” it has been a terrible winter,
village, died very suddenly last Sunday of heart says
a letter from there, the writer of which
disease. He w$s in his usual health about his says that over
forty persons are missing and
He was that over eight hundred head ot cattle have
house, and droppd dead instantly.
perished, both by reason ot the cold. The oldabout 64 years of age. The funeral ceremonies
est settlers here sav that they have never exwere conducted by
Unity Lodge F. and A. M. perienced such a winter as this has been. The
of Freedom of which order Mr. Lord was a snow fall has been light.
Scarlet fever is raging here, and I am writing
member.
you while sitting up with a person while sick
Mr. Daniel Boulter a very old gentleman, of it. I hear of a family ol seven in
Olmstead
died at the residence of his son, in the south county, six o: whom it has carried off and the
is
too.
survivor
Measles
sick,
are prevalent
western part of Uoity, at the advanoed age of
but not fatal in nost cases, and I hear of small
of 94 years. He was one of the early settlers,
pox lu adjoining towns. 80 you see that peoLaving lived in this vicinity about 60 years.
ple will be sick even In Minnesota.

OPENING-!

great

wav

PAPE. It t'»L! \ IIS, 10 ("ts
of all kinds
box,
boxes L,r -'■> ee.it-', m -.!! -izes and all the other
till
let.er riiclcs ol Coli.i's*
1 i. L. LOKL.

Mr*. Foote bus taken rooms at the American
Hou*e, where she is offering great bargains in
human hair of her own importing. Work of
all kinds done to order, old switches
repaired
and enlarged; hair combed from the head

straightened
switches dyed

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.
opening

consisting
Ww**

attractive stock
of

Bonnet and Hat

j

I_I

Flauaela,

made into
in any color.

and

switches;

Psrottl^,

Cartnint, Silks, J807

■

Clothe Ac-. Ac.

L

STRIPED SILKS!

P.

1

NORTHERN

We call especial attention to our stock of
Millinery and Fancy Goods
S2a$d,

Vardeu

F:*':

Bsaavta

cut* suoacrioer ;;t v>

Frsuch

ATT

Flowers,

TK95

SLUi

<b*ioy»w,

Corsets,

Irliuuiln^,

hosiery. Ac..

'■
o

AddrsO il:
ij.. Lied

UNO

To

v

tneet

I

"VIT L

general

showing
Customers

offer

notice,

large

profits.

purchased

Green and Black,
Blue

RICH MILLINERY

A.tn

a

i\

SECURITIES,

invite inquiries relating to investments, and
gt ve below U»e prices of a few of the most desirable
Bonds
Burlington, Cedar R apids and Minnesota 7s
92 1-2
Indi inapoiis, Bloomington and Western 7s
90
95
Logansport, Crawtordviile and 8 W, 8s
94
Chesapeake and Ohio 6s
Connecticut Valley 7s
95
New York and Oswego 78
9S
U. S. Bonds and other marketable .Securities allowed full price In exchange.
ep3m37

MARRIED.

died'

k. 1

Stee1

PERSONS

“We parted by the river side,” as the sorrownun said alter
drowning his wife.

ing

distressing complaints peculiar to
nave a Panacea in Duponco’s

this market

Belfast, April

LICENSE Board of tlii8 city will be in
;«t the Aldermens’ Room, on Monday
at
1-2 o’clock. P. M.
May 6,
Applications lor
Licenses,as Inn Holders, Vlctualers, and for Billiard
Saloons, must be presented at that time, and the
attention of persons desiring licenses, is particularly
called to the act passed the last winter, regarding
session
THE
7

Farmers and seamstresses differ. One gathers
what he sows, the other sows what she gathers.

same.

[

Per Order.
JOHN

Balfiiat, April 30,1872.

H. QUIMBT, City Clerk.

just

26. 187?

out. r

uku-iing-liou*e

be

o’

><>r

...

of

vi

pair.

<*v

4U it EGG

lruiiaiinMl>iirK‘, \«*h

Largest

AUCTION.

>'• c

VirJ.i. Hr SOLD

BED SDK E A Ds. at Si. 26
A A D
C H i G V U NS
BKAIDS in N'*\* Sty!*
jit*
eeivcd, selling cheap. Wo intend to
make t ie FANCY GOODS department
replete with every •ioVf.iv of the M?a.**on, and
the pr-ccs i>* them ti e mo.-t ple-mcg of
ail. DRESS GOODS! A new me
of Striped Dres* Goods jot received, and the -Attention of
>
our customers ;scalled
the prices of Press
Gouda held from
las Ball. T ible
LINEN i

l O.,

York.

ECONOMY COMFORT k CONVENIENCE COMBINED
Humbu;!

J

M
noi n

eacn.

MOWING MACHINE 1

u

re-

ceived, sellin? at 12 l-2c per

S«42

.^!anufii(lurt>it

is

AUCTION

PL'Uf.H

.«.

'1

u.".

e

.n*i-i‘
■>A

A.

::i

on
»|Vf

k

S, II. Wooi

■;»it d t

.Yiild

me ’mmest ad sn the tcvou or
town of M jrri l.
M i !:u KiNti'BL icr,
>
K.xecui-.<r ot Estate
Hivil

S 01ST ’S

Ivl

German Liniment
Coaimcuds itit *.*.• a!U i* a medicine
that no lunn’v r.:tou!d bt without
.Sola by

WM. O. POOR & SON, Belfast,
A. *1 liO'
f*r«»j>r 1 flor,

THORP’S PATENT
;■%».

Bcllaat. Me.

tiurc:

:COOKING STOVE!
S A r F

AND

:

RELIABLE!

Can stand

on you -kitchen table and do all your
a
cost of one cent per hour.
Ail the
branches of cooking—boiling, broiling,
! baking, Sec., and the heating of smooih'ng-irona.
performed to perfection. The concentration ot the
! fl «rn-=,aud its direct application to the t o'tom of the
utensils overcome the nuisance of radiation, which
in summer is both extravagance and a nuperflaitv
I
winie the combined action of the water intensities
i both the power and the directness ot the flame, thus
I expediting its work, and consequently producing

cooking

iTIiirf

Mower having been in us six
»ons— -if
ficiently long i<> enable us to correct a!! imprerfeetions incident to the construction oi
new machine,
we offer to farmers ttie MEADOW KING ns the
most Simple and practical mower in u>e.
The representations and voluntary letters of rej cominenuation from all sections where used, speak
or this mower in the highest terms.
j

Which Burns Kerosene Oil without
Soot, Smoke or Smell.

at

NEW?"

open In the store formerly occupied by
M. E. Dodge la llftyford Block, a

ladies'

Emporium of Fashion!

consisting

of all the novelties in

Millinery and Dress-Making!
and will ba prepared to receive
Brat of May.
Bottaat, April M, 187*.—tf«i

orders the

■

<

i

j

j

The Pitman cannot be cramped under any circutn
stances, running equally vv!i in any position, from
horizontal to perpendicular.
This novel invention, upon THIS MACHINE
ONLY, makes the only li-xible ringer bar <i in
vented.
The adjustable wheel
nidi rad of fuc Cutu-i
Bar. together with the flexibility oj the bar. » cable
it to conform perfectly to uneven giound
1 lie knife has a quick motion and short stroke,
enabling the machine to do good work when it moves
ns slowiv as horses or oxen usually walk.
YYV cordially invite fanners to give this machine
an examinatlon.
For a description of Its ‘‘peculiar'’ merits and
features, also recommendations, see our descriptive
circular for 1872, to be had ot our local agents, or
forward free on application.

FRED
General

j

?

Agent

ATWOOD, Winterport,

for Maim
New Brunswick
Nova -Scotia.—1141

■

•'

.•

The finger Bor is Without Hinges or Joints.
Hitman protected f) •an obstructions of
any Kind or Size. The Knife
at way i n l i n e w ith the
Hitman.

net

Do
fail to

rar.g-eil.aud

Table Linens,

j
|

purchased

a*

large
stock before the '.ate advance on Linens, and we are
LINEN
selling at old prices.
FLANNELS
TOWELS. 10c each.
Notwithstandauu WOOLEN GOODS.
ing the high pi ice*, on w ool we ai r -eiling
our woolen goods as low a* sold one
vear
DODGE’S STAMPED
ago.
RUG PATTERNS, ul! sizes-on
»tan!Iv on hand. FEATHEUsi. HEMP CARPETING. OIL CLOTHS,
STRAW MATTINGS, sellwe

mg

-u

•«

prop* riv i- ort'.-rod .it
a limit. .1
»v i 1* i- I .s'. fcla-r N
J,
* *:b. iIH?£.

examine our
a

a

p-..

.-*••

*
1_1.•• *-'Oy
y nic

:rdurmutton add re** L-

i.<
K't

-w r..f-r
<>ric* u i»oid

d;.-.•

tf34

rj O B

at

Of

and

Every Description,

at this

OfSce.

Rare Chance!

<

i

j

SUBSCRIBER will sell his stock of DRY
GOODS and C \ KPETING5, with good will,
and lease his store for three years.
Reason ill
health. Tnls will afford a grand opportunity for one
to take a long established business.
Terms made
known at the premises.
G- L. BRADLEY.
Bucksport, April 26, 1872.—tf4i

THE

Haml-Bil!-.

Catalojeus!!,
BiUHeadii.

S^pom,
Labels,

1

1 8 72,

LOW

PRICES

Cards,

I

I*tanks, t\c

SPRING

Steam-Presses and Imnroyed Machinery,

JLJSTJD

SUMMER

MILLINERY!
HI**

H.

I

A.

VVKLLX ansisted by our
Milliner,Miss Bowen, has Just returned from Bostou
with a choice selection ot

-A *-

Bonnets, Hats, Ribbons and Flowers,
Also

j

a large stock of Cambric Edges which we are
selling at extremely low prices, Veil Bareges, Tin*
Our Irieu Is and customers will
sues, Ac., &c.
always find our stock fresh and new with weekly

additions

as

they u| pear in the market.
Yours Truly,

MISS A. WELLS.

PURE CIDER!
A ^ n

Cider

Vinegar!

Mrs. E. R. Johnson & Miss Mary Jackson F. A. FOLLETH,
Will

•.

••

.,

Tackle !

SOMETHING

■

<

For strength, simplicity of construction, lightness of draught, durs.biiity and ease of management
it cannot !»;• surpassed,

Cooking

Don't forget the Place,

a.-i*\-ol land
oiks.tni ..*• .»
in N*.*ifhpori.
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M' -d-n n.*il
work-s:.*-p

We refer to parties mho used the ME ADO W
ICING last Season.

j ordinary

proposing to

Oity of Belfast.

we

offered in

j

Call and See!

We should not hesitate to recommend to any
friend of ours, Parsons’ Purgative Pills; thev
are scientifically prepared, and are
adapted to
all the purposes of a good purgative medicine.

ever

MEADOW KING

the past

principal

->

In our Dress-Making department
superintended
by Mrs. Richards, we have all tht late style* for
Ladles', Misses* and Child' ens; wear, and we pledge
our united endeavors to please all who
may call upon
We feel gratified in being able to announce our
j us.
! re-envagement witn MH8 SlI rJRBUKN F.. whose
skill and falthfui workmanship iu
; guarantee for the future,
Belfast, May 1, 187*.— 3w43

M..

>

The CHEAPEST SILKS

F, A, Foilett’s, No. 80 Main St.

teach in the several district in Northpoit the ensuing summer are
notified to meet the Committee at the School House,
near F. A. Diokey’a, oil Saturday May 11th, at 1
o'clock, P. M., lor examination.
F. a. Dickey,
S. S.
F. A. Rhoades, >
> Com.
O. Hills.
Northport, April 2d, 1873.

ii

-..d p..:
an 1 in one or more public place* in said
Iv visT. :;ud --.ibbshitig i: u
H< j*uf dean Journal,
! County ot Waldo
a no'.Vfij, per published i
.1
uii-i-.
.»id
at -eiid Belfast, tiib*
'.fiut.. Jay ot Ap: ,!
A I
»'KPLI WH,!.: AM.'ON
,1 u 11 -•
ot
he P«ux.
A true copy. Attest— Willi cm 1'. WAsUflfK
3wlt

T Pd E

Fishing

Notice to Teachers.

»

••

Flowers,
Feathers, Ribbon*,
i teres, French Frames
Lyons Vebets, Tisnues,
fiarsalalues. Milk*,
Bepp* am! Oi«oaiiu«s.

—

“If you don’t give me a dime,” 9ald a young
to his mamma, “1 know a boy who’s
got the measles, and I’ll go and catch them.”

B1 a c k.

only ONE DOLLAR per >srC

at

French

The

hopeful

and

xx &.

1
is the letter R very unfortunate?
Reit is alvoavs in Double, wretchedness and
misery, is the beginning of riot and ruin, and is :
never found in peace, innocence or love.
( Obituanj notices, beyond the Date, Xante and Age
must be paid for )
Most Economical
Stove in the iVorll.
Pints and Quarts of filthy Catarrhal dieIu Unity, April 6, Mrs,. Sarah Chase,aged 72 years.
charge'. Wh re does it all come from? The Also
Its extreme simplicity, being entirely devoid of
17. M ry, wife of Charles Taylor, aged
Apri1.
mucous membrane lining the chambers of the
Intricate mechanism, make It easily operated; its
4! years.
Also. April 28 Axcha, wife ol Capt.
freedom from liability to got out of order, its comr.o-e, and its little glands, are diseased so that
Jefferson Bartlet. aged 05 years.
plete arrangement tor regulating and coutroiing t; e
they draw from the blood its liquid, and exIn Trcntubt, April 15, Sarah W. Billings, aged 60
of the Iu<m, in conjunction with its
consumption
posure to the air changes it into co-ruption.
years.
admirable and unequal ed performance of all the
This life-licuid was to build up the system, but
In Oldtown, March 21. John Emerson, Esq., formot a Cooking Stove, combine to pronounce
services
it is extracted ami .lie system is weakened bv erly of iVIontviilv aged 82 years and 8 months.
it the long sought desideratum of the age.
In Sumner April 19. M iry, widow of Col Arthur
the loss.
To cure, gain flesh and strength by
FOR SALK BY
formerly of Camden, aged 8? years.
using Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery, Pendleton,
la Palermo, April 18, Betsey White, formerly of
TOHN C REAL* ft*arsport, for bcoi,
which ui-o acts directly upon these glands, corVassalboro, aged 58 years. Also, April 19, Sirs.
Lincoln A IVuldo, Couutle*.
recting them, and apply Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Pekins. ag« d 92 years. Also, April 21, Mrs. Young,
All Orders sent to him Promptly attended
Remedy w th Dr. Pierce's Nasal Douche, the late ot Palermo.
to.—4m43
In C linden, at his residence, Horatio Alden, Esq.,
only method of reaching the upper cavities
where the discharge accumulates and comes aged 72 year-’ The subject ot this notice is too w« 11
front. The instrument and two medicines sold know'll to require more than a few words,fitly spoken.
FOR A SUPERIOR CLASS
As a husband he was kind and considerate, as a
for $ by all druggists.
5S9.
father, indulgent and affectionate, as a citizen no i
-OFAn old bachelor compares life to a shirt-but- one was more respected and esteemed. His religious
views were large and comprehensive—an unwaverton, because it so often hangs by a thread.
ing belief in Spiritualism. He was among the first
Mr. Eenne claims that the name “Magic Oil” to accept tfie beautiful phenomena and philosophy
He investigated it earues ly every
Is hi- “title mark.” and that any persons who of this belief.
For CORNETS, ALTOS. BASSES, and all need in
opportunity offered, by mediums, books and papers,
use that name for a medicine do so at their
became convinced ot its truth, and happy was he iu
IIA HO*. For VIOLINS. VIOLONCELLOS,ami
peril, a- much so hs though they stole any other his declining years with every doubt satisfied. He nil used in ORCHR«TIUN.
For GUITARS,
property of his, besides their extra meanness! knew that those near and dear to him,who had gone FLU TIN'AS,ACCORL)LONS. For FLUTES,FI FES
The genuine Renne’s Pain-Killing Magic Oil is before, lived— ind that iie should join them in a bet- FLAGEOLETS. For PIANOS and MELODEONS.
what the people want, ami will have. fe. A. ter life beyond. In conversation with the writer of For STRINGS lor Violins and Guitars, and all
this, a few days previous to his death, he expressed
things needed in the use and repair of Musical
llowes & Co. wholesale agents.
himself firm in th- faith—anu hi* intention ot havInstruments. For Band Music, Sheet Music and
“Come where mv love lies dreaming,”—and ing spiritual speaking during tile approaching sum- Music Bocks,—call at, or send to the store of
But alas, lie knew' not that he w-as so
mer months.
see how she looks without any plant uu her face
JTOHX C. U4YVE1 A CO
1>43
rapidly nearing the silent river, that the “pale boatis the latest rendering.
33 Court St., (opposite Court House;, Boston,
The treat change
man” waited to ferry him over.
“A Wonder of Medical Science,” mav came suddenly at last. He gave liberally ol his
and lo his generosity and large magnanimity
well be applied to Dr. Wistar’s Balsam of Wild ! wealth,
are the spiritualist* indebted for puolio speaking in
j
Cherry. It is nearly half a century since tills this place,
lie had kindly sympathy, especially for
remarkable remedy was introdueed’to the pub- the poor and unfortunate, ami with the mantle ot ]
lic, aud yet the immediate and enviable reputa- charity lie covered the sins of the whole world. The
tion which It gained by its wonderful cures of i Spiritualist* in this community have lost a friend
brother—one they couid ili afford to spare. The
coughs, colds, whooping cough, sore throat, in- and
words ot Paul may not inappropriately apply to him.
fluenza, consumption, and all hronrhical com- ! “He
has fought a good fight; he has finished his |
plaints, is to this day fully sustained.
course; he has kept the faith; henceforth ia laid up |
a crown ol righteousness.”
him
for
Why is an almanac simply advice thrown
“Lift up thine eyes, look forth upon the morn,
away? Because It comes lu at one vear and
A new world in thy spirit hath been born;
goes out at the other.
Another view of lift* hath come to thee,
Aud through its light, thy spirit now is free.”
-A. TIt has been proved beyond a doubt that V'ere
[Com.
Is no remedy equal to Smolander’s Buchu
lor toning and stimulating the nervous system,
and by which means alone kidney, bladder and
SHIP N&WS.
glandular diseases,mental and physical debility,
diabetes, gravel, loss of vigor in eilher sex. and
female complaints succumb and health is rePORT OF BELFAST.
stored.
The only place In the city where you can get good
ARRIVED.
Aunt Susan said, “Suppose all the men were
assortments of Fishing Rods, Braided Silk, Linen
and
in one country, and all the women in snother.
Cotton Lines, Baskets, Keels, Balt Boxes, and
April 28. Sch Cameo, McCarty, Boston,
all sises of Carlisle, Kinsey, Limerick and Kirby
with a big river between them. Good gracious!
20.
Miry Ella, Thomas, Baltimore
Hooks.
what lots of girls would be drowned!’’
Earl, Canuingham, Boston.
May 1.
Also Smith and Wesaou’s Revolvers and Single
SAILED.
Pistols, Metalic Cartridges, Beat Sporting Powder,
Decidedly the best remedy that has ever been
and Shot,Game Bags, Shot Pouches, Powder Flasks,
dis overed for Rheumatism, Swollen or Stiff
April 28, Schs Myra Sears, Chapman, Boston; D.
»dm42
Ac., Ac.
Joints. Flesh Wounds, Sprains. Bruises. Cuts
K. Arey, Rvan, do.
and Burns, is Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment.
30.
Cameo, McCarty, Bangor.
We use It, and always recommend It to our
..■■■■■»
friends.

!

Widiam F. Washburn, one of the
You .re hereby
r**going app.'cae.rdir.cttd
to rotit> Mo* *.n*rab*r* ot the
(
L,'k'
Lr-t Pariah in I'elf i-t, iu said County
iv.t ut the time n.d plac.
and tor
the pm ;-o»e* aprc.n.-it in 11 »* tor* g-nhg application,
by p. -ting up certified copy thereof, Hud o:
Mirw.-.ri.us:
iv.-t-k* !»• tore -aid time -I m.etiuK
aw—*

theii many kind friend* lor their very
liberal patronage during the past veer, announce
‘.heir return from Boston, with the very latest
PARIS FASHIONS in Full Dress and Round liar*

city.

Why

"VU

Waldo ss.—To

v

In this city, April 20, by Rev. W\ L. Brown, Mr.
Aimer Jep'On and Mi.-s Julia Perkins; both of this

In Bluehiil, Opt. J. C. Bunker ol Ellsworth, and
Miss Lillie A. Allen ol B
In North Haven April 21, by Eleazer Crabtree,
Esq ,Vincent J M-serve of Cumberland and Eleanor
i A i'huyer of II. ii.
1
fu Falernu.. April 28. by John Greeiy, Esq.. Win,
W. Daw and Mary E. Fowler, both u! F.

b.i-

v

‘‘Tate OF MAINE,

Gold and Black

Mrs. A. L. Rickards k Miss A. F. Sonthworth

aiop umt fl.aa,

Justtc* of the Pence, with
Wa.do.

u

under-ig net!, members

c

—

STRIPED SILKS!

E

DFALERS

t

.«

IICE

Dres fcs-JVX

BANKERS,

we

and Black.

<3-0 O D S !

Dye is the best In the world—

l>Mnsnahir«, rnr. Wlatv -4l.. Bosioo.
Timr i»ercu,»5. miersii allowed on deposit
accounts, subject to check; drawn as on any City
Hank.
Out-of-town depositors will nave their remittances
and colleen *ns promptly acknowledged.
Wc do a General Buuking and Commission Business,
negotiate Bonds. Stock*, Notes and other
securities,make collectiou9 throughout United States
and Europe. As

h--.

-.

Brown and Black,

Thanking

Yo.

v»

..

of H a M BURGS,
just purchased in large
quantities at Reuucrd Brices.
Kll) GLOVES in h shade** and
Uz“*. at 50c per pair.
KXi i 'l IXG
COTTON 5c per skein. TO I LET cO \ P
six cake-* i«»r 25c***.
New atvck -»f L vDi ENEUvlTES. LACE CuLLaRS, LACE
LNDERcLEEV LS. An entire slock
of these goods have just been received, and customers wi.i
oe enabled to make a good
selection from so good
an assortment. A
CASE OF
cor ion
Hoae

shades of LYONS
POPLINS of the best
quality, and at a
very law
price.
rwentv

A 2L H z*

MAY 1st, 1 8 7 2.

Co.,

tiie

•-

=1

splendid variety

style.

&

n?» oi

.ill.,

t the First Par
hi nasi, i.i .-.iii. <
unty, represent •.nut
II,
m
u!
dj P.lt IS h, t>r
.-gel
-ling
thrie year.- priui *>.-■ Hie o.ii«- or tinapplication.
VVnerctiH e, !»«•>to
and
n
f.1
compp*y
jUt
you,
ol
I.iiaiiot with the
M, lute,to
u*
>eui .i n mut lo uii'' el tin ir uuuiu-i directing him
to mv ifv t!:e nu-inbi r* -it -a id
1
‘. .t» m. u:n
provuied by law u> .nee: a tne meet.ng hou.-e tev
xth day of
ngtng to -ahi Pari h, oil Monhe;May r.i xt.a' twoyf ill '.•>•. k in Hv». niteruoc-u. tw
ui*t on the fo-lo wing nr tic.!*», \:/
1-t
Jo ciioo-5-Moderator Cl'-rk, two or moro
r
Am-- -<orcr ,-r. i r- a-i.rer, 6lauding ( oil*
mittee, «i..| ,11 oil.- me.iiul «ifheer*.
2:.
-!'-! luiiu-;n w ,u: maimer til
future an*
m her met
ti'1
mc
lings ot lUiu »'i.ri-h may be he real ter notified.
>.
lo utiirmine j.r wh.t ime and place the an*
ana! me. tin.: ol raid P.iri-e -lv!i be hereafter oeid
1
-ee
Mi.
w mt stun ot money thev will rune,
and ;r. v. ti.it manner lor th»- support eftite public
mi:i!-t(
ot rt ti.iur., and lor im-r uccesaury Parish
Charge-.
5tu. To act on any ether businea* which may
properly come belore -aid meeting,
ended at .aid Beilast, tills ten h 1 > of Atrt.. A
LM 1ST2.
Wm. F. Wash Bran
Kimhaf.k M'jol’V.
JA.MKS P. WlliTK.
W, i COLBl'KJK,

are

Hussey

call,

Hawley

1

o>

M--

"■

F. A.

.r
'i.elif tnecrian'*a.
v.utiou. Kailr.adrM .-.ns

Hi»W AILL) MANUFACTUU
-t.l

oil

To Joseph Wuhrimson,
in uud i'*r the County

CHAsiE

the wants of our customers in

department,

BANK0FDEP0SIT.

K

L‘SUPER1 PHOSPHllfE.

«

perfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no
no ridiculous tints or
disagreeable
1 he genuine Win. a. Batchelor’s UUtr Dye
produces Immediately a splendid Black or uatural
Brown, leaves me hair clean, soft, beautilul; does
not contain a particle of lead or any Injurious compound. Hold by uli Druggists. Factory, 13 BOND
STREET, N. Y.
Iyrl4sp

•'

-i"

-■

l

MR, & .MRS, A.

odor.

A

oou-r

“LADIES EXCHANGE,”;

DRESS-M AK.I\G.

diciappuiutmeut,

HALLY

»•?*■< E ltEI>l { El>.
Just recei *ed tlurtv .n.
Bradim
Phosphate
he :firmer* car. wi?
which {,- oiler- •_! at a
afford to pur. vu-e at L. UKA MAN
Foot ct Mata
Stiect.
u

be

T his superb Halt

L‘ 1*0

JL L
boat. iinl Packet-

Ac

old

HAIR OYI,

<g<-.
A MLS

22.

Sisam-Powe: to Rent.

Cottars,

Brt»»s

tuterpurt

Wiuterpcrt, April

j

JLaccs, Kihhutts,

■

M1TCHELOK 4

SALE.

vfoOO, 5 years old, from 5 -o
hig‘» r: is»f‘<3 and grafted by

About

■s-j

I

Philadelphia!

A

FOR

Wsilj

J

6m21sp

A

■»

MISS GARDNER has just returned
with the Spring Fashions, and will be
pleased to show the styles and novelties
of the season to all

—

Apple Trees!

■

ERY ON E ills UWN
DOCTOR—Being a priinstructor lor married persons, or those about,
this
Mrs.
has taken
m irried, both mule and teuuie, in everything I
concerning the physiology and relatious of our i our rooms and wishes to inform her cus
xuui r>,.-Lem, c»nd tlii production and prevention ol
tooiers and all who will favor her with a
oit'pi iug, including al! the new discoveries never betore givou in the English language, by WM. YOUNG
that she will cut, tit and make ladies’
M. o.
fills is really a valuable and interesting
work, it is written in plain language for the
Dresses and Sacks at short
and in
reader.and Is illustrated with numerous Engravings.
the latest
All youug married people, or those contemplating
marriage, aud having the least impediment to marOur motto is
sales and small
ried like, should read lids book, it discloses secrets
th.ti every one should be acquainted with; still it I*,
Gold and Bonds
as
a book that must be locked
up and not let lie about
the house. It will he sent to any address ou receipt
usual.—tf43
ol 5u cents.
Address Dr. WM. YOUNG, No. 416
Spruce Street, above Fourth. Philadelphia.
AFFLICTED AND UN FORTUNATE
No
matter what iniiv be your disease, before
you place
yourself under the care ,»1 any one ot the QUACKS
—native aud tor-, igu—who advertise in tin* or any
-other paper, get a copy ot Dr. Young’s Book and
read it careiully. It will be the means ot
you
saving
inauy a dollar, you health, aud possibly your Ilf*.
Dr. Young can be consult.d on any ot the disease,
described lu Ills publications by mail or at hl6 office.
No. 410 Spruce Street, above Fourth,

years ago. and tit:

Stagnation in the biood tends to produce
nine-tenths of the diseases “flesh is heir to.”
This, however, is obviated, without debiliTATiNGtb* svstem, by administering Latham’s
Cathartic Extract.
lyMb

linos., 40 heroes 10 barrels
Choice Quality, just reevtv d
/. Mol -se.-i
in-.- r ... -: ini Iron) CientucgoH aud tor sale a*
SIBLEY ^ ON.-dw-H*

-r*)r

vaitf
to

Bieachery!

Removed to the East side of the river at the sign ot
the Straw vV jrks.
N. B.— Work left at any ft the Millinery Shop* in
Town, will b_ promptly attended to.
2BUS
S. A. BLACK.

While Ooudi, PopHni,

MARRIAGE GUIDE.

cause

Pills.

H K L I-' A S T

©oad», Siiitw U, Remnsat Prlaes.

Romeitilc*

at

Apr.:*-

large and

a

b-u sines.-

.mod

ur>

...

i

SPECIAL NOTICES.

“What are yon going to do after you graduate?” said a gentleman to a student, at one of
our colleges.
“Damfino, preach I s’pose,” replied the hopeful.

In the

the old stand.
11. II. JOHNSON.
K JOHNSON
lebted to 11. 11.
*§'Tak- N dice. All that are■
Johnson are r* r.u ?ted to make payment at once.
irt'l
Utlfhst,

and ret

20a21c per ib.

Keep the Hair Unblemished.
t am
like a'1 old hemlock—Withered at the top.” aai I
a venerable Indian Chief,
pointing to his thin
and bleaching locks. Thousands of men and
women in civilized society, much voumter than
the old Sagamore, are like him, “withered ai
the top,” simply because toey have neglected to
use the means of
preserving and beautify ing
the hair which science had placed at their disposal. If l-YON’s Kathairon be faithfully applied once or twice a day, to the fibers and the
scalp, it is just as impossible that the hair
should decay, wither, fall out or become harsh
and fuzzy as that a meadow, dulv refreshed
With nightly dews and sunlit rain-; should become arid
aid barren of green blades.
Tins
triarchies!, preparation not onlv keeps the hair
alive and the skin of the head in a healthy and
ciean condition, but actually multiplies the filaments and imparts to them a lustre,
flexibility
and wavy beautv unattainable by any other
mole of treatment
It does not,"like "the metallic and sulphurous hair dyes, dry up the
natural moistu.e of the scalp, but supplies
nutriment to the roots of the hair and vigor to
the fibers.

females,

this dav i.,rmed
rr,Hh i.’N i»KR>li»XKD h..
J
eo-partntr-hip, under the firm name ot I£.
c. 1 w.l! continue the wholesale
ll. fv.h:iv ('u

j

Are

Motice.

Co-partnership

•

•

Poultry—Extra, 24a25c; ordinary, 21a22; poor,

daughter Caressa.

Cure and Pills look from the windows ot the
Shops in the streets of Athens, where tbev are
sold
[X. Y. Sunday Globe.

..

or

veais 12s. Last week !
502; Sheep and Lambs, 0720, Swine 7250:'
Veais, 750.
Price* it Beet Cattle,per 100 lbs, the total
weight
of hide*, callow and dressed Reel—Extra
quality
$7 2 j;i7 7 ; rtr-jt quality $9 25a? no- second ouuJJiv
$5 25 tG03: third qu ility $45ua5 00; poorestgrade ot
coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c., $3 50a4 25.
Hides ind I allow— Brighton tiides8 l-2a9c
iBrighton I allow5:i6 l-2c;
Oouutry Hides8 1-2a9; Country
fill low 5-to l-2c; Calf Skins lOalse; W ool Skins $3 25
a4 00 per skin.
Wo.' ing Oxen—Extra $250*280
; Ordinary $136a
$200; Mores $80alG0,
Mile. Cows—Prices range irorn $20«90
per head.
.More Cattle—Nearly all the small cattle that are
in
a lair condition are sold lor beel.
Mieep and Lambs—Extra and selected lots, $8 00a
12 uo. Ordinary, $4 50a7 50; or lrorn 4al0c
per ib.
Swine— store pigs, wholesale0
l-2a7c; retail 7a8c;
fat hogs, 5 1 -4»5 1-2 p* !b.

from

A correspondent writing from Athens, curlously contrasts the mixtures to be found there
cf ancient ami modern civilizations. Railroadspin their trains amid the temples of three
thousand years; steamers dash their sivell- u"on the P r<>us, and the scream of their whistles
resounds from Mhos, pentellcus, and Cyrheron
to Olympus and the heavens beyond their srod«
Dr. Ayer’- world-renowned medicines, those
consummations of modern science, are posted
on the Acropolis, the Parthenon, the
Areopagus
and the Thesion, while the modest card.- of

;i-

Gattle

Pungencies.

a

to
rr.*-; jn l, w uieh are being
to order 0> lo.-t-vd ish wyiiiUiuiQ at ad
Mu- limes will atlonl.
II
i at iend( d to m ail its branches by m/i liiive a.so
tine assortment ol

ciuted

prior*

FLRNISIIING GOODS

the

A romantic

Trimming*

manui.

Wednesday, April 24.
week—Cattie30g5:Sheep

symptoms of Consumption
which present themselves as the disease proare
cold
gresses,
chills, cough, shortness ot
breath, restlessness at night, loss of appetite,
less of fit-sh, night sweats, hectic
expectoration
of white mucous, pellets, also yellow and bluish
or gray matter, sometimes streaked with blood :
burning pains in the chest, diarrhoea, general
prostration and incapacity tor the ordinarv
ditties of life. As the patient becomes reduced,
other complications appear and he rapidly sinks
A remarkable and very common physical sign
among consumptives is their exemption from
alarm; notwithstanding the dangerous character ot their disea-e they believe in ultimate refins very confidence prevents the
covery.
patients from resorting to the only means of
cure, anti that
waicltlulness necessary 1- so
critical a time, unti flrtaiiy tltev lapse into hopeless irrecovery. Like the ri'rst adventurous
boatman that rowed down Itotn Erie: broad
and smooth was the tlver. rapid in progress,
and pleasant his anticipations. Atas, the tide
which drifted him so rapidlv was one of destruction. and when he would retrace his wav
he found tile eurreut t o -trong to stem, and
that he urew nearer every instant to the rnighlv
Niagara. Down, down he was carried amidst
the seething spay, and with his bark was dashed to pieces.
The consumptive is admonished tors sort to
Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hypophosphires,
when rite first symptoms presents
Itself, and it
is the only sure remedy.

here, named

A
iox
Cl
sr.it.

At market tnrtheourrent
an 1 Lamb* 3307; Swine 8200;

“Doctor, wb;d do you think is the cause of
this frequent rush of blood to mv head?” “Oh!
it is nothin* hut an effort of nature. Nalure,
you know, abhors a vacuum
Amongst

Call and See
good nr. assortment, cf WOODEN oO'JOScf ail
grades, usually luut.d in a

as
t

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET,

complications.

Cherry Pectoral, Ayer’s Sarasparilla, Ague

and Goes Over.

p<-pu:.ir styles. V7e believe that Do)-I
Vaidc-n hasn’t come yet, but is expected.

new anu

Pills,

water

It is stated that Sec. Fish sent a long
Saturday night, to Minister
Schenok, as the last words on the question of consequential damages, and in
support of the new principle ot interna,
tional law which we demand in return tor
a modification of the American case

needed for the purdirectors invite citizens to aid bv
ixj\esimem» in the stock.
'.«•.■■**.

a

dispatch,

story jot working pur*
a «n addition would make The build*
ie niactive in
appearance. Some
another

divorce from his wife, who, fot a long
time, was conspicuous atthe Grand Opera
House under Fisk's management.
The
papers reveal life behind the scenes and
the peculiar conduct ol Fisk and Mansfield. The gentleman has in his possession letters ol Miss Mansfield/which if the
trial should precede that of Stokes, will
create a sensation.
In either event the
most prominent officials of the old Erie
directors will be called upon to testily.
The woman in this case is said to be a
famous French opera boutfe singer, her
husband charging her with infidelity of
the grossest sort, and claiming he c5n
prove by letters he has secured that she
was Fisk's mistress.
Miss Mansfield’s
correspondence is reported to express the
fiercest jealousy of the foreign vocalist,
and ail the papers in the ease to represent
a
startling condition ot morals and most

the most perSo perfect is the fit or

in due time.

The lumber for the
glazed.
klivered. It is ontemplated
i.
h
upon the
building,

F

to

SPRING

: Corn

be used, and

can

•-•ug
■

to

tight cask can be made with but two hoops
to support it, and with no preparation of
the slaves aftei leaving the saw. This

Factory is being pushed
The foundation wail, a very
.•■■■■'>.
i substantial one, is about completed.
N.^e

>

is enthusiastic

as

work done.

these

w

v*

Hampden,

at

CIRREMT.
Weekly for the Journal.
Belfast, Wednesday, Alayl, 1872,
PIIICEN

Corrected

Flour,
8
$9.50 to H Hound Hog,
7 to
88 to
0
Weal,
Clear S’t Hork$l6 to
17
1.10to 1.15 Mutton per lb. 0 to
Kye Meal,
0
90 to 1.0C Lamb per lb.
Kve,
0 to
0
Corn,
85 to 00 Turkey per lb. 23 to
25
05 to 70 Chicken per lb.15 to
Barley,
17
for the newspapers.
The Associated Press
3.00to3.5o L uck per lb.
Beaus,
18 to
18
will have a position on the plattorm convenient Marrowfat
Peas, 90 to 1.00 4 ese per lb. 15 to 17
to the telegraph.
65 to 70 Hay per too $25 to
Oats,
98
It Is Mated to-dav by friends of Grata Brown
42 to 45 Li mo,
$1.40 to 1.60
j Potatoes,
that he has concluded not to be present at the Dried Apples,
8 to 10 Waahen Wool 80 to
00
O'JtoO.OO Unwas’d
45 to 00
Cooking, do.
approaching Convention.
25 to 28 Hulled
00 to 70
The hotels, streets and everything to-day has i Butter,
22 Hides,
20to
8 < o 8 1-4
Cheese,
indicated the approach of the political Conven- j
15 to 17 Call Skins,
20 to 00
tion to which the country for weeks has been j Lggs,
12 to 14 Sheep Skins 1.50 to 2.50
Lard,
looking. Flags are displayed in various parts Beef,
H Wood, hurd ,$5 55 to 8.00
8 to
or the city, particularly in the German portions.
Ap’ls, Baldwin, 1.50to2.00 Wood, solt, $4.00 to 00
8 Dry
Hotels are rapidly tilling and newspaper rep- Veal,
7 to
4 to
5
Pollock,
0 to
8 Straw,
are here in swarms.
Dry Cod,
$l5to 05
resentatives
$4.25 to 5.00 Clover Seed,
12 to
10
The Georgia delegation arrived to-night and II. Grass,
part of the Kansas delegation, and the Texas
delegation came to-day. Eleven gentlemen
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
from Arkansas have reached here, as also a
part of the Tennessee delegation.
Monday, April 29, 1872.
BUTTER— We quote good dairies at 29a31c;
There was no geueral exchange of views tobaker*’ llal2c. choice Vermont at 30o33c; choice
day among the delegates relative to the best .New Y ork 29&S2c
per lb.
plan to meet the popular expectation for politiCUT ESK—We quote choice factory at 17al8c per
cal reform,
lb: good dairy 14a17c.
This evening there appears less diversity of
EGG8—We quote Western at 17c, and Eastern
sentiment on the subject of the candidacy; at J8j per do/.
BEAN'S—We quote choice Eastern hand-picked
though it is not impossible to hear from a prominent source intimations that there was a slate pea beans at $4 00: Northern do $0 00; common
fixed up, which if pressed on the Convention, $3 2513 50; choice hand-picked mediums $3 12,
common to good
2 50*2 75.
bod s no good to the pu poses of its projectors.
DRIED APPLES—We quote choice sliced Eastern 13i’4c; llal2cfor quirti-reddo; New Yoik sliced
12al3 and quartered 10 l-2all 1-2.
V EGETABLKs—YVc quote at 60a63c for Jackson
A Sensational Divorce Case.
Whites, and 75a80o for Early Rose.
H AY—We quote choice Vermont and Canada
hay
Prominent lawyers are preparing papers at $:*4 i30
per ton ; ordinary do at $29132. Western
in a suite which a gentleman well known $28*32. New York Straw $29aS0 per ton.
in New York, brings tor procuring a

carriage, which acts so that the
same sweep or segment of a circle is alway a presented to the saw, and by its
action
prevents the least liability tu
straight places in the cut. A much Lhin- bewildering
well

as

uer saw

Loss about §2000. Insured
hi the Etna .»f
Hartford, ioi

.f,

eight, and Mr. Hayford three.

Mr. Palmer has just added a new and
very valuable improvement to his machines. it consists o! an adjustable track

lower part was saved
i he house
jited at the time. Mi s. Meek having

uuu

r

a

business,

meet the demand.

:e

'v

.hr

d.

in the stave

praise. Mr. Palmer is about
enlarge his manufacturing facilities

i.es ,\cre promptly on the spot
tesy ex-inguished the fiaiues. out
d.-o h«»u*e and ell, together with the
ni-i bedding in ilie upper part, had

L*r

*

largely engaged

in their

Inin. -J
-~*

men, and are in great
Eben Newell, ot' this city, who

Mr. W’asgatt,

a

*-■

commend themselves

practical

has ordered

pumps had to be kept
-.aiue out of her teraii things considered.

Mvudr-y night last, the first time for more
yeai. our citizens were alarmed by the
d.
which proceeded from the hou«e
Mrs. Margaret Meek, on vViisoii’.-

.i

h.»<-

machines

these

boat to

own

Tie simt'le invention illustrated .herewith, is
«>ur opinion, calculated to effect a great saving
in the jointing of staves, and in the manulaciure ot all kinds of cask-.
The object which
the inventor has accompli-hed is to joint every
slave to the proper curve corresponding to its
width, so that out ol a lot of jointed -hives,
those required for a cask may be t«k**» indiscriminat* -iv, and no matter whether there may
be a third more slaves in one than in another,
the -am* ellipsoid lorm will be produced in
both, and h perfectly tight -ymmetrieal cask
will re-ult. We are told that barr-ls made In
t.nis way. without the u-e ot fines, prove peri'he jointing proceeds with the
fectly tight
-ame rapidity with which the slitting of a stave
might be done with a circular saw. The parts
a
few, and ail may be made as strong and
substantial as need be. The entire absence of
delicate complications, and the ea-e by which
the machine may be manipulated, are points
that wiil attract the attention of practical men,
and we have uo doubt that this machine will
take it- place permanently among standard appliances in ihe manufacture of ail sizes aud description of casks.
The general principle which undeflies the
raa. tune is that of making the stave move on a
carriage which moves on two guide ways, inclined to each other at an obtuse angie in such
a way as to make the carriage describe a curve,
the angle of the guide-, and consequently the
curve cut, varying to suit the width of the stave.
t-

apt, McClintock, that
ne<j last week, a- being greatly out

ii.

oirri

says—

can

tor

all succeed- .1 in escaping with
a
!'ti"u
f a man by the name of .Jo-iah
who w .»s caught, by the falling timbers
•)
•!
v crushed to the ground.
On
’Oi_'
t;\m their fright, the men were
n't’- J !:\ a croan tiiat proceeded from the
On 1-iokinf around they discovered the
ii* *.*•'tin ir companion, and
immediately
I’!m*\

HELFAKf

Cincinnati, April 2'.). The Convention
week has opened lu re with unmistakable sigii9
of being exciting.-Delegations from the various
States which arrived last night have been reinforced this morning.
The assignments for the press in the h ill will
be made to-day. Ample facilities are provided

™

No, 80 Main St.

Commissioners' Notice.
SUBSCRIBERS, having been appointTT^KedTHE the
Hon. Asa Thurlough, Judge of
W
by
Probate lor the County of Waldo, to receive and ex-

amine the claims of creditors to the estate of Albert
Treat, late ot Boston, in the County of Sulb.dk and
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, represented Inso vent, do hereby give notice that six
months are allowed to said creditors to briug in and
prove their claims; and that we shall attend that
service attheofficeof Joseph Williamson, in Belfast,
in said Couuty, on the second Tuesdays ol June and
October next, at two of the clock lu the afternoon.

Belfast, April 10,1872.—3w41

M. DAVIS.
W. O. FRYE.

Just published, a new’ edition of Or.
t ulverwell'K Olelmited Final on tin- radical cur.- (without roediein } of Sperm.ttorrha » or Serainsd
Weakness, Involuutarv seminal Losses, Iinpotency,
to
Mental and Pin sle d In *ap »ci»\.
Marriage,etc., also, Consumption, Epilepsy, or Kits,
induced by
indulgence or sexual extravagaaoe.
4^*l’riee, In a sealed envelope, oulv t» cents,
The celebrated author iu this admirable essay,
clearly demonstrate-, from a thirty \< ars’ successful
practice, that the alarming cons, quences of sell
abuse may be radically cured without the dangprou*
medicine or the application ot Thu
use ot internal
knife; pointing out a mode ot cut e at once simple,
and
certain,
otlVcfual, by nvans ot which every *uf
ferer, no matter what his condition may be, may
cure himself cheaply, privately, and radically.
W l hc Lecture should be in the bauds ot every
youth and eveiy man iu the land.
Sent, und. r seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, postpaid, on receipt of six ceuts, *>r two post
stamp.
Also, Dr. CulverwelPs ‘Marriage Guide,” price 2$
•
cents.
Address the publishers,

Impediments

C1IAM. J. C’. I4I.I1F A CO..
127 Bowery, New York.
4,580.
1VT41

GEO. W. BURKETT 4 CO.

I'ost-Utfii’e Box

i

Foreclosure.
THE UNDERSIGNED, hereby give public notice
that L claim by virtue ol the mortgage deed
hereinafter mentioned, all the premises In and by
said deeit conveved to wit: the land and bulildines
iu the town ot Knox, In the County of Waldo, the
same which Mias L. M oo tburv couveved to me by
his deed of mortgage d iteil M .roll 18, 1871, which is
recorded In said Waldo County Registry ot Deeds,
Vol 157, Page 27, the same premises which I conveyed to said Silas I.. Woodbury by deed dateA
March 18, 1871, to which deed or its record in said
registry, reference may be had tor a diacription of
said premises; the condition in the aforesaid mortgage deed has been broken by Reason whereof I claim
a foreclosure ot said mortgage.
SABAH CABTJtK.
w41*
Dated at Knox, April 2d, 1872.

I

Conception

1S00.

ItRKT
f.

seaward, o'er the sand hills stands the
fortress, old and quaint.
th«- s-tn Francis,!,, tri.irs lilted to their patron
'amt.—-

Sponsor

to tin woudrous eitv,
1 lie m « d,
whose youihful walls the
an/e.'s gold* 11 ret d ;

on

now

apostate to

Padre

the

saw

its

Never

ar

st

W

siege

ol

illdelmg

Never breaeb ol

simply going down e/.j.v iy or ucor a the
water, and being baptized in the ordinary
vv in. by sprinkling or pouring.”
lie carried the id-a out tally, and in
due season and s yle closed his discourse,
when an invitation was given for any one
so
disposed to arise and express uis
thoughts. Quite a number nt the brethren
arose and said they were glad tuev had
been present on this occasion, li.at they
were well pleased with the sound sermon
they had just heard, and tell their souls
greatly blessed. Finally, a corpulent
gentleman of Teutonic extraction, a

battle challenges the

or

ev e,—

hike onset

w a

liolds the curious

passer-by
Only

human fancy interweaves its

sweet

one

threads oi go'd
With the p.am and home-spun present, and
love mat ne’er grows old;

Only

a

thin? holds its crumbling walls above
t e meaner dust,—
Listen to the simple ?,tory of a woman'- love
and trust.
one

Hasanolf, the Russian, envoy of the
mighty Czar.
Stood beside the deep embrasures where the

Count

von

brazen

J

cannon are.

He with grave provincial magnates long had
ht id
1

debale
ol Alliance

the Treaty
of state’;

»n

an

1 the high nlbcr-

H

from grave provincial magnates,
turned io tHik apart
'Vrh the Conimandaiite’s daughter,
qu estions «»i the heart.

I ntil i

by

one

mn

Love

macv

the ;

on

of gravest import vielded slowly,

lnts

by

And

oft had

,on^unimaiod

was

what Diplo-

begun

!»fside the deep embrasures, where the
braz n cannon are.
Ut- it ., i\.d?e iwo-lold contract for approval
1 ill

••*l the

1

< zar.

beside ih« brazen cannon the hethrothed
ba Je adieu.
Mid. limn s;,: y ,.,j-i and gatewav. North the
Russian eagle Hew.

F'i.

ill.

Long beside the deep embrasure*, where the
brazen «. antion are,
Did thf> wait the promised bridegroom and th-au-wer ot the Czar:
D.

i

<n wall and bastion beat the hollow
empty breeze,—
ay i;e -unlight glittered on the vacant,

by day

v

Day

-railing

-eu-

by week the near hills whitened in their :
iu-ty l"ather e.oafc*.—
Week by w«--k th*' lair hills darkened from tae :
Week

fringing plain

ol oak-:

fill th-- rain- cam*. ami far-breaking, on the j
tierce south-wester t**-t.
Dashed the whole long eoa-t with color, and j
then vaui-hed and were lost.
each year the -e 1-011- -hilted ; w et and
and drear and dry :
a veal ..j
i ,ud> and flowers,—half
ot ou.-i and -ky.

•

Half
>ti:

it

brought
no tidiu

no

id

ship
or

nor

warm

a

year

message,—brought

meet

For the state-manlike Commander, for the
damrl’P-r fair and sweet.
Tet -he heard the varying message, voiceless to
ail ear- he-ide:
He will cunic.** the flowers wThis|)eied; ‘‘Como
no more.” the drv hills sighed.

j

|

"*ill *lia found him with the waters lifted by
ihe morning breeze,—
£till she io-t him with the folding of the great
white-tented .-eas:
hollow- chased the dimples from her
checks of oil'e br< wn.
And at tun* a -wit:. -n\ moisture dragged the
long sweet la-hes dowm ;

the -mall mouth curved and quivered
some denied caress.
And the tair young brow' was knitted in
fantine distress.

or

a-

for

an in-

Then the grim Commander, pacing where the
brazen cannon are.
Comforted the maid with proverbs, wisdom
gathered from alar:
Bits of ancient observation by bis fathers garnered. each
As a pebble w orn and polished in the current
of his speech:
**‘Those who wait the coming rider travel twice
a- far as he’;
'Tired weuch ami coming butter never did in
time agree.*

though a hushed blessing
[Thaekerv.

‘He

that getteth himself honey, though a
clown, iie shall have flies’;
the end God grind.- ihe millet *: ‘in the dark
the mole has ey e«.‘

:

Beta

‘He whose father 1- Alcalde, of hi- trial hath
no fear,’—
-ure the Count has reasons that will
make hi- conduct dear.”

were

upon

And

“Concha," “< lonehitia,” and ‘Conchita”
dwell
With
reiteration which the Spaniard
know- so well.

proverb- and caresses, half in faith and I Jn'o
half in doubt.
Every day -on»e hope wa- kindled, flickered 1
faded, and went out.
w.th

"o

The price is
ai
on Y«»l’R OWN F A KM
‘-III
nil;v Twenty Dollars. Address C. C. BRADLEY
.Sc ‘•ON, Manufacturers, Syracuse, N. Y.

WILSON UNDER-FEED

Yearly, down the hillside sweeping,

came

stately cavalcade.
Bringing revel to vanquero, joy and comfort to
ta h maid ;

Bringing days of
♦

formal

rustic sport;
>f buo baiting on the
the court.

visit, social feast and

R.

No

youth

l«)0

This
author

kind;

>’

y

Sent tree

All Groe-r- ke» ;• r.
Try a pi okage, and ycu will
Wholesale at 4Lt If road Mtreet.
other.
Boiton.

CHOICE ROSES,

And the Best Hard. Smal. Fruits and

hold

for

music in

Something

j

[

wall and bastion swept the
hoilow idle breeze.
Since the Rus*i&n eagle fluttered from the Calion

years

fornia

Forty years
but

wall

and bastion wrought it slow

decay ;
And St. George's cross
sure

was

M outcry.

lifted in the part of

And the citadel was lighted, and the hall was
was gaily drest.
All to honor sir George Simpson, famous
traveller and guest.
Far

And

and

near

the people gathered to the costly

banquet set.
hatiged congratulations with the English baronet;

the

warning sign.

cried Sir George Simpson: “Speak
no ill of him, I pray.
He la dead. He died, poor fellow, forty years
ago this day.

Quickly

then

“Died while speeding home to Russia, falling
from a fractious horse.
Left a sweetheart, too, they tell me. Married,
1 suppose of course!
“Lives she yet?” A death-like silence fell on
banquet, guests and hall
And a trembling figure rising fixed the awestruck gaze of all.
Two black eye* in darkened orbits gleamed beneath the nun’s white hood:
Black *erge hid the wa*ted figure, bowed and
stricken where it stood.
“Lives she yet?” Sir George repeated.
All
were hu*hed a* Concha drew
Closer yet her nun’s attire. “Senor, pardon,
•
she died too?”

f Atlantic Monthly for May.

Equal

To Enchantment.
When the
passenger trains escaped trom their thirty

days'snow blockade on the Pacific Railway

and the engines, still glistening with ice,
into the delicious atmosphere of the
western slope of the mountains, the people
of some of the California settlements
testified their hospitality by bearing to
toe unfortunate passengers fresh fruiis
and flowers grown in the open air only a
few miles from the scene ot that terrible
icy storm. The gift was symbolical of
the extraordinary country, in which the
fruits of August are laid in the lap of
winter, the blossom of spring perfume the
whole year, and the sower and reaper
walk the fields together.
ran

!

|

j

WAftO

|

on

receipt

ness
son

B:bCH£R.

LAND GRANT OK

<£OQfi
freei^4 vU

Multitudes of them .suffer, linger and die because
of Piii-Worm*.
The only known remedy for
these most troublesome and dangerous of all worms
in children or adults, is Dr. Oould's PiB*worui
Hyrap. Purely vegetable; sure death to all worms;
a valuable cathartic, and beneficial to health.
W *rranted. Price reduced to 5n cents per bottle.
GKO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.

FOR

ripMIL
tj
i\ lyTiT*" ‘"TooKi'VXa*

1)11. L. DIX
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ADVERTIM.m: LN
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I

I’HYsiOlA.N

CITY OF RICHMOND!
tape. C.

Diseases, a tr**:t
Publisher*, Mei

.*5

much

!

1 RANG fc.Ha AND TRAVELLERS.

AYER’S

pen.t u y !u_l,!;» •.
The no-st fas:. ti>-us
!Lii 1 >d: '■
N h. T
th

...

Belfast.

3m31

All UNDOUBTED SECURITY!
PAYING 60 PER CENT.

HLALI

}j,Fbilious,KOt'A^

9 1-2 Per Cent
FIRST

dyspepV ^E

on

SINKING
BONUS OF

FUND

di

ri n n

y /
\ /
\
II

■

IJI

■

rT

else.

.Sold

reward
For

Craw 1 dr-ds-

of Blind*
any
Bleeding, [telling or Ulcerated Piles that De Bing’s
Pile Remedy fails to cur*
It is prepared expressly to
cure the Piles, and nothing

by all Druggists.

Hailway

ot

Price, $1.00.

THEY

Dr, Wm. Hall’s
BALSAMmS LUN GS
Will Cure CAUghs, C’oltlA and ConAuniptlon
rurer and quicker than any other remedy.
It acts
like nngic. For sale by all Druggists. GKO. C.
GOODWIN & CO., Agents, Boston.

H

PER CENT. tSOI.lt

P.IYABLE

IV IN NEW

YORK,

ERN.Vl ENT
ANO

Do not suffer your Lung* to become diseased by
allowing a COLD to become seated. Thousands
have died Premature Deaths—The Victims of Consumption—by neglecting a cold.

BEAR

■ NTEREtT.

ttl'illTKR.

FREE OF OOV-

TAX, ANO ARE COUPON

REUIMTEREU.

The issue is limited to $16,300 per mile, in denominations oi $1,000, $500 and $ 0u.
This Hoad, 02 miles long, affords the shortest existing outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort
Wayne, Logansport, and intermediate points tor
the celebrated Block and Bituiu nous Coals ot Parke
County, as, also, lor the large surplus pioduct* of
the rich agricultural and mineral section of the
State which it traverses.
For the present we are offering these Bond* it
and accrued interest iu currency, or will exchange
them lor Government Bonds, or other marketable
securities, at the rates of ihe day.
Further and lull particulars, with pamphlets and
maps, lurnished by us ou personal or written application.

JONES &

SCHUYLER,

SALE!

THE BEST LOCATIONS FOR

COLONIES.
Homestead of 160 Acres

Soldiers Entitled to a
Free Passes to Purchasers of Land.
Send for the new Descriptive Pamphlet, with new
maps, published in English, German, Swedish and
Danish, mailed free everywhere.
«. r. BAVIN

Neb.

of the

most

jjEKMAA
Is

im-

portant elements of the Hun an Body, and the only
means by which this LIFE-GIVING and LIFESUSTAINING element can be supplied to the system. We guarantee it to he a certain CURE lor
Coughs, Colds, Consumption, and all Pulmonary
Affections, and the Specific Remedy for Scrofula,
Dyspen-da, Paralysis, Nervous and Physical Debility
and afl Nervous Affections. It is unsurpassed as a
Tonic and I nvigorator, and generator ol pure and
healthy blood. For further information, Testimonials, Reports of Physicians, Ac., send for our Treatise. Price $1 per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Address
J Wf XCHRUTPIR A CO.,
30 John 9l,, Haw York,

s

LI \ I

OU I

38

KLWILDY.

The Exterminator
la not a poison, but works the total destruction of
lied Hugs Lice, Cockroaches, Moths, At., wherever
it is faithfully applied
Aak your storekeeper tor It.
Manufactured by L’ORIENT CHEMICAL CO.,
I
R.
GEO.
C.
GOODWIN
& CO. :lti HanItrisiol,
over St., Boston, General Agents lor New
England.

BOOK
CN
T knowledge to all. Sent free for
Address Dr. Bonapaktk &
MEDICAL

of useful

two

stamps.

Co., Cincinnati,

Ohio.

BOUNTIES.
S. STAPLES is

obtain U.
prepared
.States Bounties tor the following
MILES
persons,
at
to

on

application to him by letter
office:—

or

by calling

his

Soldiers, (and not their heirs) who enlisted prior
to July 22, 1801, and were mustered for three years
and were honorably discharged, not having received
any U. 8. Bounty.
Drafted Men or their Substitutes who entered the
service before Sept. 5, 1801 tor three years.
Soldiers or their Heirs who were entitled to bounty under act of July 28, 1860, but neglected to file
their claim before January 13, 1871.
All letters accompanied by postage stamp will be
MILES S, STAPLES.
promptly answered.
Belfast, April 16,1872,—tf41

a

The Great Blood Purifier.

VEGETINE is made exclusively from the juices
of carefully selected l»«trk*. root* aud h«*rl»«,
and so strongly concentrated that it will effectually
eradicate from the system every taint oi Scrofula
Mcrofulou*
Humor, Tunior«,
Ctincerouit
Humor, KrydpelaN, *jtn

,/;'tions,

ni*ea*eii,

Family

tinker,
Fainiue** it the stomach, and all diseases
ih tt arise irom tinpui e blood. Aci.aiic, Infl.imuiatury and Chronic Rheuin iIniii.
rglgU, ttoui and mpinwl Complaint*, c.iu
only be effectually c ired through the blood.
For Ulcer* aud Eruptive ilioeuvet of the
■kirn, Puvtuiew.PinipleM. Hloiche*. Roil*,
Tetlor, *C4ltlheud aud ningworiu, VKolv
T1NE has never tailed to effect a p-nuaiient cure.
For Ruin* In the Rack, kiudey ( ovnplaint*. Hrupwj, Female
H>akne«
Leucorrluea. arising from Internal ulceration,
and uterine diseases aud Ueneral HelMiip.
VEGETINE acts directly upon the causes or these
It iuvigorates and strengthens the
complaints.
whole system, acts upon the secretive organs, allays
inflammation, cures ulceration aud regulates tiie
bowels.
For Catarrh, Dyapepila. IKakitua I co*tlvenei*. Ralpltwtlon
of vht*
Heart,
Headache, Rile*, Urrvwuane** and (Jeneml prostration oi the Nervous My*tcm, no
medicine has ever given such perfect satisfaction as
the VEGETIN E. It purifies the blond, eleHiises all
ot the organs, and possesses a
controlling power
over the Nervous system.
The remarkable cures effected by VEGETINE
have induced many physicians and apothecaries
whom we know to prescribe and use it in their own

families.
In fact, VEGETINE is the best remedy
yet discovered for the above diseases, and is the only reliable BLOOD PURIFIER yet
before
placed
the public.
Prepared by H. R. ITEV Eli, Boaton, Mass.
Price R1.9&. Sold by all Druggists.
3m31eow

and Skin Dis-

Biliousness,
Complaint,
^ Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors hum >:iit
Rheum, Worms, Gout,
Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pill, and
Purifying the Blood.
Liver

(

the most congenial purgative vet
perfected. Their
Greets abundant ly show how mu h I lie*/ excel all
other I
is.
I hey are safe and
to
but

are

pleasnnt
take,
powerful to cun*. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood; they stimulate the
or dissluggish
ordered organ into action, and
tiiey impart health
and tone lo the whole
being.
They cun not only
the every day complaints of
every body, but torrnitf
able and dangerous diseases.
Most emim nt cl rgvnnm, most skilful physieiaus, and our best citizens
send certificates of cures nerforme
and of great
benefits they have derived from these Pills.
They
are the safest and best
tor
children, because
physic
mild as well as effectual. Being
sugar coaled, they
are easy to take; ami
being purely vegetable, they

entirely harmless.
PREPARED BY
Or. J. C. A1 ER *,V
©., Lowell,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
SOLD BY* ALL DRUGGISTS EVERY'WHERE.
are

Iyre3w40

i

*

8cliujl«r,

10 THE WISE

li 1: M O V A 1

want an article that i- all it is rep'r-ented,
11, d l >
Ii il' uan'- t it-rm .a I dm no lit. th- t
prepared tor interna as \v U as external use, for

is

MAN

or

BE

\

>

I

nul i. i-

a sure euro for

S UR GEON

oil- son l iir.iat, Dipth ria, A-thma,
Coughs,
Chronic l bar rh>e i. I »\ sent cry { r.nop ft Cam
in the Stoioa-'h, Bow. 1- and Sid.
..Iso,
Kheum;tti-iu, ll*ad.- he, E iraelic,
loothache, &c., it used us .ii
reeled.
«.

SHWW'EM A (O..

4.

L

I

!
I
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s

1

Ixrnlv
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BLANCHARD,-B;.-.;rnv, M.-.

financial Agents 6f the Company,

i

k

»«

K
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k

m
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TWINES &. NETTING,

Proprietor of I»r. II.'ilnrtn'ii Ceht-r-ited German
rs. Stanley ’s Balm in G dead salve.

Liniincut; U
t'mrJ.i*

Manufactured by

\VM. K. HOOPER, vV: SONS.

RYE !

•TMKAL at Boston Market Prices, and delivered
to Shippers at the wharves, without E% Til l
( II A ll<« E.
All orders promptly attended to.
<«EO. T1 4 10
Aireut,
ROCK LAND. ML.
Iyr3
July 18, 1871.

DENTIST !

di e
Ha« removed from hi- former
in HAltHIS
in
BI.O( K. to
IIAYmmUi iil.vM lv, rerenriv
oce ipied by Mr. A. H.n lo'd
;•
no ii
Hi re he ho|n
.•oiiiinnaner of the tavor
with which his etl.-rt have hei li
refotore re» ived.
I'd
B» lf'ast, dan. In.
tf-.’s

I’rep red only by

IN

NOTICE.

||

i

a.

|

is b e i\

v

*#*Sendtor Price-List.
ly r61

ii o

i»!

The undersigned having recently purchased the
Bar er 'shop ov. Ur Moody’- I>rug Store, Corner
M-in fit High sts, resp.etfuli} .tui.mmo to
tlo ir former patrons th it they are prepared to do
all work in thei line ot b isiue-s witn neat tie** and
desp itch.
I’irticiilar attention given to Coloring Hair and
Whiskers, also Cut ii..g < hildren- and M tsses Hair.
a n

d

M

l

e e

ALEX.

Baltimore, Md.

i, r c i:,

s.

Counsellor
HUFIIKD BLOCK.

Law !

at,

BELFAST, lit.

*«r .special attention given
monies collected promptly paid

.‘t

to

collecting.
ly.ld

TO

!

*
£2 ,»n

McCAMBllIDGE

MR. JONPS S

DAVIS

Takes this meiho it
friends and tin- put
taken Charge *11 hi.and
is prep .-.red to d.
dll.
shop,
line of busim s.s. at short nor
lion «ivfii III lioKsK MIoh.lMi,
Belfast, March A, 1*7 J
,,,
-,

EAS.ANT BOOM immediately
Isaac Allard’s Store. Apply at this office.

[

For Internal

tf

h

and External

Renieiy

DK.

DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Endistreet, Boston, is consulted daily lor all diseusi s
incident to tlie female system
Prolapus Uteri or
Falling of the Womb, Fluer Albus, Suppression,
and other Menstrual Derangements, are all treated
on new pathological principles, aud speed) reliel
guaranteed in a few days. So invariably certain is

C

cott

4. .41 4MOM. I*(
L‘i£ Church

GEORGES
.411

a

in

Me.,

1

PARTIES GOING
T

DETROIT,

obstinate

j

The

aJ>ove House

House!

is now

opened

for the

travelling public.
[accommod
I The subscriber hopes by strict attention
to the wants of'his guests to receive a full share ot
their patronage.
tion ot the

JT. P.

Nov, 0,1871.

B1IOWA, Proprietor.
lti

CIIAS.

II.

MITCHELL !

SUCCESSOR TO

R ft E G. PEIRCE,
Manufacturer and deale*in Confectionery, Fruit,
Nuts, Figs, Raisins, Tobacco, Cigars, Wrapping
3m’)0
Paper, Crackers, Ship Bread, &c\, &c.
b E «

-Vo.

4

High. St.,

\*

WEST!

O

s:AO l X A\V,

HOTEL BTilwaukoe, Omaha, or Sau Francisco, Etc., Etc.
Tliomiilon

This o il w il know’ ami favorite Hotel
has been Ii-asui1 io t1 if undersigned, md been renovated, retnodoed and furnished, is now opened f
permai cut ami traiiMent b arlers. It will be amplv
supplied with all that is necessary lor thu eomtort
and convenience of if-- patrons.
Also connected wit
tin Hotel uro Muni pi«»
ment.
Itooiiii. situated in Union Block, chambers over
Dr. Dow, since 1X15, having confined his whole at>1.
Look’s
W.
Commodious
and central, for
store,
;
tention to an offlee pram ice lor 1 he core of Private
the aocoioimnlition of LmMMKKual Aoknts,
Diseases and Female Complaiuts. acknowledges no
The undersign l’s o d acqu dntances and friends ut
superior in the United Stales.
the Exude House, where he lias officiated as Cl rk
N. B. All letters must coutain one dollar, or
since its opening, will please take notice of his New
they will not be answered.
Habitation, lie will be happy to meet them.
Offlee hours from x A. M. to 9 P. M,
flyCoaches to take avengers to and irom the
Boston, July 25, 1871.
cars.
A good Uvury Stable connected with the
tyr8
WM. K. BICKFORD.
1 hoinaaton, Nov. 1,1871.
ti37

Road

/

CHICAGO,

Belfast. Mu.

CAN SAVE 5 COLLARS ON EACH TICKET

complaints yield under it, and the afflicted person
soon rejoices in perleet health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt hud greater experience in
the cure ot diseases ot women than auy other
physician in Boston.
Boarding accommodations tor patients w .0 may
wish to stay in Boston a tew days uudcr his treat- I

£-La,il

\

vork uihis
P irtieular attni
I
S. 1 * A A 1 >

GOOD 1
: STORV lloi -I
nio St. Terms easy.
WM. H. FOUL lilt BeltHHt.

4»r.
M..

T

k

For Sale.

gives Unparalleled Satisfaction. Sold by
It. H. MOt) l) Y, Belfast.

To Females in Delicate Health.

mode of treatment, that most

over

M A SON'S

€ AITI o.«

new

liKT !

\
1)(MM1
I HE I’f

A Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most re
liable Physicians, and its astonishing curative pow
ers rttested by thousands who have us. d it.
It is a sure, quick remedy tor all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in mail or female. Irritation or Inflammation ot Kidneys or Bladder i.ravel,
Diabetes, Reddish Sedi ment in Urine, I'hick, Cloudy
brine, Mucous and Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinence ot Urine,
Chronic Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies ot the Uriuo-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in M« dicing
everywhere.
iyiu

Al;

lii vt ivsnmu

>

the

!

ii;i
N I 0 it B) v bji

It von
get a lot

BURNHAM STATION.
No. 12 Pink Street,
t
New York, April 15,1872.
1 he quarterly Gold
Coupon
maturing May 1st on
the first Mortgage 8 per cent. Gold
Sinking Fund
Bonds of the Logansport, Crawlordsville & South*
western Railway of Indiana, will be aid on or alter
that date at our ofllee.
a.,
2w42

Inmost

h ITI( i»:ti

in

eases,

('uucer]

This well-known remedy does not drv up a Cough, R'
wit
leave tlie cause behind. i\' Is th<j«r *t»:ir
a
ations; but it loosens and <*leaii-,-s the lungs, arid a!!
irritation, thus fernoviruj the ca’i<- of the .*.>mpl:v t
S \i
SIVIH W K< dVI.K A **'">%. l»r
ri-tf-v Boston
t>y druggists and dealers in tne.li ines generally

3m21>

Oostiveness, .Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Dysentery,
Foul Stomach, Erysipelas,Headache, Piles
^•Ttheiimatisni, Eru|>-

LSj,

Mvpiiilitic

A WORD

(all

AYER ’S

Piirpaaen of
IMlT.lt;.

1% orld.

lytO

GEO. COX.

CURING

Rheum,

I

a. A. .WASOV. Proprietor.
22 Church St., Belfast, Me.

For ail (lie

Wltaf U tills Grand Specific for dysp psia ?
this bubbling, sparkling, cooling,
purif\ ing, regulating draught they call Ta it it ant’s Effervescent
Heltzlk Aperient < Well, it Is simply the Chemical file simile ol the Seltzer Spring Water, which for
100 years has been accounted the finest Cathartic and
Alterative in all Europe.
SOLD Bi ALL DRUGGISTS.

CORN, MEAL,

Btru^ghli fiirou^houl

PRICE..50 CENTS.

of the most reliable specific* of the
age, its power is Wonderful and unequalled in relieving the most
severe pain.
Wholesale and Retail by

one

.til

»*>

tin-

S. A. HOWES, & CO., Belfast.

No. 12 Pine St., New York.

Ai UHL'S

Mold

! C. (1.

OATS

t

Brain, relieves the Burdened S\ t, ui,
v ou-ii
lo
.-asiies-,
iiptton, -iea Heid.iCuall humors and Impurities ol the LSloo.t.
a
a
medicine tor Chihlreii it has no njual.

< O.

E

THIS

CUr*
an I

MANUFACTURERS OF

AND DEALERS

v

If eleirs the

sa-

Washington St., Boston, Mi.-o,

E

...

Valuable Medicine

STEAM-MILL CO.,
Ts/L

object

NO FAMILY CAN AFFORD TO BE Wl TH-

ME\|

Cathartic Pills

SAVE YOUR LIFE

By promptly using Wl YC1I EftTR
If YPOPHfMPHITRN, a chemically pure preone

M A s o N

FINANCIAL AGKNTS OF THK COMPANY
.3 m3?

HEAT

Commissioner, U. P. K. K. Co.,

Omaha,

-oTHE SUBSCRIBER has takmi the Paint Shop
attached to I’readweli & Mansfield’s Carriage Establishment, where In- will be happy to see customers.
A first class CARRIAGE PAINTER will be on
hand, whose work cannot be surpassed. All my >)d
friends and customers of course will cill, and I can
attend to a limited number of new ones. Every description of Paint tug. Glazing, and Paper Hanging
dom- -virh dispatch. Rooms and Wall* Painted by
the Stipple Process with various tint* much superior
to paper in cheapness and durability.
Blinds Painted and (Hazing done cheaper than elsewhere in this
city, and with the be*t of Stock S. B. GILLUM.
Belfast. Jan. 1 l(f72.
6m27

The

;•

lyd

AND EVERYTHIN!, ELSE.

Indiana.

case

Communications

A

TEMPLE

R y d C. Ueg" of
li-n-rai. I
A..
d F.ieuPy. ami
i.
be
Malted
r■•••
w.Vni all
I
the Pi: A BODY
d.iucn •;
lev,.u> M^s.

•.

■

It O O K L AND

GOI.D

ville and South-Western

v.mjj

^POgTOM
INSTITUTE

■

a

LATH 4 ff

rks.

..

To energetic Men and
Women, we give mj lovs from $1
ment
that p
|
Bu-..
to f s per d i/.
D-w u
tit'.
and
ad
to
strictly honorable,
every
rpted
ami Village. Send tor Samples, and g.» to work, it
Address
once.

lyArt

’.V

ceipt .fprice.

>

1 may rely on him with
the strictest secrecy ami coutidence. whatever la.iy
be the di-ease, condition or situation ol any otic,
married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts ot
the United States.
All letters requiring advice must contain on* dollar to insure an answer.
Address Dr. 1,. Dl\, No. 21 Endieoti Street, Boston, Mass.
Boston, Jan. i, 1872—ly2t>

J.

It-

r

:-

>

the Investment

MORTGAGE

Logansport

•

P A I X T I X G !
-F O

<

1

...

ISTotice.

All persons shipping Freight by this Line, are requested to have steamer’* receipts in duplicate,
name of Consignee in lull on the margin.
Shippers that are using old Boxes, Barrels and
Bags, are requested to erase all old marks. Auy
Boxes, Barrels or Bags that have more than one
mark thereon, will not b< received or shipped.
All Freight mu*t be properly marked only to the
Consignee.
Positively no freight received unless
conformable to rules as above.
CEO. G. WELLS, Agent.
it'28
Belfast, Jan. 15, 1872.
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u v.
rks is
i*KAB«)l»\ MKDICAL
.'it iical Faculty of
..•u".y tr-.-ite 1 ito usnuds of the
i...
th
in.i id:. s treated up. n in
b s * a !•• a", a.
hi» patients
: up
h
f ad. iee
The grand
-1
i<
u
.-f the causes of
v
them
from the
moving
specidy

•"

■*

rate.

» l-» i

»

PLACE, BOSTON, MASS.
in establishing this Institution
was to attain the greatest perfect ion in thu
prepara: ion, practice an 1 use of \ •g* tablu
lvomedic.,, and to secure a perman*. m p'.wa
tlr
eorresp-ind-:..
it covih!
where Families, Ii.x *tI .tls, or any \ o
MKDH AK INF!1
\ p
ti., \
Inviolable sk
and ceiuain ulliee.
obtain the bed medici 1 advice, an 1 such remedies ns each might r .|uire, without the use*
PO i}1 E 1. A t > I Es.— the c-'li't .1 r*»i hK 1,. |>|\ of poisonous drugs.
4
riv
in\
it*-s
a:!
I,
ii.
u
h<> i:;4 M,d
partteui
Dr. Greene has been Physician f the Instii- il
or
'iun/ir.ti udvi.-er to cud at hi- Hoorn
tute since its foundation, a-w mure than
hmlicott -t
B um;;. Mas-., wuich tic
will find
Few men have had so
irr.Miigi. il h»r their -p e al accommodation.
twenty-five years.
I>K Pl.X 'living d• *v«»(•.■<! over twenty voir.i to
large experience in the treatment of chr nic
this particular hraiuh of the t. «• t imait of a I; disDr. Greene is in hi- fa ty-fifth yeai
diseases.
e-'-e- peculiar In lent «.*•-,
u-.w
conceded h\ ail,
branch of his
(both i:i this coautf and hump.
that lu excels an<l has devoted his lite t.» th
ill other kt:own pr ictu loner.- it. tin
l«
.i,
-j
profe.'jsion. and Lis suet tss. \v« believe is with
til'd etlVctual tr atment n all female r-mpiaint.-.
out parallel.
II is mediciu-'.- are pr- [.ar- d with tht express purwhich he gives esAmong the diseases
pose ot removing ail
h-.a-e-, sueh a- del- its,
unit
ttural
c d Cancer. Scrofweukne-s,
-ip re--om-. enlargement ot pecial attention may be ru
the .Vo nh, al-o disc
who. h fl-w hum
mor
ig
ula. Catarrh, Bronchitis. < *on
primi. Heart
bid -t..te nt the blood. The
>«>.• *.
inow
fully Disease,
Neuralgia, Asthma, New iusut-pr.-j ar-d to treat in his preuli m■ s’ s le. both nodi
D;
‘•■s'.!' and surgle die ali di-ea.-e- of the f. male sex,
.-oases, D>Kheumutism, Paralysis, bpia.il
and th« y ar re-p. ctfull’, invited to ea'i at
pep da, Liver Complaint, Female t it.plaints
EVo. £1 Fiatlicolt *»f. i{o«ton
Faint Stomach I ry.-ip« las. Wait- Swelling,
A 11 letters rcpiiri ug a J vice muSalt Rheum, (Tinker D»*afta’«y Kidney Dis
a tutu one dollar to insure .u m-u r.
eu-es. Seminal Weakness. A
Boston, Jan. I \>,d— ! y2*'-.
Dr. Greene*
Medical Pamphlet descrip
t;s e of diseases and their proper treatment, will
be bent free to invalids.
Address. R. GREENE. M. D.,
£J4 Temple Place, Boston., Mai®,

j

charges are very mod
credly confidential, and
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m
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Dr

through falsi certificates and references, and recommendations ot their m- divine* by the dead. \* bo

disappoint
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Nl'NKMHKK KID.,
Du,
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Portland
tM-uger t rail'- will It i"
and all
hit-Tii>di:ir«
on th;- mud «i s \
M
pluivs
Mixed Train at
I’ M
•:
_• at Burnb
m with
Mixt ti Train tor v\ a*. r\
-u»d Pas-ci
I r. In lor
Hunger aid all Stu'mii* Kasi
Trains will b* cue in Bdtast from fo.-ion Port
-o
a
:
land, and all Station- interim di
t\ M
Mixed Train from Burnli ui onm
ug with
1r< in Bangor it 1
A. M
The New Line b» tu
ar-' f'nnbt rland
I-an'.
will tin n In opt n ^ i\ mg piis-t ngi r> ler Portland a
w
te
eitht
withouT
ge
t.ange <»t cars,
opportunity
Kl*W 1 N M'VKs Mip't.
18?!.
1.
L.
LINCOLN
Asst.
Ki.v.i*,
>up t.

ti.-e

usiuti
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St >S 1'Rl M-M A K Fit>

QUACK
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<

j

1 fail* \riir<>i*

I

e

r-linar;. and usetul

f..,

nia»• rl t.
i.t
v in.ul,
the a'!•

l.SSTlTl : i., Ml
:i
u .s
this
himimi f’-.t.i;
these b<>.i .s, a d tivh !•
and to th.
S"i'r- t ..f h
'U
th'.-e ailment; and !

<

Until*-,

by all Druggists and Medicine Dealers.
^“Sample Bottles and Circulars Free..!**
F. W. KINSMAN, Prop., Augusta Me.
Sold by S. A. HOWES & CO., and W. O. POOR,

l

-■

Advancing years.sick

j.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT

...

To avoid and escape imposition ot tor* igu and native quacks, more numerous in Boston than m othei

KILB1

o.

--yy.

....

r*-

large cities,
"’ill leave K liiroad Wliar*. Portland, everv Monday,
DR. DIX
Wednesday and Frida' 1 veiling at 10 >’cIock, (cotnrat ncint; M nnlm, j-d inst
I *r Si ngor, tonehi ng at
proudly refers to Professors and respectable PhysiRockland, t’ lioden, l.incolnviile. Belfast, Searsport, cians—many ol whom consult him in criiieal cases,
Sandy Point. Bnck-porr. Wm erporf and llampdtn. ; because ol his acknowledged skid and reputation,
K« turn e.j ’.vili leave Bmg-»rev. -v Monday, Wed- j attain* d through so long experience, practice, and
m
,y and Friday uiernings at
o'clock, touching observat ion.
at the abovt named 1 mdiucs, arriving in Portland i
A FFIHCTF. D AND U N F() It I I. N AT K.
at .» o’clock. P. M
For further particulars inquire |
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being
t>l Ro-s x >turiiv ml. 170 dommerc'ul Street, or
< \ KTs ’*» I I" R I *1 V \ N
deceived by the lying boast*, mi.si. p asentaiiou»,
1’, < ieu. \gent.
< YKlS PA ITKRsOV, Agent tor Belfast.
taise promises, and pretentions *d
Portland, April 17. 1S72.
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know but little ol the namre and character ol
Special Diseases, and less to their lire, sonie
hibit lorged Diplom is ot Institutions or Culb gt -,
which never existed in au\ part ol the world, others exhibit Diplomas ol th*
Dead, how obtained,
unknown; not only assuming and adverti-iug in
names ot those inserted in the diploma*, but to further their imposition assumi u.iin* ot the celebratl'»r lleMtariiii; firwy Blair t«» i«*
ed physicians long since dead. N eit her be deceived by
Natural Vitality ami C olor.

>

For Sale

:m:

••

i*

Belfast. Me.

gif'A Iso needles, oil .ue; ill the fittings
Machines keiit con-taut iy <>h hand.

••

>

Per

HARDWARE STORE,

1

BoM'o.V.

chants, Hotel Proprietors, Ac., that he
commended, ami particularly to

THE FAVORITE STEAM Kit

Moi'ison’s

t-

.•

TEAC HER*.

Cents

Carle <$j

>

\ EA li-

en gaged in treatment ot Special
well known to many Citizen*,

I ■

KALK

v

—

**rlc«», 3j

tOR

..

or tiear each
is 80 arranged tllit patient* lu vt r s
other. Recollect, tlie only entr.aio* to i.i- otiic< -is
-.-id* in
H'o. »1, hiving nu connect ion wiih his
.iui: v int« rruption, so t 'it on no
consequently no
account cau any person hesitate appi mg at his
office.
DU DIX

WEEK.

Ml AT 111 M S

Million

A !?(>•*!. f.»r Bheev !?lan.
\i;i: OF LTFK, OU SKLF-l’KKSERVATION.
on th<*
ju-e and Cure of Exhausted
Sh.MIXAL Wej K.X
IMPO*
y. i’it;
; ink in M vx, NtRVi.o and Physical
Ic:r.ii,:i
Hyp.
m o'*, m: l nil other disease® arising
*
in tin
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ii;'
r xiu Indiscretions or Kxr£''Es
:
fiti- is indeed a book for every
;:--y its.
”c.'n
l.1
eut.i
inuc'
rged. illustrated; bound in
Itit
id-. 1
A Ibndi for S'terv
onian,
Ksci'i
\
M. 1MI V I '1.‘ m iV uF M'"MAN, AM)
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K PHY-I )L..*JIC\LLY
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1 uu Infancy
,rA ;■ wir. eietr-i:;) i:'
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-.vinos.
bod
Fr-n--h cloth.
Price $2.00,
!•■• s, bound it. l»ea i'11
a
fiBo-ni* for l'u*r>bodv.
Tile !:• *ti te has just pu'did.e1 fi new book, treating
t:- .U'iu-i.
I NKKViC > AND M KNTAL DI <1 A > KS.
loO pp.
Pi ice £ 1 JO. or all three hooks sent ou
t of
re..
p--:_e pit i
*
ii1
1 tC
comparison, the most extra ortiit»:sr> w.-rk- ;• I’m -i -w .wer published. There is
f* v.
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»*■ x, c
ti oil i*.
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». an 1 in
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f
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important and
•-!•,.
interesting eh titifr nuc-d to whi. a no allusion
* veil c i-i b.;
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i-: itov o' o
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MEDICAL OFFICE.

PRIVATE

< * ’ppo-stte Revere House. )
Two

Medical

SEXES, SINGLE UK MARRIED.

BOTH

Bulfinoh St., Boston,

4

Wo.

siugit Ladies.

SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affect ioa> ; Eruptions and all di-eu.-e* of
the Skin; Ulcers of the N-', Throat and 1’ody ;
Pimples on the Face; S«v- iling ot th* Joints, Ner
v-'U.-ness; Constitutional und other Weaknesses in
youth aud the more advanced, at all age.-, of

hf

1

Homesteads for Actual antler

PHOSPHORUS,

Married and

to

^
^

IT DOES

VALLEY,

These lauds are in the central portion of the Putted
ou the 41st degree ol North Latitude, the
central line ol the great Temperate Zone of the
Amerioan Continent, and for grain
growing and
stock raising unsurpassed by any in the United
States.
CHEAPER IN PRICE, more favorable terms
given, aud more convenient to market than can be
found elsewhere.

of

Incident

ii i:

»

FLllEl'M'EilHiWF

boliUy asserts,,and it cannot be contradicted, except by quack*, who will *;.v or do any thing, even
perjur* themselves, to impos* upon j. it ieut -. 'hat

ADAM-SON’S
Botanic Cough Balsam!

Nebraska,

States,

paration

'MACHINES!

SOLITARY HABITS,

Their effects and consequences
SP EC IA L AI L M KN r.S AN I > SI I L AT l ON S,

j

A GREAT DISCOVERY!

THE

PLATTE

NOW

SELF-ABUSE AND

L I X E!

THREE TRIPS PER

SEWING

w
WILL BE FORFEITED BY Dk. L.
f D1X it failing to cure in less time
other
phv-ioian, more effectually and perany
exposure to all weather, with safe und pleasant an d
ciues.

BAN'GO H

i

and Mineral Lands in America.

G-arden of th.e 'West

Address
Land

TO

EPOMTS mad« on or before the 1st of any
month, will be pJued upon interest every
and intand V w-mb*
except J|n
In June and Dietin' -r.
computed upon th»
Deposits reoeivid dully »u the Banking Kooin
trout * t» HJ A M
t
mil
4PM Saturdays from
9 to lli A M
JOHN H.otIMB\ I ren-*. ASA EAl NCK, Preit
til
Beliaat, Jul> 13, lM7t
mouth,
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tir, n

tor

time

More Income Ttmii Government Bonds!

THE

Trse

Capt. DKBRING.
Will leave (until further notice.) Maehuisnort, tor
lues
.-v
Portland, every
morning, at 0 o’clock,
Touching at Jones; ort Millhridge, So. W. Harbor,
Se
Deer
Desert..'
Isle, Castine and
gwick
(Mr.
kockhu.ii. arriving iu Portland same evening iu

SAVE THE CHILDREN.

THE

3.000. 000 Acres in
GREAT

TO N!

ro deposit.

rnu

A penny saved is a penny earned.’*

>

be allowed.
ASA rHURLOUGH Judge.
Attest—B. P. Field, Register41

copy.

The Favorite Steamer

'LEWIS

not

PERSONS proposing to teach in the severs
districts of Belfast, the ensuing season, are notified!
to meet meat my lious**, * itlier on Satuidir. M..\
or s. turday Ma> 11, at 2 o’clock. P. M
for examination.
WOOSTER PA P K EP, Supervisoi.

tor us

12.000. 000 Acres

IN

“Mr. R. H. Eddy has made for me over TH 1 RTY
applications lor Patents, having b « n succe--ful in
almost evirv case. Such unmistakable proot of gieat
talent and ability on his part, leads me to recommend
all inventors to apply to him to procure their pa
teuts, as they may be sure ot having the iuo-t faith
ful attention bestowed on their Case-, and at
ry
JOHN TAGGART.”
reasonable charges.
Boston, Jan. 1, 1872.—l\ 2t

is nit

now

Manhood, W omanhood, &
Nervous Diseases,

Commissioner ol P atents.’

Savlugs Bank

Belfast

ON

EDMUND BURKE.

WEEK,

irith III a st rations.

Scientific and Popular iiedical Works

j

PI A HO CO.. H. Y, Price
Ho Agentw. Circulars

■

V

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD.

Farming

“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more competent «nd
trustworthy, and more capable of cutting their mpplications in a form to secure from them hii early
and favorable con-id' ration at the Parent Office.
Late

for ('dialogue

R. HOE & CO. 31 GoSdSt.N.Y.

Agents.

light
permanent.
Co., Fine Art Publishers, Portland, Maine,

UrD«

of the

ON THE LINE OF THE

Best

R O U T £

P E K

Special

Y. 1.

Free Homes!

IN

1

Agents,

Wanted.—Agent*maKemoremon;
work
than at anything else. BusiACrEHTW
ey
and
Particulars tree. G Stinat

Morv Agent. wanted. Intelligent men and women
may obtain lucrative employment by taking an
agency. Full descriptive Circulars mailed tree Very
liberal term-to Canvassers.
Apply only to J. IK.
VOa&D A <!«».. 21 Park Pare. n.
y.;
II Hriiomtlrlil *t., Boston. Has..;
12 W. Wit.Illn|fIon
.go. III.

A

true

Month,

Cheap Farms!

T H 1 P

in the

»

en

Till the formal speeches ended, and amidst the
laugh and wine
Some one *p.»ke of Concha's lover,—heedless of

Vines.

SwIT SELLS! Cure that Cold.

seas.
on

Hew lot

Rare Chance for

Is a work which the reading public have been waiting b>r with avidity; all sorts ana conditions of men
welcome it heartily, as a bock to be read. SCHOLARS, THE CLERGY, THE 1'K.ESS, and THE
PEOPLE, read it eagerly .enjoy it thoroughly.prai.se
it sincerely.

its

V.

Forty

HENRY

BY

a

O X E

j

Everybody!

10,000

lone,

Grape

I regard Mr. Kddyns one ot the most capable un.i
aueces-tul practitioners with whom I have had ofliCHARLES MASON. Commit
cial intercourse.
sioner of Patents.”

her* dii ary
cuuuot
xpose or contradict them; or who. besides,
medical
from
to further their impositions, copy
iiair irra\ either
books, much f hat i* written ot ihe qualities ami *1ot them disposes it to
tects ol ditleient herb* and pant-.ami ascrib*- all
fall oil pr« maturely,
th* same to their Pi.Is, Kxn.icts, sp«-ci!ic>. Ac.
and either eileot is un- j most ot which, it not ab, contain Mercury !m c..usIITA’fTK»- »ook Agents fora New Work
\V by John S. C .\imorr, suited to every family [
^ 'iahtl;. and unpleasant ol the ancient belief ot Its “curing * verytli.ng."
w ii i r
m*f
ro ‘•••hold. I>r. A v Kit’s
and all class--**. The ibeine—the prict—and style,
| but now known to kill more ih m i* cured.
•oii-uiiuii'Aie skill has
render it the best book for canvassers ver published. ! Because it is endorsed by leading physician-1 is
those not killed, constiiutioually injured for lit**-'i an oitidoie
1 he field is clear, with no comp* tiuon. Address, at
fit*
,ir«"lii
mt
to
tak*
and
EVERY
M
CURES
T1
K.
pleas
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
X lor liu se determined,
once, B, 1>. RLSSEI.L, Publisher, Boston, Mass.
Coughs, Colds, Hoar>eness, Bronchitis, Asthma, In
-v
ieh has won gr ititiueuza, and all diseases ot a like nature.
NOS 1‘RUM-M AKKKS.
him
for
from
uul
tude
The children like it and they tell
titudi of women and
Through the ignoiaitc* of the Quack D tor,
v.
It cures their Colds and makes them well;
Hi' Hair Vue
m« n.
no
oih«
remedy, he re i*-* upon Mlk*
knowing
And mothers seek the store to try it.
r; and always
oR scmeuim
and gives it to all his pitieuts.iu P ii-, Drop*, Alr*q.ii.-nices lost n
a*i*i
to
With hundreds who desire to buy it.
it*
nai
ura!
N
aut,
t
n
wit
h
U-1
tally
restore* to tadiir
rum-maker, q
igu-*i
and gray
color,
j so the
the glo*s and treshm-s* oi \outh. I Vi Amp iratively
his so-called t-xt nets, Specifies, \nt idol*-. &e. b«.ih
Agent- who w .nr to m-ik money can sell nothing
MORE THAN 10.000 BOTTLES SOLD ! few tinid and giav he -d*. that we now * ■t*) me those j relyini upon it- effects in curing a 1* w m a uuudr* *1.
so rapidD .;s our new aud beautiful steel Engraving
who hive not Vet di'.
ete.ltln virtues of AVhK’s
it is trump ted in v iiiou- w u>.J liroughout the !..ud
A N D N OTA FAIL U R E Y K T.
IIAlt: Vigor for renewing, i In fe*h and youtldul j but, alas! uothing is said ol the balance, some •»i
hair w see on older In a Is is often the product of
whom die, others grow worse and are 1* tt to linger
The following are a few of the names oi those who i
If is tb* finest subject ev< r engraved, and surprises
his art. If you are disfigured, o made old, austere
and suffer lor mouths or years, until, relieved or
have used this Remedy
* vi rv beboidei wit u its wondrous beauty. Size 2^x.i0
and uglv, by gray hair, restore its youthful color,
it possible, by competent physicians.
cured,
1
Brice $•_’ 50.
Highly endorsed by leading Divines Mrs. Gov. Cony, Mrs. Hon. James W.
Bradbury; and with it >our features to their original softness
of a
d' liomiimtions. Agents who find that “Books
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
and agreeable expr« s-ion.
Anson P. Morrill, Ex-Governor of Maine, Mr.-,. Col.
go hard,*’ can make $10 per day with this splendid
As an elegant dressing for beautifying the Hair, it
Notwithstanding the foregoing tacts are known to
Thomas Lambard; Mrs. Col.Thomas Lang; Hon. J.
work of art.
Male and female Agents wanted
*■some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, .'ft,
J. Eveleth. Mayor of Augusta; Rev, !>r. Ricker; 1 has no superior.
Write for circulars to WORTHINGTON, DUSTIN
there are
Rev. E. Martin; It v. C. F. Penney; Rev. W»n. A. |
gardless ol the life and health ol others,
PREPARED BY
v * '<).. Hartford, Ct.
those among them win* even perjure them.* li es,
Drew; Rev. H. F. Wood; Col. F. M. Dreyv. >*-e. ot
Hr. .1. C
AlKIt A <«., L.»«ell. n.Gk„
contradicting giving mercury to flieir patients or
.state; Hon. J. T. VVoodward, State Librarian; Non.
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
B. il. Cushman, President Granite National Bank;
that It is contained in their nostrums, *o th t the
“usual tee” may be obtained for pr tessedly curing,
W
S.
Lane,sec. Senate: Warren L. Aldeii, K&ugor;
AND SOLD ALL ROL’ND THE WORLD,
traction o> ii,”tnay beobt.iuthe dollar,” or
! or
lgent*. we will pay you $-40 per we* k in cash if and ten thousand others too numerous to inentiou. ly3«'eow
ed lor the nostrum. It i- thus that many an deyou will engage with u’^ at nee.
Everything furnBEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS.
and spend large amounts lor expericeived,
also,
and
Address
F.
A.
ELLIS
ished,
expenses paid.
ments with quackery.
See that the name of F. W. Kinsman is blown in the
& CO., Charlotte, Mich.
DR. DIX’S
glass ot the bottle.

Only by Ag-onis.

Book

should

CIRCULAR, SAWS.
Send

WELLS, Agent.

I N li AND

»

St., N. Y.

551 Bruailaai

and

ely

MOVABLE AND SOLID TOOTH'

$2.50!*

!

$5,000 REWARD ,s0S'^imer
SONS & DAU8HT:tiS Or ADAM

GERAN-

Warranted true to name and satisfactory. Can be
obtained bv the single plant, ten, or hundred, prepud b\ mail. »»< Rev, H. L. MY KlClv, Castine, Me.
>eud lor free U, ice l.i -t.

Then the drum called from the rampart, and
Per
once more with patient mien
The instantaneous success of this Book is not
The Commander ami his daughter each took up strange,
it
is
I
although
having unprecedented sales.
the dull routine,—
THE LIFE OF JESUS, THE CHRIST,
Each took up the pretty duties of a life apart
and

CARNATIONS.

!

IUMS, VERBENAS,

in

Till tiie -low years wrought
dreary monotone.

the

Powder.

Yeasl

weeks sucees-i'

>

THE MOTHER OF OUR LORD.

by mail to any address

price.

A

use

fascinating novel, by Riioda Broughton,
of “Bed as a Rose is She,” is now
ready.

5AO

vain the barren hillsides with their gay
-crapes blazed.
Blazed and vanished in the dust-cloud that their
flying hoots had raised.

So

j

use no

Price, iu 8vo. paper covers, 75 cents, or 12mo. cloth.
$1.50.
». APPLETON A CO., PubliNhem.

leaning from their saddles, Caballeros,
bold and fleet,
*ked for her the buried chicken from beneath their mustang's feet.

on

Samples.

WANTED

poor bread for those who

Imperial

Sweet Heart.n

Bye

more

Johnson,

j Portland, Portsmouth, Salem, Lynn,
Dover, Lawrence, Lowell and
Boston.

THE

BELLAMY & CO., General Agents.
Washington, *t., Bouton.

J.

published three

A BLESSING to the COOK ^OTICE

.laza, of love-making in

“Good

Descriptive
AGENTS

Circulars and

be

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he his been duly appointed
and taken upon himself th :rust of Administrator
ol the estate ol Charies P. Hook, late of Mockton,
in the County of
Waldo, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; he therefore requests all
are
who
indebted
to said deceased’s estate
persons
to make immediate payment, and those yvho have
to
exhibit
th** same for setdemands
thereon,
any
tlement to him.
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON.

in every town in New England.
LIBERAL INDl UEMEXIS OFFERED.

Transact a Gknkkal Banrixu Business, and
buy and sell on uommis^dn all classes of COTI'IKB( 141 PAPER, Stocks, Bonds,
Gold,
aud other securities, making liberal advances, and
allow interest on Deposits, subject to check at
sight.
Loans negotiated.

Yainh then ut Concha’s lattice—vainly as the
•idle wind
Hose th* thin high Spanish tenor that
bespoke
the

5^ Wall

omhine more important and essential elements
than any other Machine iu the world.

PRICE FIFTY DOLLARS.

Cm as. k. Bound.
Member X. V. S', Exchange,

Bankers,

the

Machines

Sewing

I*.

—FOR—

L>USSKLL

it is a
afford

recent
a-* a farm implement;
Is
to do
and simple inveu!ion. No f irm r can
seen
them
hive
never
without it. We a-k those who
10 buv flu in on condition th t they iio the work to

tor

:

Belfast, within and
the second Tuesday

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on t he second Tuesday ol
April, A. I). 18?«£.
A. TKE VT. Creditor ot Edward KinVnev.lateot Fraukt'irt,in said County >t Ua.do,
deceased, having presented a petition that h may
be appointed Adiutuistr.itor ou said deceased’s estat e.
Ordered, i hat the said Ku-s* 11, give nonce to
all persons interested by causing a cop) o! this order to tie published three -v* k> ■mcce^ivHv in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear.it a Probate ( ourt,to be heid it Belfast,
within and tor said County, >n tie* second Tuesday
ol May next, at ten ot the clock before noon,
and shew cau?e, if any they hav* why the prayer ol
said petition should not be granted.
AS A THU RLoUGH. Judge.
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Fikld, Register.
41

TWO HORSE PULVERIZING CULT1V VTOR

BOUND & CO.

IV.

CO., Madison, Ind

A BROAD STATEMENT.
HIE CARHART PATENT

Send

\

INSII) E

♦ySend lor Circular.

it.

^frfrcrtistmxnts.

F. Bound.

Use !

Indispensable

K

pas.-eugi is to t .ke tlie Pullman Train for
Huston, which jo accommodi-e the passenger*,;
run* iroin steamboat landing, leaving it 1. 0 A. M
in Po-tou t 0 A. M.
Flxpr* *s Trains leave
ATARI HA PATTERSON, widow of Charles, arriving
at tv 15 and
.*:ime mornings for Bus'on over
iTl. Patterson, lute ol Thorndike, in said County
either itnad. H igg <ge checked through. Upturning
i
lor
a
deceased,
of Waldo,
having presented petition
will leave Portland, ever\ Friday evening, at 10
an allowance from the personal estate ot said deFor further p iriiculurs inquire ot Boss- &
o’clock
ceased.
or
Sturdivant,
Ordered, That the said Martha give notice to all
CV urs sri’KDIVAN’ I pen. Agent,
bv causing u copy of Cos order to
interested
persons
lyr t ummercial street, Pot tlaud, Me.
be published three weeks successively in the RepubPortland, April 10, ls?*g.
lican Journal, printed at Robust, that they may appear at a Probat** Court, to be held at Belfast, within
second Tuesday of
and lor said County, on th
May next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
shew cause, il any they have, why the prayer of said
petitiou should uot be granted.
-T O!
ASA fill PLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—b. P. Fikld, Register, 41 |

Manufactured by
&

VFTERan

Belfast, April S,

At a Probate, Court held at Belfast, within and
tor the County ol V ildo, ou the Second Tuesday
of April, A, l). 1872.

GOOD, DURABLE & CHEAP!

The Iowa Loan and Tkust Company will in
money on tir-t-ol.i'- Keai testate, j' ten per ct,
interest, net, payable semi-annually in New 1 oik.
and will guarantee the collection <>j nil ioans tin,<i
through it- agency. All charger p ml by the borrow
er.
New York aim New England retereuces, and
tiill particulars, sent on application. Sampki. \1i:kkii.L late Governor of Iowa) President.
Address
JAMh.8 B. H teAK 1W Kl. L, oee'y, Drawer 107, Dos
Moines, Iowa.

he would
’he loud

A

$40, $50, $75 and $100.

Ton iJor Oont. T-si ot

on

same

PitSFITABLE SODA FOUNTAINS

CHAP.MAM

>1

Boston

TK«Tntum t w.%.

UEO. (r.

Republicau Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
appear at a Prob ite Court, to be held at Belfast. within and for said County, on me second
Tuesday ot May next, at ten ot the clock before
noon, and shew cause, it any they have, why the

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.,
5V0 Broadway, X. Y

for

Capt.

opposite Kilby St.,

extensive practice oi upwards of thir
to secure 1'.items in the
ty year-, continut
United States; also in Great Bnt.iiu, France, and
C ivcat.-, Sprciticat ions,
other foreign countries.
Assignments, aud all papers tor Patent.-*, executed
Ke-t-arches
on reasonable tends, with despatch.
r.uenis
m tde to determine the v ilidity aiei uiilitv u>
of Inventions, and legal ami ot er advice rend* red
in all matters touching the same. » ••pics <•! the
claims ot any p lent tarnished bv remitting one do
lar. Assignment- recorded in Washington.
No Agv ucy in the L’ mod Slate** possesses superior
facility tor obt lining Patents or ascertaining the
patent ability <>1 inventions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to procure a Patent, an t t lie usual great delay there, are
here saved inventors.

WEEK.

CAMBRIDGE!
!ZL1>

may

151 Tremunt m., Button.

vest

speech;

orderto

EDDY,

-, >-

Ordered, That the said Executrix give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ol tiiir

UNQUESTIONABLY CHEAPEST.

<

™’’

TARE TO BOSTON

ance.

Four OcrwE Organs $50 each; Five Octave
Organ- $loo, $i2o and upwards. With three sets
reed- $150 an upwards. Forty styles, up to $1500
each.
New Illustrated Catalogue, and Testimonial Circular, with opinions ot MOltE l HAN ONE 1HOLSAND Ml'sK IANS, sent tree.

Shipped Ready

at

PER

No. 76 State 3t.,

Will make two trips p^r week, until further notice.
Leaving B-lfast for Button
very Monday and
Thursdiy at J o’clock l’ M. Keturning will leave
Boston ever) I’uesd.iy and Frida, at •> I’. M.

SARAH

REED CABINET ORGANS,
$140, $i:« and $U5 each. Considering Capacity.
Kleganee. and L’ii,trough Kxcellence of Workmanship, these arc cheaper than any before ottered.
The Mason & H vmlis Organs are acknowledged
R K —X. and trom extiaordinary facilities for manufacture this Company can afford, and now undertake
to sell at prices which renders them

Shuttle

S

p-.

*—**.■*.rT—T'*

At a Probite Court,
for the County of Waldo, on
of April, A. D. 187*.
J. DOYEN, executrix of the will of
David Doyeu, late of Liticolnville, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented her
first and final account of Executorship for allow
heid

it

J. IV

TRIPS

made;

DAY S TRANSPOSING KEY-BOARD,
can be instantly moved to the right or left,
changing the pitch, or transposing the key. For
drawings and descriptions see Circular.
NEW AND ELEGANT STYLES OF DOUBLE

And be

Then the voice sententious faltered, and the
wxiom it would teach
Lost itselt iu loudest trifles of his soft Castilian

ever

which

A Night Picture.
It i- night now,
and here is home,
(lathered under the
quiet root elders and children lit; alike at
In the midst ol a great peace am!
rest
calm, the stars look out I ruin the heavens.
The silence is peopled with the past ;
sorrowful remorses fur .sins and shortcomings, memories of pa-sinuate joys
and griefs rise out of their graves, both
now alike calm ami sad.
Eyes, a- J shut
mine, look at me, that have long ceased
to shine.
The town and lair landscape
sleep under the starlight, wreathed in urn
Autu.nn mist.
Twinkling among the
houses, a light keeps watch here an t
there, iti what may be a sick chamber or
two.
The clock tolls sweetly in the silent
air.
Here is night and rest. An awful
sense, ot thanks makes the heart swell and
tile head bow, us 1 pass to my room
through the sleeping house, and tcel as

in til

only

PIPES with reeds

WELL,

S T E A 51 E

ORGANS,

being

near to.

or

j

CABINET ORGANS.

tor now 1 can pelieve mauish
tilings vot I eoui.i not pelieve pefore. We
read. Mister Bleacher, tiiat lauiel va-h
,.si into the ten of lions, and came out
.me:
Now i ueber could pelieve that;
lor the wilt beasts would siiust eat tiem
right off. put now it ish ferry clear to my
He vasli siiust eio.se by or near to,
mint.
and tid not get into the ten at all
Oh, 1
is so glad I N ash here to-uiglu.
Again, we reat dal the Hebrew children vash east into the furnace, and dat
air alwish iuux'l .ike a peeg story, too;
lor they would have peen purnlup; put
it i'll all plain to my mint now; tor they
were siiust east near py. or close to, tile
I vash so glad 1
Oil!
li.ish furnace.
vash here to-night !
And den, Mr. Bleacher, it i'll said da!
Jonah vast) cast into tile sea, unu taken
into the walo'sh pelly.
Now i never could
peliei that, it always seemed to me Lo
he a peeg leesh story, but it ish ail plain
lie was not taken inh>
lo my mint now.
the whale'sh pelly at all, put sliust shumpt
<Mo hit! park aral ratlt a-tharr.
Oh, 1 vusii
so gial 1 vaali here io-nighl !
And now. Mister Breaciicr, it you will
-liti'l explain two mine intshages ot
Scripture I shall be, < >, so happy bat i
\ asii here
to-night! One ol them is veiv
it saisu tie vicked shad be cast tuA a lake
that purus with lire and prunslitoiie alO! Mr. Breaelier. snail I pc cast
ways.
into that lake il I am ticked! or slntst
near
enough tope condor'table? Oil' 1
hopes you tell me I shall pe east only
shust py, a good vay oil', and i
id be so
glad 1 rash here to-niglit ! 1'ae other
bashage is that visli saisu, plessed are
they who do hoes commandments, that
they may have right lo the tree ol lile and
enter in through the gates into tiie cut
Oh! teii me 1 shall get into the city, and
not sliust close py. or near to. shust near
enough to see vot 1 have lost, and i shall
be so glad I vash here to-night!"

-ereUc

TWO

EXTRAORDINARY

stranger to all, arose and broke a silence
ihat was almost painful, ns follows:
•Mr. Bleacher, 1 ish so glad i vash here
lo-night, for I lias had explained to my
mint some tings dat 1 never could pellet
pel’ire. Uhl 1 ish so glad that into does
nut mean into at all, but siiust close py,

Li.

FOR B

ninth yearly till paid in full.
1'
thereof lo be put out on interest for the m mfil ol
l»r4Mliic(« w ill pay for land and improvements
said minors.
within Du iirnit oi this generous credit.
Whkkkfore your petitioner prays your h -nor to
^4f-Bett. 1 term- were never ottered, are not now, ;
grant him a license to seil aud convey said real e?I ite
and probably niaer will be.
ol said minors,cucluding the n ersion ot thewuiow's
4 I HCt Su 4 RW giving full particulars are supdower thereon,) to said Ralph Bag.ev for said -urn.
emi^r iTi -; ,ui. wisliiug to induce others to
ple
GEORGE H. CAR I KK.
jj-;it,■ with tin in, or to bum a colony, are invited to
ask tor ail tln\ want to distribute.
held
at Belfast, within and lor
lltRRM.Lanil Comm’r. At a Probate Court
ivto«-i:o.
A.
the County ot Waldo, on ttie second iuesday of
pur |•.w" Land-, at Hurl-ngton, Iowa.
April, A. D. 1872,
And lor Nebraska Lands, at I.iiacoln. .leb,
Upon, the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
give notice to all persons interested by
petitioner
IMPROVEMENTS
causing a copy ot said petition, with this order
thereon,to be published three weeks successively in
the It publican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at the Probate Office iu Belfast aforesaid, on the
The M ason & H amlin Organ Co., respectfully
second Tuesday ol May next, at ten o'clock In
ol
much
mnonn e the introduction o' improvements
the forenoon, and shew cause, it any they have, why
These are
more than ordinary interest.
the same should not be granted.
ASA rKUR LOUGH, Judge.
REED AND PIPE CABINET
41
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
successful combination of KKAL
the
oi

H.

R.

SPRING ARRANGEMENTS FOR 1372. SOLICITOR OF PATENTS
For Invenlions, Trade Marks, or Designs.

art seized and possessed ot certain real estate -ornate in sain Troy, beiug the homestead <>l the late
MILLIONS OF ACRES
Stephen J. Barker; that au advantageous oiler ol
()n i en Wars* Credit. at ii per ct. Interest. ! two hundred dollars has been made bv Ralph Bagol said Troy, wmcii offer it i? lor the iniervst
Nti jurt of principal due for two years, and thence j ley
of all concerned immediately to accept, ihe proceeds

So
We.it ini the mountain, but upon ii.
with going down into tin tfail r, it means

trophies ong since scattered, all its
Ma/oii brushed aw av.
And the Hag that Hit*> above it but a triumph of
to-day.

A si

INDEPENDENT LINE

UNDERSIGNED Guardian of Fred A.,
rpiIE
JL l.lewellyn and S.trail I'arttr, minor heir? ot
Stephen J. Barker, late ot Troy in said County,
deceased, respectlully represents that said minors

Burlington & Mo. River R,R, Co.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS

SANFORD'S

Judge ol Probate for the County

To the Honorable
ot Waldo.

FOR SALE BY THE

remarks, he sai i some believe ii neees
sary to go down into the water, and come
liut thi' In1
up out of it, to be baptized,
claimed to n* it tallaev; lor the prepu-ilion "into” nt the Scriptures should be
lendered differently, as it do. s not mean
into, at all times.
".Most s.” he-aid,
are told went ts'a the mountain, and the
Savior was tak. n in1- a i.igh mouiilain.
Now we do not suppose that either
etc.

Looking
By

X-.ua. 3STXJS

meeting, and one night preached on the
subject of baptism. In the coarse of his

H VKTF.

PROBATE NGTICFS.

IOWA & NEBRASKA

One who dues not believe in immersion
for baptism was holding a protracted

Frenuiio de San Franc/ eco .j

tn

Comforting interpretation.

A

Arguello.

de

....

Belfast, Me,

By purchasing

Gland Trunk

via

the

Railway.

Do not be deceived bv unjust reports. The Grand
Trunk Is now in excellent running condition.
Has
the Pullman Gars over the entire route. The distance is shorter and time leas than by am other
Steamboat and hotel exptns's,
route from Malm*.
also hacking across crowded cities rre avoid'd bv
till * route. Baggage check'd ti rough is not subj ct
to Custom House » xamiu.ition.
Berths In Pudiuau
Curs. Portland to Chicago, can be secured
Apply
to WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent, <i. T.
Railway
Company, 22 West Market Square, Bangor.
I
Th kkts for sale at Belfast at the Bookstore of .1.
I C. CALDWELL and at the Depot, by VV. ,1. COL
BURN.
rtinM
j

j

rjpnmTV

«CHOOL!

CAMDEN,

MAINE.

A^Engltsh and Classical Home School
Aprlnf Term opens April Kith.
2m37
Rev. B. W. ATWELL,

lor

Boys,

Rector.

